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Abstract
Reliability Management of Composite Consumer Applications
Consumer computing is a research field focused on empowering ordinary application consumers, especially those that are not educated programmers, to build applications adapted to
their specific needs. Consumer applications are component-based systems, constructed by
combining the existing applications into new added value workflows. They are usually run
in dynamic environments where building components are accessed over a shared medium, like
the Internet, and often are not under supervision of the developer. Furthermore, component
reusability is an important consumer computing concept as it simplifies application development, but also enables development of very complex consumer applications. Therefore, one
of the principal challenges in sustainable consumer application development is to maintain a
proper level of application’s non-functional properties. The goal of this doctoral thesis is to
produce a methodology for development of reliable consumer applications. To support development of complex consumer applications, the method needs to scale with the increased number
of building components and workflow complexity. The proposed approach is a design-time iterative reliability management method that consists of consecutive steps of reliability estimation,
detection of architectural weaknesses, and application improvement. In order to achieve scalability, an application analysis approach based on heuristic algorithms that leverage graphical
structure of the reliability model is presented. Feasibility of the proposed method is extensively
evaluated both on artificial and real-world data sets.

Keywords: Consumer computing, component-based systems, dependability properties, reliability management method.

Sažetak
Upravljanje pouzdanošću kompozitnih potrošačkih primjenskih programa
Potrošačko računarstvo je područje istraživanja čiji je cilj omogućiti izgradnju primjenskih
programa korisnicima koji nemaju formalnog obrazovanja ili praktičnog iskustva u programskom inženjerstvu. Potrošački primjenski programi su sustavi zasnovani na komponentama,
izgrad̄eni povezivanjem postojećih primjenskih programa u složene tijekove izvod̄enja. Pritom
se smatra da su postojeći primjenski programi često izvan nadzora graditelja programa te im se
pristupa korištenjem dijeljenih komunikacijskih kanala, poput globalne mreže internet. Osim
toga, ključno svojstvo potrošačkog računarstva jest mogućnost ponovnog korištenja postojećih
kompozitnih potrošačkih programa kao gradivnih komponenti novih programa. Takav pristup
omogućava izgradnju vrlo složenih potrošačkih programa u čiji je tijek izvod̄enja ugrad̄en
veliki broj gradivnih komponenti. S obzirom na dinamičko okruženje izvod̄enja i složenost
potrošačkih programa, nužna je primjena postupaka ostvarivanja pouzdanosti kako bi se osigurala odgovarajuća nefunkcijska svojstva. Tradicionalni pristupi u rješavanju sličnih problema
zahtijevaju široku primjenu zalihosti ili složenih modela pouzdanosti i postupaka optimizacije
tijeka izvod̄enja programa. Med̄utim, navedeni pristupi ne zadržavaju svojstvo razmjernog rasta
s obzirom na porast broja gradivnih komponenti i složenosti tijeka izvod̄enja primjenskog programa. S ciljem rješavanja navedenih istraživačkih izazova, u sklopu doktorske disertacije
predložena je metoda za upravljanje pouzdanošću kompozitnih potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Metodu čine postupci otkrivanja arhitekturnih slabosti i poboljšanja pouzdanosti primjenskog programa. Otkrivanje arhitekturnih slabosti provodi se uz očuvanje svojstva razmjernog
rasta primjenom skupa heurističkih algoritama. S ciljem ugradnje predložene metode u okolinu
potrošačkog računarstva, definirani su odgovarajući programirljivi elementi i pomoćnik za potporu izgradnji pouzdanih potrošačkih primjenskih programa.
U prvom poglavlju (1 “Introduction”), predstavljena je motivacija istraživanja i hipoteze na
kojima se zasniva rješenje postavljenih istraživačkih ciljeva. U zaključku poglavlja naveden je
pregled sadržaja doktorskog rada.
U drugom poglavlju (2 “Consumer Computing”), opisano je istraživačko područje potrošačkog
računarstva te motivacija za njegovu primjenu. Definirani su osnovni elementi okoline potrošačkog
računarstva (gradivne komponente, programirljive komponente i pomoćnici) te su dani primjeri
njihovog ostvarenja primjenom modernih tehnoloških i istraživačkih dostignuća.

U trećem poglavlju (3 “Dependable Computer Systems”), predstavljen je iscrpan pregled
postojećih metoda za ostvarivanje svojstava oslonjivosti kompozitnih računalnih sustava. Predstavljena je taksonomija oslonjivog računarstva s posebnim naglaskom na metode ostvarivanja
oslonjivosti. Pored tradicionalnih postupaka, opisana je metoda dinamičkog odabira komponenti, koja je često korištena u sustavima zasnovanim na uslugama.
U četvrtom poglavlju (4 “Dependable Consumer Computing”), predstavljen je pregled metode
upravljanja pouzdanošću potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Metodu sačinjavaju tri osnovna
procesa: procjena pouzdanosti (procjena ukupne pouzdanosti kompozitnog potrošačkog primjenskog programa zasnovana na analizi tijeka izvod̄enja), predlaganje arhitekturnih slabosti
(otkrivanje najznačajnijih arhitekturnih slabosti u primjenskom sustavu) te poboljšanje pouzdanosti (primjena postupaka ostvarivanja oslonjivosti na najznačajnije arhitekturne slabosti primjenskog sustava). U zaključku poglavlja, predstavljena metoda je smještena u okvire taksonomije oslonjivih računalnih sustava.
U petom poglavlju (5 “Reliability Model”), opisan je model pouzdanosti primijenjen u
sklopu procesa procjene pouzdanosti potrošačkog programa. Model se zasniva na preslikavanju tijeka izvod̄enje primjenskog programa u puteve utjecaja mreže vjerojatnosti. Na taj način
izbjegnute su poteškoće prisutne u modelima zasnovanim na stanju, posebice kombinatorna eksplozija u rastu broja stanja kod složenijih potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Predstavljena je
formalna definicija modela pouzdanosti, kao i algoritam pretvorbe UML dijagrama aktivnosti u
zapis modela.
U šestom poglavlju (6 “Weak Point Recommendation Method”), predstavljen je skup algoritama preporuke arhitekturnih slabosti primjenskog programa. Pored izrazito preciznog
računalno zahtjevnog algoritma zasnovanog na metodi analize osjetljivosti pouzdanosti (WPInfluence), definirana su dva manje računalno zahtjevna heuristička algoritma (WP-WeakestPath
i WP-WeightedPath). Iako su manje preciznosti, heuristički algoritmi ostvaruju bolje svojstvo
razmjernog rasta. Heuristički algoritmi su pogodni u uvjetima smanjenih računalnih sredstava
potrebnih za provod̄enja postupka poboljšanja pouzdanosti. Provod̄enje većeg broja manje
preciznih, ali računalno učinkovitijih koraka poboljšanja pouzdanosti uzrokuje manju ukupnu
potrošnju računalnih sredstava.
U sedmom poglavlju (7 “Consumer-Defined Reliability Improvement”), opisan je proces
poboljšanja pouzdanosti potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Predstavljena je arhitektura pomoćnika za potporu izgradnji pouzdanih kompozitnih potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Na

osnovi arhitekture, opisano je programsko ostvarenje pomoćnika zasnovano na udomljenicima.
Osim toga, okolina potrošačkog računarstva proširena je dodatnim programirljivim komponentama. Opisane programirljive komponente podržavaju tradicionalne postupke oporavka od
pogreške.
U osmom poglavlju (8 “Evaluation”), predstavljeno je vrednovanje metode upravljanja
pouzdanošću potrošačkih primjenskih programa. Preciznost i računalna učinkovitost algoritama za preporuku arhitekturnih slabosti vrednovana je na umjetno stvorenom i stvarnom skupu
podataka. Sažetak rezultata te zaključci koji potvrd̄uju hipoteze provedenog istraživanja, predstavljeni su na kraju poglavlja.
U devetom poglavlju (9 “Conclusion”), predstavljen je zaključak doktorskog rada s naglaskom na rezultate provedenog vrednovanja i ostvarene izvorne znanstvene doprinose.

Zaključno, rješenje predstavljeno u doktorskoj disertaciji primjereniji je pristup postizanja
odgovarajućih nefunkcijskih svojstava vrlo složenih kompozitnih sustava od tradicionalnih postupaka ostvarivanja oslonjivosti. Predstavljena metoda omogućava ciljano poboljšanje arhitekturnih slabosti primjenskih programa uzimajući u obzir svojstvo pouzdanosti. Kako bi se osiguralo svojstvo razmjernog rasta postupka otkrivanja arhitekturnih slabosti, primijenjen je skup
heurističkih algoritama preporuke čija su svojstva vrednovana na umjetnom i stvarnom skupu
modela pouzdanosti primjenskih sustava. Navedeni postupak ostvaren je u okolini potrošačkog
računarstva u skladu s čim su definirani odgovarajući programirljivi elementi i pomoćnik za
potporu izgradnji pouzdanih potrošačkih primjenskih programa.

Ključne riječi: Potrošačko računarstvo, sustavi zasnovani na komponentama, svojstva oslonjivosti, postupak upravljanja pouzdanošću.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consumer computing is a novel research field in computer science focused on including
consumers into process of application development. Specifically, the goal of consumer computing is to empower ordinary application consumers, especially those that are not educated
programmers, to create ubiquitous sociotechnical applications adapted to their needs. Motivation for this inclusion comes from the needs of the contemporary digital society that developed
through proliferation of modern information and communication systems. Today’s digital society can be regarded as a group of consumers, connected through state-of-the-art communication
technologies, that utilize modern applications and devices in some of their every day activities.
For instance, consumers can be connected through the Internet using modern mobile devices
(e.g. smartphones and tablets) that support applications useful in their home or work environments. Since its creation, the digital society is constantly expanding, prompting the need for
new content, as well as functionalities. The problem of content demand has been addressed by
including consumers into its creation through various Web 2.0 systems such as blogs, social
networks, wikis and others. However, having in mind the ever increasing number of various
devices and their capabilities, it is not realistic to expect that professional developers will be
able to meet all the application demands put forward by the modern digital society. Therefore,
the motivation behind consumer computing is that sustainable expansion of digital society can
be supported by including consumers into application development in a similar way they were
included into content generation.
Consumer computing relies on a premise that consumers can construct applications in much
the same way they use them. By automating their application consumption knowledge—
knowledge on how the applications are used—consumers can construct new applications by
1
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combining the existing ones. Therefore, consumer applications are in fact component-based
systems constructed out of other applications (building components) that provide some basic
functionality. Examples of possible building components in consumer computing are web widgets and mobile applications. Moreover, by utilizing capabilities of modern handheld devices
on which these applications can be run, it is possible to crate information-rich situational applications that interface with other cyber and physical systems, like smarthome environments
or social networks. In addition, consumer applications are considered to be hierarchical, meaning that other composite consumer applications can be used as building components of a new
consumer application. Having that in mind, it can be expected that with adoption of consumer
computing, the number of consumer applications and their complexity would increase rapidly,
supporting sustainable development of the digital society.
However, the increase in number of available building components, as well as their complexity, introduces additional challenges that impact consumer’s abilities to meet both the desired
functional and non-functional properties of the constructed application. For instance, selecting
components based on their functional properties can become intractable for a consumer due to
an overwhelming number of possible choices. Thus, consumer computing entails necessity for
assistants that can help identify components that best meet the consumer’s design. On the other
hand, non-functional application properties are another strong concern, namely application’s
dependability properties. This is due to the fact that consumer applications are componentbased, meaning that each incorporated building component introduces its dependability threats.
With the increase in the number of building components and complexity of the constructed
workflow, combining building components with inadequate dependability properties can render
the constructed application unusable, consequently preventing its further reuse. The focus of
this thesis is to provide means of constructing complex consumer applications that retain adequate dependability, while focusing on reliability as one of the most pronounced dependability
properties.
A possible solution to constructing reliable consumer applications can be found by observing similar component-based systems, like web services or other cloud-based systems in
general. For instance, both the consumer applications and web services are run in dynamic
environments where reliability values change rapidly and unexpectedly. This is due to the fact
that such applications are often accessed over a shared medium, e.g. the Internet, and are developed and maintained by third parties over which a consumer has no influence. In such dynamic
2
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environments, the commonly used solution is to introduce redundancies into the application’s
workflow with the aim of securing a certain degree of reliability. Redundancies entail using
multiple functionally equivalent components over which redundant workflow execution paths
are constructed. However, implementing and running such redundant systems can be resource
demanding and no comprehensible solution exists that would enable their construction on a
larger scale.
The solution proposed in this thesis is a novel design time reliability management method
that enables focusing reliability improvements to building components (weak points) that have
the most influence on the overall application reliability. That way, it is possible to achieve an
acceptable level of reliability by selectively introducing redundancy or making other application improvements, e.g. replacing specific components with more reliable ones, while overall
spending less resources during both design and run times.
To ensure the method is applicable to large consumer applications, it has to scale well with
the increase in the number of building components as well as workflow complexity. For that
reason, an adequate reliability model for consumer applications is defined. In addition, the
weak point recommendation method is designed to scale with regard to the size of reliability
model and additional computational requirements that stem from implementing the application
improvements. The introduced method is based on a suite of algorithms that leverage a trade-off
between accuracy in recommending most influential components and consumption of system
resources. Specifically, it is based on a hypothesis that a suite of heuristic algorithms that detect most influential components based solely on the graph properties of the reliability model
can be applied. That way it would possible to decrease the dependence of the proposed weak
point recommendation method on the number of consumer application’s building components.
Furthermore, by taking into account additional computational overheads of the reliability management method, better computational performance can be achieved through proper selection
of the recommendation algorithms. The stated hypotheses are confirmed by the results of the
conducted evaluation.
Furthermore, the thesis gives insights into how the proposed reliability management method
is integrated into the consumer computing environment. Specifically, the presented research
shows how the consumer computing environment is extended with both programmable and
assistant elements in order to support the proposed reliability management method. While
the assistant element enables consumers to to perform the reliability management method,
3
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programmable components enable introduction of redundancies into the consumer application
workflow.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the consumer computing
research field. The underlying motivation for its adoption is presented, along with a definition
of a general consumer computing environment that supports automation of application consumption knowledge. Basic elements of the consumer computing environment are described,
along with their possible implementations using contemporary technologies and research findings. Finally, a consumer programming tool Geppeto that utilizes web widgets as application
building components is presented.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of methods commonly used to ensure dependability of computer systems. The taxonomy of dependable computing is presented, defining dependability
properties, threats and attainment means. Each of the dependability attainment mans (fault prevention, removal, forecasting and tolerance) is described in a greater detail. Finally, the chapter
is concluded by discussing the dynamic component selection, a method commonly used to improve dependability properties of service-oriented systems.
Chapter 4 introduces the basics of dependable consumer computing. The reliability management method for consumer applications is defined, along with its main processes and actors.
The proposed method is iterative and consists out of three main processes: reliability estimation,
weak point recommendation and reliability improvement. These processes are conducted by actors, either a consumer or a computer system. Finally, the presented reliability management
method is placed within the general dependable computing taxonomy.
Chapter 5 focuses on the reliability estimation process of the reliability management method.
A formal definition of the reliability model for consumer applications based on belief networks
is given. Furthermore, a model generator algorithm that converts workflow definitions, represented as UML activity diagrams, into consumer application reliability models is presented.
The chapter is concluded with an example that illustrates how reliability models are constructed
for Geppeto consumer applications.
Chapter 6 defines a suite of weak point recommendation algorithms that constitute the weak
point recommendation process of the reliability management method. A reliability sensitivity analysis algorithm WP-Influence for accurate estimation of weak points is presented. In
addition, two heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath that make recommendations based on graphical structure of reliability model are defined. These algorithms are
4
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less accurate, but also less resource demanding. Finally, a computational complexity analysis
for the introduced weak point recommendation algorithms is presented.
Chapter 7 addresses the reliability improvement process. An architecture for a consumer
assistant based on the introduced reliability management method is presented. Based on the
presented architecture an example of consumer assistant for development of reliable applications, implemented as a web widget, is presented. Apart form the assistance in analyzing an
application, consumer is provided with a set of programmable elements that enable introduction of redundant constructs into the application workflow. Architectures of programmable
elements that implement some of the common reliability attainment methods are presented.
Finally, examples of programmable components implemented as web widgets are given.
Chapter 8 presents evaluation of the weak point recommendation algorithms. The evaluation
is conducted on a set of artificially generated reliability models, as well as on a set of real-world
models generated out of Yahoo Pipes composite applications. Furthermore, the evaluation is
performed for two distinct experimental setups with aim of confirming properties of the weak
point recommendation algorithms regarding accuracy and computational efficiency. The results
of evaluation are summed up and discussed at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 9 outlines the achieved scientific contributions and concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Consumer Computing
Consumer computing is a methodology introduced at the UniZg, FER-CCL1 whose aim is to
empower ordinary application consumers, specifically those that are not educated programmers,
to create ubiquitous sociotechnical applications adapted to their needs. Such applications are
considered to be composite in their nature, constructed by consumers out of a number of building components. These building components are in fact other applications that provide some
basic functionality. That way, consumer’s innovation potential is expressed through interaction
of building components, whose individual functionalities are well understood by its designer.
The premise for such an application development environment is that an adequate number of
consumers exist, accompanied by an appropriate number of building components that can be
consumed using well established and intuitive interfaces. For that reason, the consumer computing methodology is mainly built around the environment of state-of-the-art web and mobile
applications that provide intuitive graphical user interfaces (GUI) and are accessible to an ever
increasing number of consumers. In fact, by utilizing modern devices that provide rich sensory
data and connection to the Internet, e.g. smartphones and tablets, it is possible to build complex
consumer applications that interact with contemporary technical and social systems. More on
motivation behind the consumer computing methodology and on the challenges of designing a
consumer computing environment is discussed throughout the rest of this chapter.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Motivation for consumer computing
focused on enabling a sustainable digital society is presented in Section 2.1. The main concept behind consumer computing—development through automation of application consumption knowledge—is presented in Section 2.2. Based on the concept of consumption knowledge
1

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Consumer Computing Laboratory,
http://ccl.fer.hr
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automation, the consumer computing environment is defined in Section 2.3. The chapter is
concluded by Section 2.4 that describes a consumer programming tool Geppeto which enables
construction of web widget compositions.

2.1

Motivation: A Sustainable Digital Society

Motivation behind consumer computing can be expressed through the needs of the modern
digital society that developed over the last couple of decades due to breakthroughs in information and communication technologies. Contemporary digital society can be regarded as a group
of individuals connected through state-of-the-art communitarian technologies, mostly the Internet, that utilize some of the modern devices or applications in their every day activities. Since its
creation, digital society is constantly expanding, which can be best observed by the increasing
number of Internet users. According to the conducted surveys [1], over 2.7 billion people worldwide have access to the Internet, which is about 40% of the entire population. This means that
the number of Internet users has increased roughly four times over the last 10 years. In order to
sustain such growth, apart from providing the necessary infrastructure, a large amount of content had to be made available to the users. This task due to its sheer size could not be solved by
a smaller group of people, e.g. professional developers. Therefore, with the emergence of Web
2.0 [2] Internet users were included in generation of online content through social networking
sites, wikis, blogs and other platforms. That way it was possible to generate substantial amount
of online content and support expansion of the digital society.
However, apart form content consumption, modern digital society relies on consumption
of services. Consumption of services emerged with appearance of web applications supported
by cloud computing platforms, but it really gained traction through wide adoption of mobile
platforms. With proliferation of various handheld devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets) and other
platforms, there is a huge demand for new applications, custom designed to the consumer’s
needs. For instance, latest reports indicate that the two largest mobile application stores Google
Play2 and App Store3 have reached a combined number of approximately 2 million applications
[3]. The data indicates that the number of applications in this two sores has increased about
60% in the last year alone. In the same time, the number of applications installed and used
by consumers is on the increase. The data presented in [4] shows that the average number of
2
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installed applications by smartphone users in the US has increased form 32 in 2011 to 41 in the
year 2012 (increase of 32%). Facilitating this growth is becoming an ever increasing problem as
the gap between user demands and developer capabilities gets wider. As new platforms become
available (e.g. Google Glass4 ) putting forward new application demands, this issue will only
get exacerbated. In essence, sustainability of this segment of digital society will be brought into
question as it will not be possible to fully address all the consumer demands that stem from
capabilities provided by modern technology.
One obvious way to solve this issue is to include consumers into application development
process, in much the same way consumers were included into content generation [5]. Some
steps have already been taken in that direction with introduction of development tools that
can be used by consumers to construct simple mobile applications (e.g. Appsbar5 and App
Inventor6 ). However, research goals adopted by FER-CCL indicate that consumer computing
should be defined in a more comprehensive way by identifying all its actors, their relationships
and roles within a general consumer computing environment. More details on how the consumer
computing environment is defined as part of FER-CCL research activities are provided in the
following sections.

2.2

Application Development Through Automation of Consumption Knowledge

One of the main guiding principles behind consumer computing is to provide development
methods that would enable consumers to create new applications in the same way they use them,
e.g. by utilizing GUI-level operations. All the knowledge collected during application usage
on both application’s functionality and possible interactions with other applications is defined
as application consumption knowledge. For instance, such knowledge includes semantics of
particular functionality subsets an application exposes, as well as use cases in which that particular application can be utilized in combination with other applications, e.g. to pre-process or
post-process results. In essence, consumers should be able to innovate by directly translating
previously obtained application consumption knowledge into new composite consumer applications. Thus, consumer applications effectively represent the automated application consump4

Google Glass, http://www.google.com/glass
Appsbar, http://www.appsbar.com/
6
MIT App Inventor, http://appinventor.mit.edu/
5
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tion knowledge and are built by designing workflows through composition of multiple building
components. A simplified process of application consumption knowledge automation is presented in Figure 2.1. Although the process is not described thoroughly, it provides sufficient
information to identify key elements of a general consumer computing environment.

Consumer Programming
Environment

(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)

(4)

(5)

(4)
(4)

Figure 2.1: Automation of application consumption knowledge.

The process of application consumption knowledge automation is initiated by a consumer
that uses a certain set of applications (1). By using the applications, consumer effectively constructs the application consumption knowledge (2) that consists both of application semantics
and possible application interactions. The process of knowledge accumulation proceeds until it
yields common application usage patterns, e.g. usage patterns that are often repeated and, thus,
could be automated. In order to achieve the task of automating the acquired knowledge, consumer utilizes a consumer programming environment that enables construction of application
compositions (3). Consumer first constructs a workflow on a functional level by translating the
acquired knowledge into an abstract application implementation and then selects the appropriate
building components from the set of known applications (4). It should be noted that components are selected based both on their functional and non-functional properties (e.g. quality
of service). Components are then merged into a workflow resulting in a new application that
effectively represents the automated application consumption knowledge. The constructed application can then be exposed as a new building block in the application set (5), supporting
10
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further application development. For this reason, consumer applications are considered to be
hierarchical, i.e. constructed applications can serve as building components for other consumer
applications. Based on the described simplified knowledge automation process, it is possible
to identify key elements of the consumer computing environment as described in the following
section.

2.3

Consumer Computing Environment

Consumer computing environment is defined based on the requirements stemming from the
process of application consumption knowledge automation. By taking into account the process described in Figure 2.1, three basic elements of consumer computing environment emerge
defined as application-specific components, generic programmable components and consumer
assistants. The first two elements are straightforward to identify as consumers are required to
have a set of application-specific components, i.e. components that provide some basic functionality, at their disposal and use them in order to devise a more complex workflow. Moreover,
when such a workflow is designed, consumers need to have a set of intuitive elements that would
enable them to connect the selected application-specific components. Such consumer computing environment elements are referred to as generic programmable components. In essence,
consumers use the generic programmable components to create composite (complex) components by combining the existing application-specific components. As stated previously, such
composite components can then be reused as new application-specific components, extending
the existing set of application-specific components. In fact, it can be concluded that expansion
of the application-specific component set is dominated by two causes. The first cause stems
from the increase in the number of application-specific components deployed by professional
programmers (e.g. increase in the number of web or mobile applications). The second and
more substantial cause for expansion of the application-specific component set comes from
the potentially large number of applications developed exclusively by consumers. Since such
application development process is continuously bootstrapped by newly emerging applicationspecific components, it can be concluded that the set of application-specific components rapidly
expands.
However, with the increase in the number of available application-specific components issue
of sustainable application development comes into question as the process of selecting appro11
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priate building components becomes less tractable. Specifically, having a substantially large
number of application-specific components it can become resource demanding to identify components that best meet the consumers’ requirements. To mitigate this issue, consumer assistant elements are introduced into the consumer computing environment. Such elements secure
the sustainability of application development by helping consumers to select the appropriate
application-specific components based both on their functional and non-functional properties.
Here functional properties encompass all the properties that are required to construct a certain
workflow form the standpoint of the exposed component’s functionality, e.g. if arithmetic operations are to be performed, a calculator component is required. On the other hand, non-functional
properties define how well a selected component performs, e.g. how precise or reliable are the
performed computations. Both properties are fundamental when it comes to supporting sustainable development as applying components with inadequate non-functional properties would
eventually render the newly developed application-specific components unusable, preventing
reusability and further development.
An overview of the consumer computing environment, defined by its three fundamental elements is shown in Figure 2.2. Each of the environment elements is described more thoroughly
in the following subsections.

Consumer Assistants

Application-Specific
Components

Generic Programmable
Components

Figure 2.2: Consumer computing environment.
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2.3.1

Application-Specific Components

Application-specific components represent application building blocks form various domains. Such components expose a specific functionality to consumers through an intuitive,
well-established interface, like GUI. In essence, application-specific components can be build
and made accessible using various contemporary technologies, like web widgets, web applications or mobile applications. For instance, a good example of application-specific component
sets are large mobile applications stores. In such stores, applications are made available in
various categories, ranging from social applications, games, business applications and others.
In their essence, application-specific components can be designed to run on a variety of
devices that have different computational capabilities. Specifically, they can be designed as thin
clients that provide user interface, while the actual computation is offloaded to other computer
systems. For instance, components may access underlaying web services (e.g. through SOAP
[6] or REST [7]) or other cloud computing services (platform and infrastructure as a service) [8].
Apart from that, application-specific components can be used to control the physical world
through employment of cyber-physical systems [9]. Access to both physical and digital worlds
enables construction of context-aware applications [10]. Such applications can be adapted to
both physical parameters (e.g. user location) and virtual parameters (e.g. data retrieved from
social services). In conclusion, application-specific components provide the consumer with
a rich set of functionalities that can be combined into innovative workflows, well adapted to
specific functional needs.

2.3.2

Generic Programmable Components

Generic programmable components are specialized applications whose purpose is to merge
application-specific components into a new, added-value workflow that can be redeployed as
a single application-specific component. Thus, the most basic functionality of programmable
components is to provide means of establishing control and data flows between the building
components. Considerable research efforts were conducted at FER-CCL with aim to facilitate
data and control flow construction. Early research directions considered web service compositions using a spreadsheet-based programming language Husky [9]. Following research approaches were focused on application-specific components more suited to the consumer. Consumer programing model defined in [11, 12] considers constructing compositions out of web
widgets. The model leverages a widget-oriented architecture, i.e. all elements of the consumer
13
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computing environment are exposed as widgets, including the programmable components. In
this specific case, composite applications are constructed using a GUI-level language and are
represented by a semi-graphical tabular representation. Based on the defined consumer programming model, a tool for widget composition Geppeto was constructed. Since Geppeto applications are used as a motivating example for consumer applications in this thesis, the tool is
described in a greater detail in Section 2.4.
Apart form providing basic data and control follow construction capabilities, generic programming elements need to be extended with other general computer system properties to make
the applications more expressive and usable. Such properties include: concurrent execution,
support for event-driven architectures, security, fault tolerance and others. Previous research
activities at FER-CCL were aimed at developing support for event-driven consumer applications within the Geppeto framework [12]. Furthermore, a series of synchronization mechanisms
were developed to enable concurrent execution of consumer applications [13]. Future research
efforts are focused on extending the consumer computing environment with support for other
properties. In accordance with that aim, one of the goals of this thesis is to enable implementation of reliable consumer applications through introduction of fault tolerance. More details on
how the generic programming components are extended to support fault tolerant programming
constructs are presented in Chapter 7.

2.3.3

Consumer Assistants

Previously presented arguments indicate that a set of application-specific components within
a consumer computing environment can be expected to be significantly large in size. In such
conditions, the task of constructing applications can become intractable as consumers would
have substantial difficulties when searching for appropriate building components, both from
their functional and non-functional perspectives. Therefore, with an escalating number of
building components, consumer’s innovation would be limited by an overwhelming number
of choices, making the whole process of application development unsustainable. This would in
turn cause a decrease in the number of new applications and stall the growth of the applicationspecific component sets. In order to avoid the stated issue, consumer computing environment
is extended with assistant elements. Consumer assistants are specialized elements designed
to ensure sustainability of application development by guiding the design and implementation
process. In essence, consumer assistants provide a set of recommendations both on design
14
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decisions and component selections with aim of achieving satisfactory functional and nonfunctional properties of the constructed application. In contrast to the application development
process, the increase in application-specific data set size, accompanied by growing meta data
on application-specific components’ past usage is beneficiary towards consumer assistants as it
enables them to make more accurate recommendations. Thus, accurate assistant recommendations make possible for consumers to create applications with appropriate quality parameters
that enable their reuse, effectively securing sustainable increase of the application number and
workflow complexity. Constructing such recommender systems that leverage very large data
sets, also named big data, is feasible as a lot of ongoing research efforts are focused on making
big data manageable [14], e.g. by enabling its capture, storage, search, sharing, analysis and
visualization.
Having sufficient application-related data at disposal, there are two dominant ways consumer assistants can aid application development. The first approach comes strictly form leveraging the data through analysis procedures conducted by a computer system with aim of automatically extracting relevant recommendations. Since in that case analysis operations are conducted by a machine, such consumer assistants are named digital assistants. On the other hand,
consumer assistants can be used to leverage human help by accessing application consumption
knowledge of other consumers. Such systems, as they rely on human inputs, are named humanbased assistants. The rest of this section shows that building both types of consumer assistants
is feasible using contemporary research findings and technology.

Digital assistants
Digital assistants are designed to automatically process data on application-specific components and their usage with purpose of making recommendations that would aid the ongoing
development efforts. Thus, recommendations are strictly made by a computer system based on
the available application data by leveraging data mining, artificial intelligence or some other
application-specific methods. In essence, digital assistants can be designed like contemporary
recommender systems, e.g. systems used to predict ratings or preferences of Internet users.
Generally, such recommender systems can be implemented using various approaches out of
which two stand out in the literature defined as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering.
The collaborative filtering approach [15] enables recommendation on big data sets by esti15
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mating similarity between particular entities. For instance, a data set may be constructed out
of consumers and components they use, having information on how a particular consumer uses
any given component. Based on that two dimensional matrix, similarity between users can be
calculated based on components they used in the past. Such estimation is usually performed
by applying classification methods (e.g. k-nearest neighbor algorithm) or leveraging statistical
measures (e.g. Pearson Correlation Coefficient). When similar users are predicted, components
can be recommended based on the assumption that similar users will use similar components.
A clear advantage of collaborative filtering approach is that no specific knowledge on data set
items (e.g., specific user preference or component properties) is needed to make a recommendation. However, since the recommendation is based solely on the collected data, the data set
needs to be sufficiently large to facilitate accurate recommendations. Thus, collaborative filtering is sensitive to cold start issues as data quantity impacts the accuracy. On the other hand,
having too large data sets may raise issues of scalability. Furthermore, data sparsity is another
important issue, as collected data may not be equally representative for all of data set items, i.e.
some items may have significantly larger and more representative inputs.

On the other hand, content-based filtering [16] derives recommendations by leveraging specific information on data set items. In the previously used example where users need to be recommended components, each component would have to be described by a set of features. Similarly, users are described by weighted feature vectors that contain the same item features, where
weights indicate how important a particular feature is to the consumer. In general, weights can
be calculated based on consumer’s actions using various methods, including machine learning
techniques such as: Bayesian classifiers, neural networks, decision trees and others. Although
content-based filtering approaches depend less on the properties of the collected data set, their
accuracy is mostly influenced by precision in weight factor estimation.

The above described methods clearly indicate that it is possible to construct digital assistants for consumer computing environment using state-of-the-art research findings as solutions
to common problems in recommender systems can be applied to aid the consumer application
development process. One of the goals of this thesis is to extend the the consumer computing
environment with a digital assistant that would enable construction of reliable consumer applications. The assistant is based on the reliability management method described in Chapter 4.
More details on its properties are given in Chapter 7.
16
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Human-based assistants
Human-based assistants aid the application development process by leveraging direct human help. Specifically, using human-based assistants, consumers help other consumers by
directly disseminating their application consumption and design knowledge. In essence, assistants that rely on human-made input can be implemented by relying on collective intelligence—
knowledge that was generated through interaction and competition of a large number of individuals [17]. The subsets of collective intelligence, as defined by authors in [18] and presented
in Figure 2.3, encompasses several fields including crowdsourcing, human computation, social
computing and data mining. First three fields are directly applicable to human-based assistants
and are more thoroughly described in the rest of the section. Data mining in its essence belongs
to the sphere of digital assistants, although it can be applied to detect consumers that are best
matches to provide help. Such techniques are similar to the previously described collaborative
filtering approach and are not discussed further.

Human
Computation

Crowdsourcing

Social Computing

Collective
Intelligence
Data Mining

Figure 2.3: Collective intelligence: relation to crowdsourcing, social computing, and data mining.

Crowdsourcing [19] is a method of obtaining ideas, services or content by utilizing collective effort of a large group of people (consumers). The main premise of crowdsourcing is that
a large group of people, working on the same problem, will through their collective effort yield
a solution of a greater quality or solve problems that individuals cannot solve in the first place.
Although general in its definition, crowdsourcing is mostly applicable to the online community
as modern information and communication technologies enable nearly effortless interaction.
17
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Crowdsourcing is currently a well established principle used in many spheres of problem solving. One of its most notable applications are the open source communities that produced a lot
of high quality and widely used software solutions, e.g. Linux operating system. Other applications include content creation out of which is most notable Wikipedia7 , an online encyclopedia
generated by its users. Apart form that a variety of idea incubators and problem solving frameworks are in wide use, like Innocentive8 , Ideaken9 and Marblar10 . All of the above mentioned
concepts are easily modifiable to solve problems in the sphere of consumer computing, from
collaborative application design to development.
Human computation [18] also applies human help to solve problems as crowdsourcing with
one crucial difference. In human computation the focus is not on harnessing human creativity,
but rather to use human’s cognitive capabilities to efficiently solve the tasks that are difficultly
solved by computer systems. The term is best defined in [20]:
Human computation is a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve problems
that computers cannot yet solve.
In essence, humans are given a well-defined set of instructions to solve problems using
their cognition, as opposed to identifying problems and deriving solutions in crowdsourcing
approaches. In other words, such problems and their solutions can be easily defined but are not
easily solvable by computer systems. For instance, common problems in that field include text
translations and generation of various metadata. A wide variety of human computation tools is
in use today. One of the most notable examples of a general purpose problem solving platform
is the Amazon Mechanical Turk11 . Other more specialized platforms include text translations
(e.g. Gengo12 ), text recognition (e.g. reCAPTCHA13 ) and metadata generation (e.g. image
recognition with ESP game (GWAP)14 ). The presented principles can be applied to construct
human-based assistants especially to aid those parts of development that are are easy to describe, but hard to automate (e.g. finding equivalent GUI elements in semantically equivalent
components).
Social computing [21] is a term that encompasses all the research activities aimed at un7
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derstanding phenomena at the intersection of human social behavior and computer systems. In
essence, social computing is focused on principles that enable human social interactions through
use of computer systems. The examples of such systems are omnipresent and include blogs,
instant messaging, social networks and others. Most notable representatives of social computing technologies are social networks that today have an extremely large number of users, like
Facebook15 , Google+16 and Twitter17 . Such systems offer information on human behavior and
relationships (e.g. social graphs [22]) that can be leveraged in human-based assistants. For instance, a consumer may direct development issues to a specific social circle that might provide
best assistance. Thus, the principles of social computing are well-adapted to solve problems in
the consumer computing domain.

2.4

Geppeto: A Widget Composition Tool

Geppeto [12] is an implementation of the consumer computing environment developed by
researchers at UniZg, FER-CCL. More specifically, Geppeto is a programming tool that focuses
on web widgets as basic elements of the consumer computing environment, i.e. applicationspecific components, as well as programmable components and assistants are implemented as
web widgets. Web widgets (e.g. Google Gadgets18 ) are essentially miniature web pages loaded
into smaller frames. Multiple such pages can than be loaded onto a single page, called a container page, and used simultaneously. Although due to size constraints widgets usually provide
basic functionality, their combined usage can yield interesting and diverse composite applications that span various domains.
An example of widgets from various functional domains and their combined usage is shown
in Figure 2.4. Specifically, three application-specific widgets are shown entitled Bestsellers,
Simple currency converter and Google translate. Bestsellers is a widget that lists popular books
based on their category by accessing services of an on-line book store. Simple currency converter is another widget that provides functionality of converting between currencies based on
the exchange rate obtained by underlaying financial services. Finally, Google Translate is a
widget used to translate text between languages by utilizing underlaying translation services.
Although each of the presented widgets has a well-defined stand-alone functionality, their com15

Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/
Google+, https://plus.google.com/
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Twitter, https://twitter.com/
18
Google Gadgets, https://developers.google.com/gadgets/
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bined usage can yield a new workflow. For instance, a consumer may want to display the book
price in another currency and read the book synopsis in another language. To achieve this task
consumer needs to perform several operations. First, to show the price in another currency, the
content of the Price field in Bestsellers widget needs to be copied into the Amount text box of
the Simple currency converter widget (2). After the content has been copied, consumer needs
to click on the Convert button in the Simple currency converter widget (2) and the result is displayed. Similarly, to get the translated synopsis, text is copied form the Bestsellers widget into
the input field of the Google translate widget (3) and then Translate button is clicked to display
the result. Although the presented example is simple, user performs two data flow ((1), (3))
and two control flow operations ((2), (4)) that can be automated using generic programmable
elements.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 2.4: Widgets: example of combined usage.

The main generic programming component of Geppeto environment is the Geppeto TouchMe
widget. Geppeto TouchMe implements the consumer programming methodology, as defined
in [11]. The programming methodology consists of defining both data flow and control flow
operations by performing GUI-level actions that are stored using a semi-graphical tabular representation. Essentially, Geppeto Touch me is a widget, with an empty canvas, whose functionality has to be constructed. This is done by adding GUI elements to the canvas, as shown in
Figure 2.5. The added elements are used as inputs and outputs for the constructed application,
as well as control elements that initiate workflow execution. The elements are added to the
widget canvas by performing GUI-level actions using a context menu (add option). In a similar
manner, by using the same context menu, both data flow (copy and paste options) and control
flow actions are defined (click and double click options).
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GUI elements
Context menu

Figure 2.5: Geppeto TouchMe generic programming component.

To initiate application development, a control element (e.g. button) is selected using the
when clicked option form the context menu. At that point data flow and control flow operations
are stored in a tabular form as presented in Figure 2.6. Each cell in the presented spreadsheet
represents a single GUI-level operation. Operations stored in the cells are executed sequentially,
from left to right and from top to bottom as shown in the image. In case a cell has two adjacent cells defined on the bottom and right sides, both of the adjacent cells are run in parallel.
For instance in the presented example, after wait for click cell has been executed, both copy
cells are run in parallel. The shown program is in fact the representation of stored GUI-level
operations for the previously discussed example, defined in Figure 2.4. To make the application
complete, additional operations would have to be defined in order to copy results from Simple
currency converter and Google translate widgets to text fields of the books widget. For reasons
of simplicity, this actions are not shown.

Execution order

Figure 2.6: Tabular representation of Geppeto applications

Other programming components apart form Geppeto TouchMe are used within the environ21
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ment. Their purpose is to extend the environment with additional programming constructs to
enable development of various types of applications. Since focus here is not on data flow operations, such components usually have predefined interfaces and mostly enable only control
flow operations. Two examples of such programmable widgets are Geppeto TickMe and Geppeto TriggerMe used to support development of event driven applications. Specifically, Geppeto
TickMe enables introduction of events that occur periodically in time and Geppeto TriggerMe
enables introduction of generic events published by an external system. Interfaces of both
widgets are presented in Figure 2.7. Geppeto TickMe has a predefined interface that enables
defining initial event time, its recurrence interval and a click operation executed at each event
occurrence. Similarly, Geppeto TriggerMe enables subscription to a series of event channels.
When an event is published to a certain event channel, widget executes the corresponding click
operation, transferring the control flow to other parts of the application.

Event time

Control flow
definition
Subscribed event
channels

Control flow
definition

Figure 2.7: Programming components for event driven applications.

As stated previously, other programming elements have been developed as part of the Geppeto environment, for example widgets that enable concurrent programming. However, due to
their similarity with the presented concepts, they are not discussed further.
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Chapter 3
Dependable Computer Systems
This chapter presents an overview of the research work related to this thesis from the general
standpoint of dependable computer systems. Basic definitions of dependability and dependable
computer systems are presented in Section 3.1. The section also introduces basic dependability
taxonomy that consists of dependability properties, threats and attainment means. More focus
on dependability attainment means is given in Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. Finally, Section
3.6 presents state-of-the-art approaches in the dynamic component selection principle, as such
built systems are closely related to consumer applications addressed by this thesis.

3.1

Basic Definitions

A commonly used definition for dependability of computer systems in general was given by
Avižienis and Laprie in [23]:
"Dependability is that property of a computer system that allows reliance to be justifiably
placed on the service it delivers."
The authors define service as behavior of a computer system observed by a user, while the
user is some other system that interacts with the afore mentioned service through a well-defined
service interface, i.e. the user can be a computer system or a human. In its essence, the presented
definition stresses out the need to establish an adequate level of confidence between the service
provider and service user entities. Confidence here means that the user can expect to receive
a service that meets a well-defined set of properties. To that end, an alternative definition is
provided by the authors in [24] with emphasis on how to establish the criteria for a dependable
service (system behavior):
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"Dependability of a system is the ability to avoid service failures that are more frequent and
more severe than it is acceptable."
In the presented definition a service failure or simply failure, as denoted in the rest of the section, is considered to be a specific behavior of a computer system in which the provided service
deviates from what is considered to be correct service. Therefore, dependability can be simply
defined as the ability of a system to provide correct service. To further clarify the meaning of
dependability, taxonomy of dependable computing, as defined in [24, 25], incorporates three
elements: properties, threats and means. Properties are used to quantify the level of dependability a particular system displays, e.g. quantify failure severity and frequency. Threats influence
the properties as they degrade the dependability of a system. On the other hand, means define
procedures that can be applied to increase the dependability by alleviating the aforementioned
threats. Each of the dependable computing taxonomy elements is shortly explained throughout
the rest of this section.

3.1.1

Dependability Properties

Commonly used dependability properties to describe a computer system are: availability,
reliability, safety, integrity and maintainability [24, 26]. A computer system, or specifically the
service it provides, is deemed to be dependable if it satisfies the stated properties to the extent
acceptable to its user. Each of the dependability properties is briefly introduced in the following
sections.
Availability
Two basic definitions for availability exist in the literature [27, 28]. Availability can be defined as the probability a particular system will be ready to provide service during a specific
time interval. In order to support this definition, a concept of instantaneous availability is introduced. Instantaneous availability is a function that denotes the probability of a service being
available at a given moment in time a(t). Thus, the availability (or average availability) for a
computer system in time interval [t1 , t2 ] is defined as:
1
A(T ) =
T

Zt2
a(t)dt

(3.1)

t1

where T = t2 − t1 . The expression is divided by T in order to normalize it to the interval
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[0, 1], since it is a probability measure.
Other commonly used definition states that average availability can be estimated as the ratio
of uptime, i.e. time interval in which a computer system is ready to provide service, and the
total running time:

A(T ) =

Tup
,
T

T = Tup + Tdown

(3.2)

where Tup is service uptime and Tdown service downtime, i.e. the interval in which the
service is unavailable.

Reliability
Reliability is defined as the probability that a computer system will provide correct service
for a specific time period [29, 30]. Although definitions of reliability and availability are sometimes used interchangeably in the literature, reliability explicitly stands for providing correct
service. On the other hand, availability stands for readiness to provide any kind of service,
including that in presence of a failure. Thus, a necessary condition for a system to be reliable is
for it to be available. Available systems, on the other hand, are not necessarily reliable as they
can provide incorrect service, e.g. return erroneous results.
Formally, reliability is defined using random variable T that represents a unit of measurement in which a system provides correct service. This unit of measurement can be defined as
time, e.g. time to system failure, or as a number of operations, e.g. number of successful service invocations until an unsuccessful one. By its definition, T is considered to be a continuous
variable and can only take positive values. If statistical distribution of random variable T is
given by the probability density function f (x) (failure probability density function), reliability
is defined as follows:
Z∞
R(t) = P r(T > t) =

f (x)dx

(3.3)

t

Thus, reliability is probability that the system will operate according to its specifications
if the value of random variable T is greater than t. It should be noted that T (0) = 1 and
T (∞) = 0.
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Safety
Safety is a property that quantifies absence of catastrophic consequences for a system user
[24, 31]. In general, computer systems should prevent harmful events that are direct results of
their incorrect behavior, like loss of data or other harmful consequences to the user’s environment. Such system events that cause irreparable damage are called catastrophic failures. In
that context, safety is usually measured as continuation of safeness, i.e. time to a catastrophic
failure. For that reason, safety can be expressed as a measure of reliability with respect to
occurrence of catastrophic failures.
Integrity
Integrity encompasses all the characteristics of a system that prevent improper alternation
of information, such as unauthorized amendment or deletion of information, or alterations to
the system state [31–33]. This type of faulty behavior can be introduced intentionally (malevolently) or unintentionally (accidentally). In general, integrity can be quantified in a similar way
as safety, as time to compromising of system information.
Maintainability
Maintainability is defined as capability of a system to undergo repairs or alterations. Alternations consider both the adaptive maintenance — adjustments of a system to environmental
changes and perfective maintenance — improvements to the provided service in accordance
with user-defined changes. It should be noted that it is not possible to clearly distinguish repairs
and alteration tasks as user-requested change may be aimed at repairing a certain specification
fault [34]. Maintainability can be expressed as the measure of time elapsed between a failure
occurrence or alteration demand and service restoration [25].
The degree to which dependability properties are to be taken into account depends on the
expected computer system characteristics, i.e. the degree of reliability safety, integrity and
maintainability can be adapted to the application’s specifications. In fact, some of the properties
can prove to be contradictory (e.g. availability and safety) [35]. Therefore, the goal in designing
a dependable system is to achieve a proper balance between the stated dependability properties.
Apart from dependability, security is an additional system characteristic described in literature that impacts the reliance which can be placed upon a given service. This characteristic has
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a great importance for the systems accessible through the network infrastructure, e.g. systems
exposed on the Web. In literature, security is described as a property of dependability [36] or,
more commonly, as a stand-alone complementary characteristic [25]. Security encompasses the
properties of availability, integrity and an additional property confidentiality. Confidentiality is
defined as the property that guarantees absence of unauthorized disclosure of information. In
that respect, availability is defined as readiness to provide service to authorized users and integrity stands for absence of unauthorized modifications of information. Since issues of security
are not the focus of this thesis, security properties are not discussed further.

3.1.2

Threats to Dependability

Threats to dependability, as stated by the taxonomy of dependable and secure computing
[24], are defined as faults, errors and failures. Failures are run time events that transition a
computer system from the state of providing correct service to providing incorrect service.
Failures are manifestations of errors observed by an user accessing a service through a welldefined interface. Thus, errors are internal states of the system that have led to deviation form
what is considered to be correct service. The cause of an error, i.e. software or hardware
issue that causes the system to transit into an erroneous state, is called a fault. The relationship
between faults, errors and failures is summarized in Figure 3.1. In short, faults activate errors,
errors propagate through the system and cause failures at user interfaces. It should be noted that
not every fault will cause an error. This particularly applies to software as faults that are only
activated by a specific user input can remain dormant in the system. In cases when the number
of possible user input combinations is large, such faults may remain dormant throughout the
system’s life cycle. Furthermore, not every error will cause a failure. Errors propagate through
the system state, but they do not necessarily reach the user interface. It may be necessary for
multiple errors to occur before a system starts to provide incorrect service. Finally, failures
propagate to users, causing further faults along the chain in case the user is another computer
system. In the rest of this section, faults errors and failures are discussed in a greater detail.
Faults
Fault is an adjudged logical or physical cause of an error. According to the taxonomy defined
in [24], faults are divided into three partially overlapping groups: physical , development and
interaction faults.
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Figure 3.1: Faults, errors and failures.

Physical faults are faults in hardware that occur of natural causes, i.e. without direct human
participation [32, 37–46]. They can either be internal — caused by physical deterioration of the
hardware during its normal operation, or external — caused by interference of the environment
with the system operation.
Development faults encompass human-made actions that deviated the system’s functionality from its expected specification. According to their objective, development faults can be
classified as non-malicious or malicious. Non-malicious faults can be either deliberate or nondeliberate. Deliberate non-malicious faults [47–51] are caused by bad design decisions that
usually stem from introducing design compromises, like performance to cost trade-offs. Nondeliberate faults [52–60] are results of developer-made mistakes that remained undetected during the design and implementation process. On the other hand, malicious faults [61–65] are introduced intentionally to disrupt the system by causing denial of service, access of information
without authorization or modification of system’s functionality. Such faults are implemented
as malicious logic in form of Trojan horses, logic bombs, viruses, worms and other software
constructs.
Interaction faults [66–69] are a class of faults that result form system’s interaction with
the environment, i.e. the cause of a fault is of an external origin. In order for an external
condition to impact the operation of a system, internal faults need to be present. For that reason,
interaction faults are considered to be complementary to physical and development faults. For
instance, physical faults whose origin is external, e.g. room temperature, belong to the class
of interaction faults. Furthermore, interaction faults encompass a wide set of human-induced
faults classified as reconfiguration faults. Such faults are caused by reconfiguration of a system
during its operation either through change of operational parameters, or through maintenance
and upgrade procedures.
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Errors
An error is a system state, triggered by a fault, that may induce a system failure. The presented definition implies that system as a whole will fail only if the error reaches user interface,
i.e. a set of states directly observed by the service user. Thus, errors propagate through the
system from their point of origin ether internally, within building components, or between the
building components. Since errors are in effect logical or physical manifestations of faults,
rather than adjudged or hypothesized causes, they can be identified and mitigated during operation by directly observing system states. In that regard, errors can be classified as detected —
their presence in the system is known, or latent — the errors are present but remain undetected.
A wider classification of errors is given by the type of failure they produce, as presented in the
following section.

Failures
Failures are events that occur when a system deviates from its intended behavior (correct
service). Formally stated, a failure is triggered when the following condition is satisfied:

QE ⊂ QExt 6= ∅ | QExt ⊆ QS

(3.4)

where QE is the set of erroneous states, QExt set of external system states that are observed
by the user and QS a set of all system states.
Failures are classified into groups according to the viewpoints defined in [24]. Commonly
applied viewpoints are failure domain, detectability of failures, consistency of failures and
severity (consequences) of failures.
Failure domain viewpoints are defined as content and timing failures [70–74]. In case of
content failures, information provided at the service interface deviates from the one defined by
the system specification, while in case of timing failures the information is not provided at the
service interface within the expected time interval.
The detectability viewpoint addresses whether the occurred failure has been detected by
the system [75–78]. In case a failure is detected, the system performs mitigation actions or
informs the user on the failure occurrence. Successfully detected failures are called signaled
(detected) failures, while the undetected failures are called unsignaled (latent) failures. It should
be noted that failure detection mechanisms can fail themselves, causing an nonexistent failure
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to be signaled or inducing an unsignaled failure.
In case multiple users are invoking a single service, failures are classified as consistent or
inconsistent, according to the user perception. In case a failure occurs and it is perceived by all
the service users, the failure is consistent [24, 25]. On the other hand, in case a failure exists
but is only visible to a subset of users, the failure is considered to be inconsistent (Byzantine
failure) [79–84].
Finally the failures can be classified according to their impact on the user or the environment. In general, a set of failure severity levels is defined along with the acceptable probabilities
that a fault of a certain severity level will occur. In broadest sense, failures can be classified as
minor and catastrophic [24,85–88]. Minor failures are those whose harmful consequences are of
similar significance as the benefits achieved through correct service. On the other hand, catastrophic failures are accompanied by harmful consequences with orders of magnitude higher
significance than benefits of a correct service.
A computer system that fails in a predictable way, i.e. its failure is described in the specification according to the defined viewpoints and its consequences are somewhat acceptable, is
called a fail-controlled system. In case a system experiences timing failures that are acceptable
to a certain degree, such system is called a fail-stop system. Finally, if a system fails to an
acceptable extent through minor failures, such system is classified as a fail-safe system.

3.1.3

Means of Attaining Dependability

The primary goal of designing a dependable computer system is to assure that the values of
dependability properties, as defined in Section 3.1.1, are at an acceptable level for proper service
consumption. As stated previously, dependability properties are negatively impacted by the
dependability threats defined in Section 3.1.2. In short, the fault, error and failure propagation
chain, as presented in Figure 3.1, needs to be broken before a failure occurs if the computer
system’s dependability properties are to be improved. To address this issue, four means of
attaining dependability are presented in the literature [24, 25] defined as fault prevention, fault
tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. Fault prevention encompasses all the procedures
that can be used to prevent introduction of faults into the system at design time. Fault tolerance
considers a set of means used to mitigate errors (fault occurrences) at run time by introducing
redundancies, i.e. provide correct service in the presence of faults. On the other hand, fault
removal focuses on methods that are used to reduce the number of faults that are already present
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in the system (have been introduced during system design and implementation), as well as their
severity. Finally, fault forecasting considers means to estimate the number of faults in the
system, as well as their possible future occurrence and impact. Depending on their goal, the
described means can be classified as dependability provisioning and analysis. Dependability
provisioning means are fault prevention and fault tolerance as their goal is to ensure such system
design that will provide proper delivery of service. On the other hand, fault removal and fault
forecasting are dependability analysis means as their goal focuses on analyzing the existing
system to isolate particular faults and, thus, support their removal or avoidance. Furthermore,
the means can be divided by the phase of their application. For instance, fault prevention means
are strictly applied at design time, while fault tolerance is applied at run time. On the other
hand, fault removal and fault forecasting can be applied both at design and run times. Since
means of attaining dependability are of close interest to this thesis, they are described more
thoroughly in in the following separate sections.

3.1.4

Taxonomy Summary

An overview of the dependability taxonomy is summarized in Figure 3.2. The presented
taxonomy is fully applicable to composite consumer applications addressed in this thesis. However, definitions of dependably properties can be further rained to better suit the nature of consumer applications exposed on the web. In that regard, dependability properties are redefined to
address the discrete nature of consumer applications as presented in the following subsection.
It should be noted that the focus of this thesis is on observing reliability properties of composite consumer applications and, thus, other dependability properties are not addressed further.
The sections in the rest of this chapter address the means of attaining dependability in a greater
depth.
Dependability of Service-Oriented Systems
The so far presented definitions for dependability properties best conform to continuous systems, i.e. systems that are expected to provide correct service during a particular time interval
(never ending systems). However, such definitions can be adapted to better suit dependability
issues present in component based systems that are accessed on demand over the web infrastructure. Such composite systems are built upon the client-server architectural style [89,90], e.g. the
components are exposed using some of the existing architectures based on the service-oriented
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Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of dependable computing.

architectural style (SOA) [8, 91] or some other Software as a Service (SaaS) [92] principle. In
contrast to the continuous systems, the operation of such a composite system can be regarded as
a discrete event. This is due to the fact that it is only necessary for the component invocation to
complete successfully, i.e. return a correct response, rather than to provide continuous service
over a specific time period.
Taking into account the discrete nature of component invocations, availability and reliability
are usually defined as a percentage of failures over the system’s invocation history [93–95].
Taking that into account, the availability of a discrete system is defined as follows:

A(T ) =

Nup
,
Ntot

Ntot = Nup + Ndown

(3.5)

where Nup is the total number of invocations for which a component has provided an answer
and Ntot is the total number of invocations over a time period T . In a similar way, reliability of
a discrete system is defined by the following expression:

R(T ) =

Ncorr
,
Ntot

Ntot = Ncorr + Nf ail

(3.6)

where Ncorr is the total number of invocations for which a component has provided correct
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service, Nf ail is the number of times a failure occurred and Ntot is the total number of invocations over a time period T . It should be noted that since correct invocations are a subset of the
total number of invocations, the following condition always holds: Ncorr ≤ Nup ⇒ R(T ) ≤
A(T ).
Availability and reliability defined in such a way are also known as availability and reliability on demand [96, 97]. Other dependability properties that quantify correctness of service as
a probability that a certain disruptive event will occur, can be defined in a similar manner. For
example, integrity can be defined as the ratio of component invocations without the undesirable
changes to system data and the total number of component invocations.

3.2

Fault Prevention

Fault prevention encompasses design and development methodologies that prevent or reduce
introduction of faults during system’s design and implementation. In the context of software
engineering, fault prevention improves dependability through the use of system requirement
specifications, structured design and programming methods, formal methods (mathematically
tractable languages and development tools) and principle of software reusability. Each of the
fault prevention methods is briefly described in the rest of the section.
System Requirement Specification. From the service consumer’s point of view a system
may fail as a consequence of introduced faulty logic that does not conform to the expected
system specifications. Such faults are generally introduced as a lack of understanding between
service developers and users. Requirements engineering is a fault prevention method that encompasses all the techniques of collecting user requirements and translating them into system
requirements [98–100]. Having a correct and detailed system specification is a prerequisite for
fault free system design.
Structured Design and Programming Methods. To translate a system requirement into a
fault-free implementation, systematic and structured design and development process needs to
be applied. For instance, design methods can be used to achieve structured design by compartmentalizing functionalities into separate modules and, thus, enabling information hiding
between different development activities [24, 101, 102]. In addition, design methods can be
used to further reduce complexity and interdependence of particular modules. For instance,
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structured design can be accomplished by applying design patterns [103, 104] — architectural
schemes that appear frequently in application design. By applying well-known architectural
schemes, the design decisions are better understood by all the involved parties and, thus, cause
less frequent fault introductions. On the other hand, systematic approach to development can
be achieved by utilizing various life cycle models [105–108] that define the order (priority) in
which design and development tasks are to be executed, e.g. V model, spiral model, or cluster
model.

Formal Methods.

Formal methods in fault prevention are used to improve dependability dur-

ing system design and implementation by harnessing mathematically tractable means (e.g. languages, tools) to develop and enforce formal system specifications [31, 101, 109–111]. Such
means include mathematical verifications for correctness and appropriateness of each aspect of
system development (e.g. verifying test case specifications), development procedures with incremental refinement, and proof mechanisms for software validation and verification. Although
formal system specifications can greatly aid the development process, as they can be used to
infer useful design information, their greatest disadvantage lies in development costs. In fact,
formal methods of deriving a system specification often tend to match the actual system in its
size causing significant development costs increases. For that reason, formal methods in fault
prevention are dominantly used to improve dependability of a critical system subset.

Software Resuabiliy.

Finally, software reusability is a common method of fault prevention.

By utilizing previously constructed and thoroughly tested components, less faults get to be
introduced during development cycles [101]. For that reason, reused components (i.e. reliable
or trusted components) improve dependability properties of a constructed system. A strong
advantage of this approach is decrease in development cost as only parts of the system need to
be originally developed. However, changes in system requirements may cause the components
to become inadequate, requiring redesign accompanied by a possible introduction of faults.
Most commonly used design methodology that supports fault prevention is the object-oriented
programming paradigm [112–114].
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3.3

Fault Removal

Fault removal is a mean of attaining dependability though detection and removal of faults
that have already been introduced into the system implementation. Since the introduction of
faults cannot be completely avoided by fault prevention methods, fault removal is commonly
used during both the system’s design and run time. A typical fault removal cycle is defined
by the diagram in Figure 3.3. The first step of any fault removal process is system analysis
performed utilizing validation and verification methods. Verification is an internal system assessment whose goal it to check whether the system conforms to the given set of properties
named verification conditions. In essence, verification methods assess whether the system has
been constructed in a proper way. On the other hand, validation considers testing the system as
a whole against a given specification or some other external system. In other words, validation
is used to assess whether the system displays expected behavior, without taking into account its
internal structure or other properties. If a verification or validation step detects deviations form
the intended system design, a further step is conducted to analyze the fault, i.e. localize the part
of the system responsible for incorrect service. The fault is then corrected and a new verification
or validation step is conducted (non-regression test). If no further faults are detected, the fault
removal cycle is completed, otherwise additional diagnosis and correction steps are undertaken.

Fault Diagnosis

fault detected
Fault
Corrections

Verification
Validation

Figure 3.3: Fault removal cycle.

In general, verification and validation methods are classified by the way they are performed
[24]. Verifying (validating) a system without the need of its execution is defined as a static
verification (validation). On the other hand, if a system is to be run during the verification
(validation), such a method is regarded as dynamic verification (validation).
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3.3.1

Static Verification and Validation

Static verification (validation) can be performed on the system itself or on a system model.
In case static verification (validation) is performed on a system itself, it can be conducted as
static analysis or theorem proving. On the other hand, if the analysis is performed using a
system model, model checking methods are applied.

Static Analysis and Theorem Proving.

Static analysis incorporates code inspections [115–

117], open-source development processes [118, 119], data flow analysis [120, 121], complexity
analysis [122, 123], compiler checks [124, 125], abstract interpretation [126, 127], concurrency
control [128, 129] and other methods. Theorem proving is a formal method used to mathematically prove that a certain system satisfies a given set of properties. This is particularly
applicable to computer programs as they are written using programming languages that provide
similar constructs as mathematical propositions. Thus, by using techniques present in theorem
proving, it should be possible to prove or disprove properties of a program (e.g. correctness,
security) [130]. There are two approaches to theorem proving defined as analytical and constructive methods. The analytical methods take into account the entire program and extend it
with assertions, i.e. conditions that need to hold at a particular step. The assertions are then
proven manually or by automated theorem provers [131, 132]. On the other hand, constructive
methods are integrated into the development process itself [133,134]. Such methods enable successive refinements by gradually translating a program specifications into an implementation.
In doing so, each consecutive transformation step preserves correctness of the entire program.

Model Checking. The other approach in static verification is to test the behavior of a system using a model [24]. Such models are usually state based (e.g. finite state automata, Petri
nets) and the process of their evaluation is called model checking [135–137]. Model checking
provides means to exhaustively check the correctness of a system. However, a clear disadvantage of this approach is the escalating number of states that need be used in order to provide
an accurate enough system representation. State explosions can easily occur as, for example,
a single 32-bit integer variable can be assigned 232 possible values. Thus, a common research
topic in the field of model checking is to provide means of reducing system model complexity,
e.g. using predicate abstractions [130] to reduce the state space by replacing all the expressions with boolean values. Although such simplified models are less accurate, they prove to be
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an efficient fault removal method and are thus commonly used in circuit and communication
protocols design.

3.3.2

Dynamic Verification and Validation

Dynamic verification (validation) methods are done by executing the actual system and are
usually termed in literature simply as testing methods [24, 130, 138]. Since the number of input
combinations for evaluated systems can be extremely high and, thus, can introduce considerable
development and run time costs, testing is done on a reduced set of parameters. Therefore,
testing methods can be used to detect particular system faults, rather than to prove that no faults
at all exist. For that reason, a crucial step in test design is to provide an appropriate coverage
of the input parameters in order to encompass the system’s use cases as thoroughly as possible.
Generally, tests are designed and executed as presented by the diagram in Figure 3.4.
Test design

Test execution

Determining
input
parameters
Test Case
Determining test
scope

Test Execution

Derermining
outputs
(oracles)

Results
Evaluation

Test suite

Results Storage

Figure 3.4: Test design and execution.

Test Cases. When designing a test, the first step is to determine which part of the system is
to be tested. After focusing on a certain service, a reduced set of input parameters needs to be
generated. The input parameters can be generated manually by a human or automatically. In
certain cases manually derived test inputs that focus on critical issues are needed [139, 140].
However, such test inputs generally do not cover a wide enough set of input parameters. Thus,
the inputs are also generated automatically [130,141] in a deterministic or random way. The deterministic test generation [142, 143] considers input generation following a certain predefined
pattern or specification. On the other hand, random (statistical) input generation [144, 145] creates test inputs by following an appropriate probability distribution. In order to provide as wide
test coverage as possible, test inputs can be further strengthened by introducing invalid inputs.
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The goal of this method is to observe how the system behaves in an unspecified situation. Such
methods are known in literature as fault injection [24, 146].
A further issue in designing tests is to define the expected test outputs (oracles) for the given
inputs. This problem is also known in the literature as the oracle problem [130, 147]. One way
to construct oracles is to apply the design by contract [102, 130] methodology, which enables
each functional property of a system to be described as a routine post condition.
Test inputs and oracles together form a test case. A set of test cases is called a test suite.
During the test execution, defined input parameters are fed into the system. The gathered results
are then tested against the oracles to determine if a fault has been detected. The results are then
stored in case a further testing is required. For instance, regression tests [24, 138, 148] are conducted upon system changes to check if an old error has reemerged due to service functionality
alterations.

Test Types. According to the architectural level at which they are applied, tests are commonly
defined in literature as: unit, integration, system and acceptance tests [130, 149, 150]. Unit
tests have the greatest granularity as they are conducted on selected parts of code or system
components. At the higher architectural level, integration tests are conducted on component
interfaces to determine if the system’s building components interact properly. On the other hand,
system tests are conducted exclusively on the system’s interfaces to determine if the specified
service as a whole is delivered properly. Finally, acceptance tests consider the interaction of a
system with its intended user, i.e. determine how appropriate is the provided service to its user.

3.4

Fault Forecasting

Fault forecasting encompasses a set of methods that are used to evaluate system behavior
with regard to activation of faults and their impact on dependability properties, mostly reliability [24, 101]. Such methods can give an answer to the question whether a system will achieve
the expected dependability parameters or further corrective actions are needed to improve dependability. There are two main evaluation approaches in fault forecasting defined as qualitative
(ordinal) evaluation and quantitative (probabilistic) evaluation.
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3.4.1

Qualitative Evaluation

Qualitative evaluation has a task of identifying and classifying faults, and ranking them
by their severity. In other words, a sequence of events leading to a system failure needs to
be established. Such qualitative evaluation tasks are usually done by methods of failure mode
and effect analysis [151, 152]. The results of such analysis yield a list of possible failures and
their potential cause. Each failure is described by its probabilities of occurrence, probability
of detection during system operation and impact on a provided service (severity). Additional
information may be included to propose failure mitigation procedures or other actions that can
be used to reduce the severity of particular faults.

3.4.2

Quantitative Evaluation

Quantitative evaluation aims at determining to what extent in terms of probability are the dependability properties satisfied, e.g. estimation of the systems reliability. Quantitative analysis
usually relies on formal probabilistic models, like Markov chains and Petri nets [153–156]. The
results of quantitative evaluation are numerical estimates of a particular dependability property.
Additional methods such as reliability block diagrams [157, 158] and fult-trees [159–161] can
be used to facilitate both the quantitative and qualitative evaluations.
Two dominant approaches in terms of quantitative fault forecasting are estimation (modeling) and testing (measurements) [24]. These approaches are complementary since measured
system performance data is required to make estimations of dependability parameters. Thus,
the accuracy of fault forecasting depends both on validity of the applied system model as well
as on the accuracy of measured data. To reduce the need of testing, prediction methods can be
employed to aid dependability estimation.
Estimation Approach. Quantitative estimation approaches are usually applied to assess system reliability and thus they are also known in the literature as reliability modeling methods.
In general, reliability modeling is done by performing the following steps: 1) constructing a
reliably model form stochastic processes that describe the system operation regarding failure
and service restoration, and 2) processing the model to gain numerical estimations for system
reliability (or other dependability properties). In terms of software, reliability models are usually constructed by analyzing a system as a whole or by analyzing system’s architecture. A
series of traditional reliability models that consider system as a whole (black box approach)
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have been suggested in the literature [29, 31, 162]. For instance, statistical testing methods can
be used to fit a system to a certain reliability (or probability of failure occurrence) distribution
curve. In case of the latter approach, systems are decomposed into building components. The
interaction of building components is then taken into account (white box approach) to estimate
how do particular components impact the overall system reliability. Such approach is known
in the literature as the architecture-based software reliability analysis [163–167]. Architecturebased reliability models are divided into path- [168, 169] and state-based [31, 170, 171] models.
Path-based models are designed to take into account system’s execution paths and aggregate
their influence, while the state-based approaches map the system control-flow graph to a state
space model (e.g. discrete- and continuous-time Markov chains [170, 172, 173], semi-Markov
processes [174]).

Testing Approach. Testing approaches in quantitative fault forecasting differ from the previously described fault removal testing methods as they are focused on estimating system dependability parameters, rather then detecting specific faults. The main goal of the tests is to gather
past system performance data. Such data can then be used to estimate reliability or availability
of a system, e.g. using expressions (3.5) and (3.6). A variety of system performance and measuring approaches are in use [175–179]. The accuracy of testing approaches depends on the
testing frequency as well as the testing scope. Regarding the testing scope, a major concern is
to define the test input parameters so that they are a good representation of the system’s operational profile. Operational profiles [180, 181] are statistical models that characterize how the
system is going to be used, i.e. probabilities of execution are assigned to specific operations.
Thus, the testing approaches in fault forecasting are usually named operational testing [24]. On
the other hand, the more frequent the tests are, the collected data represents the system more accurately and, thus, the dependability properties are estimated with a greater precision. However,
a trade-off between the testing frequency and accuracy needs to be established as too frequent
tests can cause performance degradations of the monitored systems, resulting possibly in denial
of service.

Prediction Approach. Prediction methods can be used in order to reduce the frequency and
extensiveness of the tests that put an additional strain on the system. In case of the black box
statistical models, if the reliability distribution curve is known and it properly represents the
system, future reliability values may be extrapolated from the distribution curve. Although in
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such cases the prediction process is reasonably computationally efficient, it is valid as long as
the distribution curve remains a good representation of the system. If system’s dependability
properties change frequently, a new probability distribution curve would have to be fitted to
keep the model valid. This is a demanding task as often substantial measurements need to
be performed to obtain a valid sample needed to fit the model. One way to achieve a more
efficient reliability prediction that emerged recently in the literature is to use models based
on collaborative filtering [15, 182]. Such approaches employ statistical methods to discover
similarities between the systems and how they are used. Therefore, the data set gathered for
all the systems can then be used to estimate dependability properties of each individual system,
reducing the need for testing [183–185]. Apparent disadvantage of this approach is that it
requires a large enough data set of measurements in order to statistically match systems and
provide accurate reliability estimations. For that reason, it is mostly applicable to web based
services. However, it should be noted that with the increase in size of data sets, collaborative
filtering approaches get more computationally demanding. In order to further improve their
computational performance, data set reduction (aggregation) methods can be used as described
in [186].

3.5

Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is a run time mean of attaining dependability that prevents occurrence of
failures when faults are present in the system, i.e. a system is designed to prevent faults from
disrupting its normal operation. The reasoning behind fault tolerance methods, as presented
in Figure 3.5, is to prevent errors form propagating towards the service interfaces and consequently cause failures. For that reason, fault tolerance methods are divided into steps of error
detection and containment and system recovery [24, 31, 101]. The error detection and containment step is designed to identify erroneous system states and contain their impact until proper
mitigation actions can be taken. Containing the errors can also imply temporary degradation of
system performance or service functionality in a safe way for its user. After the error is detected
and its impact on the user minimized, system recovery step is performed. The goal of system
recovery is to compensate for the detected error by utilizing built-in redundancies. In other
words, the recovery process is dependent on existence of redundancy introduced during system
development. If the recovery process is successful, system resumes its normal operation, and
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fault activation remains transparent for the service user. In case the recovery is not successful,
system should fail in a safe way and notify its user.
The rest of the section describes types of redundancy that can be integrated into a system,
along with error detection and system recovery steps. Finally, the section is concluded by most
common implementations of fault tolerance methods for single- and multi-version systems.
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Signal failure

Figure 3.5: Fault tolerance principle.

3.5.1

Redundancy

Redundancy is essential to the concept of fault tolerance as it represents additional resources
that are leveraged in order to compensate for the detected errors. These resources are redundant as they are not essential to the system’s functionality, but rather improve its dependability
properties. Thus, introducing redundancy generates both design and run time overheads. In
general, redundant resources are classified as hardware, software, information and temporal
redundancies.
Hardware redundancy is well explored and widely used in a variety of technical systems
(e.g. embedded systems [187, 188]). Its goal is to provide a stable software execution environment through replication of hardware. Such replicated (redundant) circuits can be used to
mitigate random malfunctions caused by component aging or the environment. Since hardware
reliability is not the focus of this thesis, methods for implementing hardware-specific redundancy and fault tolerance will not be discussed further.
Software Redundancy
Software redundancy is based on existence of multiple, redundant software components
(modules) that implement the same functionality. Although this concept is borrowed from
hardware redundancy, significant differences exist. Hardware faults are random in their nature, caused by internal malfunctions or external (environmental) influences. Software faults,
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on the other hand, cannot be considered as purely random events. As previously stated, they
are caused by inadequacies in specification and design, as well as by mistakes done during the
implementation. Therefore, it is not possible to tolerate software faults by mere replication as
these functional level faults wold be replicated as well. A commonly used solution to this issue is addressed in literature as design diversity [189, 190]. The goal of design diversity is to
assign the same functional specification of a software component to be developed by different
programming teams. That way it is possible to avoid similar or common-cause failures, as well
as decrease the probability that the components will fail on the same subsets of the input space.
Software components designed in such fashion are called versions, variants or alternates. An
apparent disadvantage to this approach is the increase in spent resources both at system design
and run time. Furthermore, it should be noted that usage of diverse software components implies that means of deciding whether the variants have returned acceptable results need to be
established. More on this issue is discussed in Section 3.5.2.

Data Redundancy
Similarly like in software redundancy, data redundancy is defined around the concept of
data diversity [191]. Diverse data can be utilized to tolerate faults as fault activation in software
is usually dependent on the data input sequences. For instance, the data re-expression algorithm
[191] can be used to produce semantically equivalent, but syntactically different representations
of the input data. Thus, changes at the system input may be used to avoid faults, but in certain
cases may also require post-processing of the results if two input sequences are not entirely
equivalent.

Temporal Reundancy
Temporal redundancy focuses on using time as a redundant resource. More specifically, the
additional or redundant time is used to perform operations related to tolerating system faults.
Temporal redundancy usually consists of repeating a system execution when an error is detected
using the same initial hardware and software conditions (execution context). The main goal of
temporal redundancy is to mitigate the failures that may not reoccur at different moments in
time. For instance, temporal redundancy can be used to mitigate failures caused by intermittent [192–194] and transient system faults [195–197]. Intermittent faults are permanent faults
that are usually activated periodically, possibly at irregular intervals. They may be caused by a
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variety of factors including hardware malfunctions (e.g. due to temperature variations, regular
maintenance) or software development faults (e.g. memory leaks, failures to properly initialize
the program). On the other hand, transient faults are not periodical, but rather consequences of
usually complex interactions that lead a system into a erroneous state (e.g. interactions between
hardware, operating system and software). For instance, an error may occur because a certain
system module is currently undergoing error recovery. If the execution is retried at a different
moment, the fault may not be present any more and the system could continue its normal operation. Due to their nature, transient faults are difficult to detect, duplicate or diagnose and are,
therefore, also regarded in literature as Heisenbugs [198, 199]. The main advantage of temporal
redundancy is that it can be used to mitigate intermittent and transient faults without the need for
software or hardware redundancy. Thus, the overhead of implementing temporal redundancy is
significantly lower as such procedures do not require fault-specific information. However, use
of additional time—and consequently system resources—may not be fully applicable to systems with hard real-time constraints [101]. Furthermore, temporal redundancy in ineffective in
mitigating permanent faults, i.e. those that would be activated for repeated service invocations.

3.5.2

Error Detection

Error detection is the first step of any fault tolerance method. Essential to error detection
design is to enable discovery of the broadest possible set of errors, regardless of the available
recovery capabilities, as unhanded errors may lead to catastrophic failures. Its design depends
on type of the applied redundancy as it can be focused on detecting errors within a single
component, or outputs of multiple components may be used to argue about error occurrences.
Both approaches are described in the rest of this section.
Component Checking
Component checks may be performed either internally or externally. In case a system component itself has a built-in error detection, it is required to have two basic properties: selfchecking and self-protection [24,200,201]. The self-checking property considers that a component must be able to detect internal errors and take appropriate actions to prevent further error
propagation. On the other hand, self-protection property means that a component must be able
to withstand externally generated errors by detecting inadequacies in the information passed
by other interacting components. On the other hand, component checks can be performed ex44
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ternally by a separate component or subsystem. This approach is particularly applied when
information required to perform a check is not fully available to the component in operation,
but can rather be accessed by an other part of the system. For example, floating point or integer
overflows can be detected by the operating system and passed to an appropriate error recovery
routine, e.g. exception handling mechanism [202, 203].
A common way to implement component checking is to apply the dynamic verification
based fault removal methods described in Section 3.3. Thus, fault removal and fault tolerance dependability means intersect in the field of error detection. Usually, acceptance tests are
designed to check on the results of a program execution. These tests can incorporate timing
checks to determine whether a system adheres to expected timing constraints, reversal checks
used to establish whether the computed outputs appropriately match the given inputs, and reasonableness checks applied to confirm syntax and semantic properties of data, e.g. structural
properties [204] and data ranges.
Selection Algorithms
In case software reliability is applied and variants are run in parallel, multiple equivalent
outputs are available. Since the output set is generated by functionally equivalent components,
it can be used to argue about each individual output’s correctness. A common approach to
detect errors in sets of equivalent outputs is by using selection algorithms (adjudication mechanisms) [31, 101, 205]. Most common selection algorithms are voting and consensus algorithms.
In general, selection algorithms are designed to detect correct outputs if at least m out of N
components produce identical outputs. If the number of agreeing components m is less than
N , a system failure is signaled. The size of m depends on the particular selection algorithm
implementation. Some of the voting strategies are described below.
Majority voting.

In case a total of N component variants is available, majority voting [35,

206] is successful if at least m = d(N + 1)/2e components return an identical result. In that
case, the given subset of components with cardinality |m| is considered to function properly
and their result is selected as the correct one. Other components that differ in their outputs are
considered to have experienced a failure.
Two-out-of-N voting.

A commonly used voting mechanism two-out-of-N voting requires that

at least 2 components agree on the result delivered at output (m = 2). It is shown in [207] that
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this mechanism is effective is the output space if sufficiently large and variant failures can
be considered statistically independent. Thus, if the output space is large enough, there is a
low probability of two components failing in the exactly same way. The precondition for this
assumption is that component failures are statistically independent, thus the principle of design
diversity needs to be strictly upheld.
Consensus voting.

In its essence, consensus voting is a generalization of the majority voting

algorithm [31, 208]. It is defined by the following algorithm:
1. If a majority agreement can be reached (m ≥ d(N + 1)/2e), the result of the majority is
selected as output.
2. Otherwise, if a unique maximum agreement exists m < d(N + 1)/2e, the output of this
agreeing group is selected as system output.
3. Otherwise, if a tie in the maximum agreement number exists, the correct output (group)
is chosen randomly.
Many approaches to consensus algorithms can be applied, like the widely used Paxos algorithm family [209].
In general, selection algorithms have an advantage over component checking when it comes
to design and implementation overhead. Specifically, selection algorithms do not require implementation of acceptance tests, that can be specific to a particular system component, as the error
detection result is inferred from the available outputs. However, selection algorithms also have
disadvantages, mainly regarding resource consumption and correctness. Resource consumption
is one of the main disadvantages of selection algorithms as they require multiple variants to
be run in parallel (or consecutively), which can in turn cause significant increases in spent resources (e.g. paid web services). On the other hand, correctness is another significant issue as
selection algorithms can provide false positive and false negative solutions. For example, false
positive solutions can occur in cases when the component output space is small [31]. In worst
case, the output can have two possible values which means that if more than m components fail,
the algorithm will indicate an erroneous output as correct. False negatives can occur when more
than a single correct output exists causing dispersion of component outputs and preventing the
consensus to be reached. In cases more than a single correct output exists, two-out-of-N voting
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can prove to be more efficient than the majority voting. Consensus voting mechanism is flexible
as it adapts to the output cardinality. In cases the output cardinality is small (2), the algorithm
behaves as majority voting, and in cases output cardinality is large (tends to infinity), the algorithm behaves as two-out-of-N voting [208]. Finally, false negatives can also be caused by a
different issue entirely that stems form inadequate output comparison (e.g. issue of comparing
numerical values [210]).

3.5.3

Error Recovery

Once an error has been detected and its effect isolated, error recovery step can be taken. Its
goal is to compensate for the activated fault or if that is not possible, to make sure system fails in
a safe way. Two basic types of recovery exist named backward and forward recovery [24, 101].
Other recovery principles are derivatives of the two mentioned types.

Backward Recovery
Backward recovery compensates for errors by reverting a system back into its previous,
error-free, state. Therefore, this error recovery type is based on leveraging temporal redundancy.
The principle of backward recovery is presented in Figure 3.6. After an error has been detected,
the first step of backward recovery is to revert the system state. The state is reverted into a
previously recorded snapshot of system’s execution context. These snapshots are referred to as
checkpoints and the process of their storing is called checkpointing. If a checkpointed state is
stable (error-free), system can restore service and resume its normal operation. However, if the
error reoccurs, other fault handling procedures need to be taken (e.g. fault removal methods)
before the system can resume normal operation.
Intermittent or transient fault

Error
Detection

Rollback

Fault Handling

Service
Resoration

Figure 3.6: Backward recovery model.

Advantages of backward recovery are aligned with advantages of temporal redundancy.
Such an approach is particularly suited to handle intermittent and transient faults. It is straightforward to implement as no knowledge of a specific fault is needed. This makes it a fre47
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quently used error recovery principle in distributed systems that incorporate software fault
tolerance [101, 211, 212]. However, backward recovery also retains disadvantages of applying temporal redundancy. As stated previously, one of the main disadvantages is the additional
consumption of system resources, i.e. the system needs to be rerun and can remain unavailable for the duration of recovery. On the other hand, storing a system state (checkpoint) is an
additional concern. A widely researched issue in backward recovery is to determine a proper
checkpointing frequency [213, 214]. Checkpointing itself can be a computationally demanding task, depending on the size of system state and can require substantial storage capacities.
Thus, too frequent checkpointing can lead to significant resource consumption. However, too
rare checkpointing can increase recovery time as the system needs to be rerun form the time of
checkpoint to the moment an error occurred, i.e. recovery is longest in cases an error occurs
right before a scheduled checkpoint. Additional issues can arise if two systems (or subsystems)
are interacting. For example, rollback to a previous checkpoint of one system may initiate a
rollback in the other system consequently causing a new rollback in the first system. In such
cases rollbacks can possibly chain back to the initial state causing great overheads.
Forward Recovery
Forward recovery is designed to mitigate errors by transitioning a system forward into a
new state from which the system can resume normal operation. An overview of the forward
recovery principle is presented in Figure 3.7. After an error has been detected, the compensation
or rollforward step is taken. Compensation step leverages software redundancy to mitigate the
error’s effects. On the other hand, rollforward step sets a system into a new, usually degraded
state form which the system can resume its operation. If compensation or rollforward steps fail,
fault handling procedures (e.g. fault removal methods) need to be used before a service can be
restored.

Error
Detection

Compensation
or Rollforward

Service
Resoration

Recovery failed

Fault Handling

Figure 3.7: Forward recovery model.

Since the compensation step leverages, software redundancy, it can be implemented in two
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basic ways. The first way is to design redundant components to be on standby until an error is
detected. Only if an error is detected, they are run—in sequence or in parallel—to compensate
for its effects. On the other hand, different approach is taken if multiple redundant components
are run in parallel. In that case a selection (voting) algorithm, as described in Section 3.5.2,
can be used to decide on a correct output. That way there is no need for a separate error detection mechanism as error detection and recovery are effectively merged into a single process.
Compensation step designed in such a way is called fault masking [24, 101].
A notable advantage of forward recovery is short time required for restoration of service.
In case of the stand by approach, this time is equal to rerunning a redundant component, or in
case of fault masking service is practically restored instantly. Similarly, rollforward is computationally less demanding than rollback as it does not require checkpointing. In addition, forward
recovery can be used to handle other faults then intermittent and transient [101, 215]. Most
common disadvantages associated with forward recovery are related to application of software
redundancy. For instance, fault-specific knowledge needs to be integrated into error detection procedures, i.e. it may be necessary to design error detection separately for each system
component. Although this disadvantage does not apply to fault masking, compensation through
selection algorithms requires parallel execution of multiple variants, leading to increase in spent
system resources. Thus, in practice forward recovery is usually used when there is no time to
perform backward recovery [101] or backward recovery is not adequate to mitigate failures.

3.5.4

Single-Version Fault Tolerance Techniques

This section presents the most commonly used single-version fault tolerance technique
checkpoint and restart, along with its extension process pairs.
Checkpoint and Restart
Checkpoint and restart technique [200, 216] is a direct implementation of backward recovery, as presented by the diagram in Figure 3.8. In essence, this technique extends the software
component execution environment with a checkpoint storage module. Checkpoint storage is
used to store system state, following the principle of temporal redundancy defined in Section
3.5.1. At each execution or at predefined intervals (if the service is continuous), the error detection step checks the component state for errors. If an error is detected, recovery process is
triggered and the system is rolled back to a error-free state loaded from checkpoint storage.
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After the rollback is completed, system restarts and attempts to provide correct service. There
are two ways to store error-free system states into checkpoint storage defined as static and dynamic. Static checkpointing is based on storing predetermined known stable states to which
a system can safely revert. This is procedure can be performed at design time. On the other
hand, dynamic checkpointing is done at run time by storing the actual system state at predefined intervals. Although dynamically stored states can be used to perform a faster recovery,
additional circumstances need to be taken into account. For instance, checkpointing can happen after an error has occurred but before it has been detected, invalidating the stored state. In
addition, checkpointing frequency needs to be adapted to system’s needs, as discussed in Section 3.5.3. The presented checkpoint and restart model can be further extended by using data
redundancy [200]. In that case, the recovery mechanism first attempts to recover by reverting
to a stable system state. Then in case the recovery fails, execution is attempted with a different,
semantically equivalent input.
Checkpoint
Storage

Input

Service
Execution

Output
Error Detection

Error detected: Restore system state and retry execution

Figure 3.8: Checkpoint and restart model.

Process Pairs
Process pairs [216] are an extension of checkpoint and restart technique. The goal of process
pairs technique is to avoid failures caused by operating system or hardware by running the same
version of software component in two distinct processes or on two distinct processors. This way
an additional software or hardware redundancy is applied alongside the temporal redundancy.
The process pairs technique is defined by the diagram in Figure 3.9. Out of two processes one
is considered to be primary and it is executed at service invocation. In case an error is detected,
secondary process is started from a previously stored checkpoint. The service is momentarily
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resorted and the primary process can undergo error recovery without causing additional down
time.
Checkpoint
Storage

Primary Process
Output

Input

Error Detection

Secondary
Process

Figure 3.9: Process pairs model.

3.5.5

Multi-Version Fault Tolerance Techniques

Multi-version fault tolerance is based on applying multiple versions of components that can
be executed either in sequence or in parallel. The goal of using multiple functionally equivalent components is to make the system more reliable than each individual component version.
Thus, multi-version fault tolerance techniques are based on leveraging software (or hardware)
redundancy. This section describes some of the most commonly applied multi-version fault tolerance implementations. Two basic techniques described in literature are recovery blocks and
n-version programming. Other techniques, like n self-checking programming and consensus
recovery blocks, are usually combinations of basic multi-version fault tolerance techniques.

Recovery Blocks
Recovery blocks [31, 217–219] are a fault tolerance technique that incorporates checkpoint
and restart principle (temporal redundancy) with software redundancy. The model of recovery
blocks is defined by the diagram in Figure 3.10. Recovery blocks leverage a set of functionally
equivalent software components (alternate versions), out of which one is considered to be the
primary component (primary version). Other components are ordered by their priority of execution. Prior to each execution, the system state is stored into checkpoint storage, similarly like
in the checkpoint and restart technique. The input data is then passed to the primary version
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and results of execution are evaluated by an acceptance test (acceptance test 1). In case the acceptance test fails, recovery step is performed by rolling back the system into a prior error-free
state. The inputs are then passed to the next alternate version according to execution priority,
e.g. after the primary version has been invoked the next in line is alternate version 1. This
process is then repeated until the system recovers or the final component (alternate version n)
fails triggering a system failure.
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Alternate
Version n

Output
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Figure 3.10: Recovery blocks model.

Component alternate versions can share the same acceptance test, but it is also possible that
a separate acceptance test needs to be designed for each particular component, causing increase
in design time. Acceptance tests can be designed to monitor the internal state of a component,
rather than simply test its output. Although the recovery block technique considers sequential
component executions, in reality components and tests can be executed concurrently (distributed
recovery block [220]), depending on the available system resources. That way, it is possible to
achieve faster error recoveries as outputs of other components are instantly available.

Reliability estimation. To simplify reliability analysis of recovery block system constructs,
it will be assumed that all the acceptance tests perform correctly, i.e. probability of correct
error detection is assumed to be 1. If the stated conditions apply, reliability can be estimated
by observing how do particular components behave. Let system S3 implement recovery block
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technique using 3 component alternates and let r1 , r2 , and r3 be the alternate component’s
reliabilities. Since reliability is defined as probability of correct service, probability of failure
for any component is defined as 1 − ri . According to the recovery block technique all the
alternate components need to fail in order for the whole system to fail. Therefore, the overall
reliability of system R(S3 ) can be estimated as probability that all the components will not fail
simultaneously: R(S3 ) = 1 − (1 − r1 ) · (1 − r2 ) · (1 − r3 ). For the general case of n alternate
components, the reliability of a system can be estimated as:

R(Sn ) = 1 −

n
Y

(1 − ri )

(3.7)

i=1

It is visible form the presented equation that by increasing the number of components, the
product on the right hand side will get smaller as all its factors are less than 1 (ri < 1) and, thus,
the overall system reliability will increase.

N-Version Programming
N-version programming [31, 200, 221, 222] is an implementation of the forward recovery
principle. Like recovery block technique it leverages functionally equivalent components (software or hardware redundancy) to compensate for system errors. As shown by the model in
Figure 3.11, in n-version programming technique alternate components are run concurrently
and their outputs are processed by a voting algorithm, as described in Section 3.5.2. The advantage of this approach is that no additional acceptance tests are needed, reducing the design
time and making the recovery process faster. However n-version programming entails increased
resource consumption as components need to be run in parallel, rather than sequentially like in
the recovery block technique. In actual implementations, resource consumption can be lowered
by running component subsets sequentially, i.e. an appropriate trade-off between running components in sequence and parallel can be established [101, 223]. In that case it is necessary to
add temporal redundancy into the design, e.g. checkpointing.

Reliability estimation. Reliability of a system that implements n-version programming depends on the number of alternate components and the applied selection algorithm. For the
purposes of this analysis a simplification is introduced that subsystems executing selection algorithms are completely reliable. Let system S3 be implemented using 3 component alternates
and let r1 , r2 , and r3 be the alternate component’s reliabilities. In addition, let the selection algo53
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Figure 3.11: N-version programming model.

rithm be 2-out-of-n majority voting. This means that at least two components need to agree on
the result for the system to function properly. Thus, at any time one component may fail and the
error will be compensated. Since the probability of failure can be expressed as 1−ri , the overall
system reliability can be estimated as: R(S3 ) = r1 r2 r3 +(1−r1 )r2 r3 +r1 (1−r2 )r3 +r1 r2 (1−r3 ).
More details on estimating reliability of n-version programming constructs can be found in
[101, 224]. If a final simplification is introduced, defining all alternate component’s reliabilities
as equal (r = r1 = · · · = rn ), a general expression for reliability estimation of a n-version
programming system is given by the following expression:

n 
X
n
R(Sn ) =
ri (1 − r)n−i
n−i
i=m

(3.8)

where m is the lower bound on the number of agreeing components in an m-out-of-n majority vote.
The remainder of this section describes complex multi-version fault tolerance techniques
that are constructed to adopt advantages of both the recovery block and n-version programming
approaches.

N Self-Checking Programming
N self-checking programming [31, 200, 225] is a combination of recovery blocks and nversion programming, as defined by the diagram in Figure 3.12. The first step of this technique
is to apply the recovery block principle. Each alternate component has an assigned acceptance
test which is run to check for erroneous behavior. If the acceptance test is passed, component’s
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result is sent to the next phase, otherwise if an error is detected, the result is discarded. In the
next phase, a selection algorithm processes the results. The selection algorithm may use results
of the acceptance tests, e.g. rank the results by test determined quality. It can also implement
some of the previously described selection algorithms. Generally, alternate components can be
run in parallel, sequentially or in subsets (e.g. pairs) depending on the system configuration. Sequential execution requires the use of checkpoints, while parallel execution requires application
of voting or consensus algorithms.
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Input

Primary Version

Acceptance Test
1

Alternate
Version 1

Acceptance Test
2

Output

...

...
Alternate
Version n

Selection
Algorithm

Acceptance Test
n

Figure 3.12: N self-checking programming model.

Consensus Recovery Blocks
Consensus recovery blocks [31, 200, 207] are also a combination of recovery blocks and
n-version programming, but unlike in n self-checking programing, the n-version programming
phase is run first. The model of consensus recovery blocks is presented by the diagram in
Figure 3.13. The components are first run in parallel and their execution results are evaluated
by a selection algorithm. If the selection algorithm can derive the correct output, it is passed
to the system interface bypassing the recovery block phase. On the other hand, in case the
applied selection algorithm fails, recovery block phase is triggered. That way, the consensus
recovery block approach can be used to avoid the issue of false negative results in the n-version
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programming step (e.g. multiple correct answers are present). At the recovery block step,
components can be first rerun if an intermittent or transient fault is suspected or alternatively,
previously obtained results can be directly applied. If the acceptance test is passed, the error
has been mitigated, otherwise the system experiences a failure.
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Figure 3.13: Consensus recovery blocks model.

3.6

Dynamic Component Selection

As described in the previous sections, attaining dependability during run time can be achieved
by introducing some type of redundancy. This generally means that a fault tolerance mechanism
is to be applied. In practice, fault tolerance mechanisms are often avoided in favor of design
time dependability attainment due to their high and inefficient resource consumption. However,
for systems whose dependability properties change often and unpredictably (e.g. composite
systems exposed on the Web), applying some form of fault tolerance is essential. In order to
achieve appropriate dependability properties and reduce resource consumption, methods can
be designed to combine the presented dependability attainment means. One such, commonly
used, method that combines both fault forecasting and fault tolerance is dynamic component
selection. The method is conducted in two phases defined as design and execution phase, as
presented in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Dynamic component selection method.

In the design phase, workflow of a composite application is constructed based on the application’s functional properties. After constructing a workflow, a set of functionally equivalent
components is procured (constructed or located as a resource on the Web). This step can be done
after the worflow has been constructed on a functional level or concurrently with the workflow
construction. In effect, by attaining a set of functionally equivalent components, software redundancy is introduced into the application design. In the execution phase, components are
selected so that each functionality is performed by a single component, i.e. an execution plan
is constructed, based on components’ non-functional properties. Specifically, a fault forecasting model is used to construct an execution plan in a way it has the greatest probability of a
failure-free execution. The process of component selection is further clarified by Figure 3.15.
The presented workflow defines 3 component groups S1 , S2 , and S3 each containing a certain
number of functionally equivalent components. The workflow states that groups S1 and S2 are
to be run in sequence, while the group S3 is to be run concurrently. At execution, based on the
current non-functional properties, components S1,1 , S2,5 , and S3,3 are selected generating the
following execution plan (S1,1 − S2,5 ), S3,3 .
The presented method implies that not all of the redundant components are run during execution, but only those whose combined effect has the greatest probability to provide correct
service, thus, reducing resource consumption. The results of execution can be used to update the
non-functional parameters or some other monitoring method may be applied. Non-functional
properties encompass the dependability properties but are deliberately stated differently as they
can be expressed through technical properties (e.g. throughput, latency, jitter or others). These
values are in a direct relation with the presented dependability properties.
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Figure 3.15: Dynamicaly generated execution paths.

The method of dynamic component selection has been widely applied and researched in the
context of service-oriented computing [226–237]. For that reason, the state-of-the-art research
efforts will be presented in the context of dynamic service compositions.
The first dominant research effort is focused on the design phase, specifically on procurement of functionally equivalent services (components). In the context of service-oriented systems, the problem of service procurement can be solved through discovery of service alternates
deployed on the Web, rather than by constructing and deploying new service instances or versions. Sets of service alternates maintained in such a way are also referred to as homogeneous
service communities [228, 238]. However, discovering and maintaining service communities
is a non trivial task [239–241] that can become resource demanding when constructing service
compositions on a larger scale or in pervasive computing environments [242]. This issue can become more pronounced when service community discovery is performed in environments with
possibly lacking or inaccurate service meta-data [239, 243]. Therefore, in such cases the level
of redundancy assumed by dynamic service composition strategies can be difficult to achieve or
may be reached at a high expense of system resources.
The other research effort targets properties of the service selection process. Generally, service selection can be performed periodically or at each execution. In case an execution plan is
to be computed frequently, it has to be computationally efficient. One way to tackle the service selection problem is to regard it as an optimization problem. However, QoS (Quality of
Service) [244] inspired dynamic service compositions often rely on computationally demanding optimization strategies. A promising approach to improve the scalability of QoS driven
dynamic composition is presented in [235]. The authors propose a hybrid approach to dynamic
service selection by combining global optimization with local service selection methods. The
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presented approach displays scalability improvement at a cost of accuracy (i.e. best execution
plan is not always selected). Other optimization strategies, such as hybrid genetic algorithms
have been reported in the literature [245]. Again, their greatest shortcoming is in substantial
resource consumption that can escalate in dynamic environments.
The complexity of deriving the most reliable execution path stems from the need to reconfigure service compositions at run time. Such reconfigurations introduce additional issues, like
statefulness and composability [226]. Both statefulness and composability introduce restrictions in execution plan construction by limiting component selections in certain composition
execution phases. In case of composability, the selection is limited by service’s functionalities.
For instance, let a service composition run operations a and b, both provided by service S1 . Also
let service S2 provide a single operation b. In case service S1 is to be replaced by service S2
the resulting configuration would not be composable, i.e. operation a would not be supported
by service S2 . In that case it is necessary to add an additional service that provides operation a,
possibly increasing costs of execution. On the other hand, in case of statefulness the limitations
are conditioned by internal state of the application. For instance, a certain atomic service could
be used to acquire a resource needed for the proper composition execution, e.g. a credential in
an e-banking application. It may not be possible to replace such a service at all or more complex
workflow interventions could be needed, e.g. checkpointing [246].
Because of the impacts of composability and statefulness, reliability models used to handle
dependability of service compositions at run time are dominantly state-based. One of the principal disadvantages of state-based models is their proneness to state explosion for more complex
composite workflows. A promising approach to handle state explosions was given by Mansour
and Dillon in [247]. The authors propose a reliability model based on the bounded set technique. By applying the suggested approach the number of states in a model can be significantly
reduced. However, it is necessary to classify a subset of all possible states as either operational
or failure states—some services need to be operational in certain states, while other services
are are not important. The classification is preformed by performing observations, i.e. monitoring whether the composition is in a failure state if only a certain subset of atomic services
is operational. Such approach can prove be impractical when performing monitoring leads to
a significant decrease in performance of underlying atomic services. By applying the method
proposed in this paper, monitoring and state related issues could be reduced by focusing on a
subset of atomic services.
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In conclusion, it should be noted that dynamic component selection is actively applied in
service-oriented computing and is currently being intensively researched. However, many research questions in this field remain unanswered and the current state-of-the-art dynamic service composition models are not very well suited for supporting sustainable development of
large-scale hierarchical composite applications.
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Chapter 4
Dependable Consumer Computing
As discussed in Chapter 2, consumer applications are considered to be composite systems
constructed out of a certain set of building components, namely entities that encapsulate a specific functionality. Apart from that, architecture of consumer applications is devised to be hierarchical, meaning that application’s building components can be atomic (standalone, indivisible
applications) or composite (applications constructed out of other composite or atomic applications). An illustration of such an architecture is presented in Figure 4.1, having the composite application at the top and its building components throughout levels 1, . . . , n. In essence,
the presented composite architecture enables component reusability, which is a pivotal concept in consumer computing. Reusability enables creation of complex and highly customized
workflows as applications are not built from the ground up, but rather using other specialized
workflows, thus, reducing the required development effort. Although reusability is crucial to
enabling sustainable application development, this concept also theoretically entails that applications would get increasingly depended on a large number of atomic components, as the
nesting factor n in Figure 4.1 increases.
One of the major obstacles in freely applying the reusability principle is that dependability
properties of each individual atomic component impact the overall dependability of a composite
application [248]. In fact, with the increase in the number of atomic components, dependability
properties generally decrease, as each component introduces its own threats. In extreme cases,
decrease in dependability can render the constructed applications unusable in future designs,
effectively preventing their reusability. Therefore, it is necessary to provide design principles
that would enable construction of composite application through proper combination of building components’ dependability properties. That way, a sufficient level of overall composition
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of composite based applications.

dependability can be achieved in order to ensure possibility of composite application’s reuse.
The goal of this thesis is to put forward a method that would enable design and implementation of dependable applications within the consumer computing environment. The proposed
method focuses on reliability as the primary dependability property, although the presented
concepts are applicable to other properties, as well as general QoS attributes. In essence, the
proposed method enables development of consumer applications whose building components
and their interactions ensure an adequate level of reliability.
The following sections briefly sum up the state-of-the-art challenges in attaining dependability of component-based systems similar to consumer applications and present the proposed
reliability management method.

4.1

Challenges in Solving Similar Problems

Since consumer computing applications have a component-based architecture, the problem
of attaining dependability can be considered similar to the approaches taken in general purpose
component-based systems. To support this claim, Figure 4.2 shows that a level of equivalence
exists between consumer computing applications and general component-based systems, both
in their architecture and design process. Regarding the design process, in both cases consumers
and engineers construct applications (a) by combining the building components that are available in component repositories (b). For instance, in case of the Geppeto consumer computing
environment, applications are constructed by combining web widgets using GUI-level operations. On the other hand, in the general context of composite-based systems, applications are
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constructed by linking components using their exposed APIs, that are mostly understandable to
engineers, e.g. by applying SOA [91] or CORBA [249] principles. In both cases the constructed
applications can be submitted to repositories for further reuse (c). Regarding the architecture,
both consumer applications and component-based systems in general foster application reuse,
enabling design of hierarchical composite systems. Moreover, consumer applications can be
considered as an extension to the existing component-based systems. This is due to the fact
that atomic consumer components may be designed to access the functionality of underlaying
components, e.g. web services, through their well-defined APIs. That way, a consumer can be
effectively creating an underlaying composite-based system while in actuality constructing a
consumer application by combining intuitive building components (d).

User Interface

Consumer

(c)

(a)

(b)

Consumer applications

Consumer App Repository

Consumer Apps

Engineer

(a)

(d)

(c)

API

(b)
Component-based systems
Component Repository
Building components

Figure 4.2: Similarity of consumer and component-based applications.

For the stated reasons, research efforts in component-based systems can be used to give insight into solving problems in the consumer computing domain. However, there is an additional
characteristic that needs to be taken into account when considering dependability of consumer
applications. It can be expected that consumer applications are accessed through a communication infrastructure (e.g. over the Internet), while being executed remotely or locally. For
instance, in case of the Geppeto consumer computing environment, widgets are loaded from a
remote server and executed locally in the consumer’s browser. In such dynamic environments
where multiple users can access the same resource over a shared medium, dependability parameters can change rapidly and unexpectedly. For that reason, applying only fault removal,
prevention or forecasting dependability means will not necessarily secure an adequate level of
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dependability parameters, namely reliability. To address the issue of attaining dependability in
such dynamic environments a common method includes applying redundancies, i.e. the fault
tolerance method. However, applying redundancies to support either forward of backward recovery requires additional resources and, thus, in some cases is not a viable solution (e.g. payed
services).
One possible way to address dependability issues in such dynamic environments is to observe solutions applied in SOA-based systems. Since they are accessed over a shared communication medium by multiple users, web services are composite-based systems with characteristics most similar to consumer applications. To reduce the resource requirements necessary
for utilization of traditional fault tolerance methods, a principle of dynamic service compositions is applied. Dynamic service compositions consider generating execution plans over a set
of functionally equivalent services. That way, at execution only the services with best nonfunctional parameters are invoked, securing better overall dependability while consuming less
system resources. However, such an approach entails runtime reconfigurations that in turn require state based dependability models or complex optimization strategies to determine viable
execution plans that retain appropriate dependability properties. The main drawback of these
approaches, as stated in Section 3.6, is that they do not scale well with the increase in application complexity, namely with the increase in the number of building components and workflow
constructs. For instance, using state based models leads to state explosions, potentially making
the models intractable, or alternatively, the problem space for optimization methods can extend
rapidly. Since a comprehensive solution to solve this issue does not exist, dynamic service composition approach is not well suited to enable development of large-scale composite consumer
applications.

4.2

Reliability Management Method for Consumer Applications

In order to support development of reliable consumer applications, it is necessary to avoid
the issues of high resource consumption present in traditional fault tolerance and dynamic component selection methods, e.g. solutions that entail reliability models prone to state explosions.
To meet these demands, a design time iterative reliability management method for consumer
applications, based on research findings in [250, 251], is introduced. Since it is performed at
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design time, the method applies a stateless reliability model that is focused on analyzing the
impact individual application’s execution paths have on the overall reliability, rather than assessing the probability a particular erroneous state will occur. By avoiding the need to model
application’s states, the applied reliability model scales much better with regard to increase in
the number of building components and workflow complexity. The other benefit of the suggested method comes from its iterative nature. Since it is not possible to avoid introduction
of fault tolerance to guarantee reliability in dynamic environments, iterative modifications to
the application are used to focus the redundancies in a way they achieve highest reliability increase. Since that way it is possible to improve only the most relevant parts of an application,
the desired reliability properties can be reached by spending less additional resources.
The introduced reliability management method is in fact an iterative application improvement method, motivated by the fault removal cycle presented in Figure 3.3. The difference is
that instead of detecting and mitigating faults at each iteration, most influential components
based on the impact on the overall reliability are detected and then improved. The component
improvement step is conducted by replacing a component with a more reliable one or by applying some of the existing dependability attainment means, e.g. fault tolerance methods or
dynamic component selection. Therefore, it should be noted that the presented approach does
not replace the existing reliability attainment means, but rather enhances sustainable development of very large applications by focusing their use and, subsequently, containing resource
consumption.
An overview of the reliability management method for consumer applications is presented
in Figure 4.3. The method consists of three main processes defined as reliability estimation,
weak point recommendation, and reliability improvement. The method is initiated by the analysis requester process (1) indicating that reliability of an application should be assessed. First the
overall reliability for the given application is estimated (2) by the reliability estimation process.
Based on the estimated reliability value, the improvement requester process decides if the application should be improved (3a) or if no further improvement actions are necessary (3b), ending
the cycle. In case improvement is necessary, weak point recommendation process is executed,
yielding a list of application’s weak points (4). List of weak points is defined as a list of application’s building components ordered by their influence on the application’s overall reliability.
The goal of the subsequent reliability improvement process is to improve most influential weak
points to gain the greatest reliability increase. Upon performing the necessary improvements,
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new application design is reevaluated (5) and the whole iteration is repeated until the desired
reliability value has been reached or there are no viable improvement options.
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Figure 4.3: Reliability management method for composite consumer applications.

In addition to the presented method definition, Figure 4.3 defines what method processes
are executed by a consumer or a computer system. Although in a general sense, each of the
processes could be performed by consumers or computer systems, the method is designed to
be in alignment with currently available technologies. For instance analysis requester and improvement requester processes can be performed by both consumers and computer systems. A
consumer can initiate the analysis on his own request, while a computer system can be configured or trained to trigger the analysis if certain conditions are met. Similarly, consumer or
a computer system can terminate the reliability management method once an appropriate level
of reliability has been reached. On the other hand, steps of reliability estimation and weak
point recommendation are performed by computer systems as they are purely computational
tasks. On the other hand, the process of reliability improvement (implementation of improvements) is performed by a consumer. This is due to the fact that consumers, unlike computer
systems, posses exact semantic knowledge needed to properly incorporate new components or
fault tolerance constructs into an existing workflow. Although such a process could be theoretically performed by automated composition frameworks, e.g. automated service compositions,
state-of the-art research results do not provide a solution to fully exclude humans from the de66
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velopment process [252]. In fact, the problem is exacerbated when it comes to components that
do not have well-defined interface representations (e.g. widget GUI elements opposed to web
service interface described by WSDL [253]).
In the rest of the section, each reliability management method process is described in a
greater detail.

4.2.1

Reliability Estimation

The reliability estimation process, as presented in Figure 4.4, is triggered by the analysis
requester process (1), that can be ether a consumer or a computer system. Central to the reliability estimation is the reliability estimator process. The reliability estimator process requires
two pieces of information in order to estimate the overall reliability of a composite application. First of all, a reliability model of the evaluated composite application is needed. If such a
model does not exist or is outdated (application’s structure has changed), reliability model generator process translates the application’s definition (2) into representation of the corresponding
reliability model (3). Apart from the reliability model itself, in order to estimate the overall reliability of a composite application, it is necessary to obtain reliability values for each of its
building components (4). By having all the required information, the reliability estimator process is performed by feeding the atomic component reliability values into the model (5). The
calculated composite application reliability value is then passed to the improvement requester
process that that decides whether further improvement actions are needed.
Two crucial issues stand out in the described process. The first issue is related to obtaining reliability values for atomic building components. As stated previously in Section 3.4.2,
determining reliabilities of atomic building components in environments where dependability
properties frequently change is not a trivial task. A separate research activity was conducted
at FER-CCL with aim of deriving an accurate and scalable method for reliability prediction of
atomic building components [185]. Therefore, it is considered that atomic components’ reliability values are available and this issue is not further addressed by this thesis.
The other issue is related to the applied reliability model. As stated previously, it is not
feasible to describe large applications using state-based models in order to fully analyze their
execution scenarios. Rather than trying to identify error states that lead to failures, a path
based model is applied with aim of determining how much each building component impacts
(decreases) the overall composite application reliability. As part of the presented solution a
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reliability model for composite consumer applications based on belief networks is introduced.
A formal definition of the applied reliability model is given in Chapter 5. Apart from that, a
generalized implementation of the reliability model generator that creates reliability models out
of UML activity diagrams is presented. Finally an example of reliability model generator for
the Geppeto consumer applications is presented.
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Figure 4.4: Reliability estimation process.

4.2.2

Weak Point Recommendation

In order to facilitate focused application improvement, as defined by the reliability management method, it is necessary to determine how do particular building components impact the
overall composite application’s reliability. To that end, the term of weak point list is defined as
follows:
Definition 1 Weak point list is a list (sequence) of composite application’s building components ordered by the priority in which they are to be improved:

W pL = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn )

| if i < j, si is to be improved before sj .

(4.1)

Definition 2 Optimal weak point list is a list (sequence) of composite application’s building
components ordered by their exact influence on the composition’s overall reliability, i.e. application of this list yields the highest reliability growth in each improvement step:

OW pL = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) | if i < j, RelImpk (si ) ≥ RelImpk (sj )
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where RelImpk (si ) is the overall application reliability achieved if component si is improved
in step k.
Having in mind the stated definitions, the goal of weak point recommendation process is to
recommend a composite application’s weak point list taking into account both its accuracy and
computational performance. The weak point recommendation process, presented in Figure 4.5,
is initiated when further improvements to the application are necessary, as specified by the improvement requester process (1). Similar to reliability estimator, the weak point recommender
process requires both the data on reliability model of the evaluated application and its building component’s reliabilities. In case the application has not been modified since reliability
estimation, the same reliability model can be utilized (2). Otherwise, it is necessary to generate a new model using the model generator process. Similarly, atomic building components’
reliability values can be reused or reacquired if their values are no longer valid (3). Finally,
by analyzing the reliability model along with building components’ reliability values, the weak
point recommender process produces an ordered list of weak points (4).
The issues of reliability model and attainment of atomic building component reliability
values have been previously discussed. One issue that remains to be addressed is related to
computational performance of the weak point recommender. Although the applied reliability
models are designed to avoid state explosions, their increase in size can still lead to scalability issues. To tackle this problem, weak point recommender process incorporates a suite of
weak point recommendation algorithms with varying accuracy and computational complexity.
In essence, heuristic algorithms are applied to improve the performance of the recommendation
process, while reducing the accuracy of the recommended solution (suboptimal weak point lists
are recommended). That way it is possible to achieve better computational performance when
performing a higher number of less accurate application improvement steps is less resource demanding than performing a lower number of highly accurate improvement steps. More details
on the proposed weak point recommendation methods are presented in Chapter 6.
In the context of a general consumer computing environment, both the reliability estimation
and weak point recommendation processes in effect constitute a digital assistant. It is visible
from Figure 4.3 that this assistant can be controlled by a consumer through analysis requester
and consumer requester processes. Therefore, an implementation of such an assistant is needed
within the consumer computing environment. More on the proposed consumer assistant can be
found in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.5: Weak point recommendation process.

4.2.3

Reliability Improvement

The final step of the reliability management method is the reliability improvement process,
presented in Figure 4.6. Its goal is to perform actions that lead to increase in reliability of the
recommended weak points. This is done by traversing the weak point list to find the first entry
for which a valid reliability improvement solution exists. To that end, the improvement solution
is defined as follows:
Definition 3 Improvement solution is a modification to the composite application that results
in a higher estimated overall reliability. Thus, a valid improvement solution is considered to be
the one that has higher reliability than the recommended weak point.
In general, improvement solution can constitute of a simple component replacement, i.e. a
component is replaced with a more reliable one, or by introducing fault tolerance strategies that
are at developer’s disposal. More on the subject of implementing reliability improvements in
consumer computing environments can be found in Section 7.2.
The reliability improvement process is separated in two segments: weak point selector and
application improver. The weak point selector process first filters the received list of weak
points (1) and selects the most viable improvement candidates (e.g. components with the highest influence factor) (2). This step is necessary as if improvement solutions are unknown, the
application improver needs to first find appropriate replacements for the selected weak points or
suggest other structural solutions that would increase the reliability. Since in general discovering similar (or functionally equivalent components) is a resource demanding task, as discussed
in Section 3.4.2, it is necessary to first reduce the list of weak points to most viable candidates.
Thus, based on the reduced list, the similar component recommender process returns the list of
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possible replacements or other improvement solutions (3). In order to argue about the improvement solutions’ appropriateness, it is also necessary to determine their individual reliability (4).
Finally, based on the available improvement solutions, the application improver makes changes
to the application’s workflow and outputs the new application definition (5).
As issues of determining reliability of building components have been discussed previously,
the challenge of similar component recommendation remains to be addressed. Although similar
component recommendation is not the focus of this thesis, extensive research efforts in that
direction have been conducted at FER-CCL. Specifically, two types of recommenders have been
constructed implementing both digital and human-based assistants. The digital assistant [254]
detects similar components by observing structures of other available composite applications.
Its presumption is that similar components are used in similar application contexts, which can be
ascertained form the application’s morphology. On the other hand, human-based assistant [255]
suggests other consumers that have used the same or similar components in similar application
development efforts. Such consumers are deemed to be capable of providing help in discovering
other useful components or by suggesting structural changes to the application that would lead
to higher overall reliability.
As stated previously, the step of reliability improvement is conducted by consumers as they
best understand the semantics of building components needed to implement the improvements.
Therefore, as part of this thesis, a set of programmable consumer computing elements has been
designed to support introduction of redundancies into the application’s workflow. More on the
programmable consumer computing elements can be found in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.6: Reliability improvement process.
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4.3

Taxonomy of Dependable Consumer Computing

Taxonomy of dependable consumer computing with focus on dependability attainment means
is presented in Table 4.1. The goal of the presented table is to show how do concepts of dependability attainment in consumer computing relate to the general taxonomy of dependable
computer systems, as presented in Chapter 3. The presented means are grouped into four common classes: fault prevention, fault removal, fault forecasting and fault tolerance. The table
shows whether a specific dependability attainment mean exists within the consumer computing
and whether it is performed (implemented or executed) by a consumer or performed (executed)
by a computer system. Finally, the column thesis contribution outlines how the presented reliability management method advances the state-of-the-art in dependable consumer computing.
Regarding fault prevention, it should be noted that these means are performed by developers, as their goal is to prevent or reduce introduction of faults during design time. However, it is
not conceivable that consumers will produce system specifications, use structured approaches
to system design and development, as well as use formal methods, i.e. use mathematically
tractable means to validate the development process. For the presumed complexity of consumer application development, these methods do not contribute to dependability. However,
consumers do utilize the concept of software reusability. In fact, this concept is inherit to the
consumer computing environment, as already existing applications are used as building blocks.
By using applications that have been tested and used extensively, it can be expected that less
faults will be introduced into the constructed workflow.
Fault removal means consider methods used to remove faults once a system has been developed. They are divided into static and dynamic verification and validation methods. Static
methods evaluate the system without the need to run it. It is not probable that consumers will
use formal methods, like theorem proving or model checking as they require extensive engineering knowledge. On the other hand, some aspects of static analysis are applicable to consumer
computing. For instance, processes that stem form the open-source development can be utilized
as other consumers might inspect shared applications and suggest improvements. Regarding
dynamic verification and validation methods, the dependability attainment means require system to be run while its outputs are tested for failures. Similarly like for software reusability,
this is an inherent process of consumer computing. The consumers construct applications while
applying the trial and error approach. As consumers construct the applications, they run it
several times to make sure it performs properly. These actions are equivalent to running tests in
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traditional development environments.
In case of fault forecasting, two classes of dependability attainment means can be identified. Qualitative means are performed by developers and they require classifying system faults
by their severity, impact and probability. It is not probable that consumers would be willing
to perform such analysis. On the other hand, quantitative fault forecasting means are widely
covered by consumer computing. The estimation approach implies estimation of dependability
properties based on the available collected data. If a consumer application is described by a
dependability model, computer system can compute an estimation of its dependability properties. Acquiring the actual values of dependability parameters can be performed in consumer
computing both by computer systems and humans. Computer systems can implement a variety
of monitoring processes used to collect dependability data. On the other hand, consumers can
also contribute to the values of dependability parameters by expressing their satisfaction with
applications’ quality through rating systems. In effect, these actions can be considered as tests,
similar like in fault removal, but with emphasis on application quality rather than functional
properties. Finally, in cases the actual data for the dependability parameters is hard to collect,
prediction methods can be run by computer systems to predict dependability property values,
as described in [256].
Fault tolerance defines a set of means used to ensure that systems perform properly during run time. Such methods imply introduction of a redundancy into the workflow execution.
As this is a necessary way of ensuring dependability in dynamic environments like consumer
computing, consumers need to implement the redundancy using either backward or forward
recovery principle. The implemented redundancy is then executed automatically by a computer
system at system run time.
As defined by the thesis contribution column the presented reliability management method
is in fact a combination of fault forecasting and fault tolerance dependability attainment means.
Quantitative fault forecasting (estimation) is used to determine the overall reliability of a composite application based on reliability of its building components. Furthermore, estimation
means are used to determine the impact the individual building components have on the overall
composite application dependability. These actions can be entirely performed by a computer
system and are, thus, implemented as a digital consumer assistant. Furthermore, to implement the necessary redundancies, consumers need to have specialized programmable elements
at their disposal. These elements are incorporated into the workflow and automatically secure
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a desired level of dependability properties. For that reason both the consumer and computer
system columns are marked in the table. The thesis introduces programming elements that enable both backward and forward recovery through checkpoint and restart, recovery blocks and
n-version programming principles. Since in order to implement backward recovery methods it
is necessary to provide acceptance tests, these tests need to be defined by a consumer. The tests
are then run by a computer system in order to determine if an application displays erroneous
behavior. For that reason, the testing field of fault forecasting is also marked in the table as this
is where fault tolerance and forecasting methods intersect.
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Chapter 5
Reliability Model
This chapter presents key concepts required to implement the reliability estimation process
whose goal is to assess the overall reliability of a composite consumer application. Central to
reliability estimation is the reliability estimator process. Its purpose is to process the graphical reliability model, and based on its defined rules compute the overall application reliability.
Since the reliability model has to be able to describe very complex consumer applications, i.e.
applications composed out of a large number of atomic building components, a path based reliability model founded on belief networks is selected. This approach is chosen in favor of
the state based reliability models, prone to state explosions that limit their usability. A formal definition of reliability model for composite consumer applications is presented in Section
5.1. Furthermore, the model extensions that take into account mutual dependence of atomic
components are presented in Section 5.2. The introduced reliability model is generated out of
a consumer application workflow representation, e.g. Geppeto spreadsheet, by the reliability
generator process. Since consumer applications can be stored using various representations, to
maintain generality, an algorithm that generates reliability models form UML activity diagrams
is presented in Section 5.3. Finally, the chapter is concluded with an example in Section 5.4
showing how can reliability models be generated for Geppeto consumer applications.

5.1

Formal Definition

In this section a formal definition of the reliability model for composite applications based
on the principle of belief networks (Bayesian networks) is presented. The model is defined as
a directed acyclic graph M = G(V, E), where V is a finite set of nodes (vertices) representing
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random variables and E a finite set of edges representing the dependency between random variables. For instance, a directed edge pointing from random variable Yj to Xi denotes that random
variable Xi is conditionally dependent on the random variable Yj . Throughout the rest of the
section the terms model node and random variable will be used interchangeably. An illustrative
example of the reliability model for composite applications introduced in this section is given
in Figure 5.1. Each reliability model has multiple input random variables representing the reliability of atomic components or a specific fault tolerance construct and a single output variable
denoting the overall composite application reliability. A layer of hidden nodes is constructed
between input and output nodes based on the composite application’s workflow. Specifically,
the nodes in the hidden layer define how a particular input random variable, i.e. atomic component, impacts the reliability value denoted by the output random variable based on workflow
scenarios in which the given atomic component is used. The paths leading form input random
variables to the single output random variable are called influence paths throughout the rest of
the thesis.

Output
Node

C

...

Y1
X1

...

Yk

...

Ym

Hidden
Layer

...

...

...

...

Yl

Yj

...

Xi

...

Yk
Xn

Input
Nodes

Figure 5.1: Reliability model for composite applications.

A set of possible states Ω is defined for each random variable X ∈ V as:

Ω = {normal operation, fault occurrence}

(5.1)

Therefore, each random variable in the model specifies the likelihood that the composite
application or a subset of its workflow is functioning according to the specification. Based on
the state space Ω, we define the random variable Xi as follows:
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 1,
Xi (γ) =
 0,

γ = normal operation

(5.2)

γ = fault occurrence

Since random variables Xi are discrete, we introduce a probability mass function as defined
in (5.3). The probability of an outcome in which a random variable Xi is assigned the value 1,
p(Xi = 1), is in fact equal to the reliability of the composite application or its subset represented
by the random variable Xi . Similarly, the probability of the outcome Xi = 0 is equal to the
probability of fault occurrence in the composite application or its subset represented by the
random variable Xi . For space considerations, the outcomes Xi = 1 and Xi = 0 will be
denoted Xi and ¬Xi , respectively throughout the rest of the section.

 p(X = 1),
i
ρXi (x) =
 p(X = 0) = 1 − p(X = 1),
i
i

x=1

(5.3)

x=0

A set of all possible outcomes PO for n random variables is defined as follows:

PO = {(e1 , e2 , . . . , en )} |Xi = ei , ei ∈ {0, 1}

(5.4)

where ei is an outcome assigned to random variable Xi . Since there are 2 possible outcomes
for each random variable, a set of all possible outcomes for n random variables contains 2n
elements.
By applying the law of total probability, we can calculate the reliability of a composite
application or its subset represented by a random variable Xi by summing out all the possible
outcomes for random variables Y1 , . . . , Yn . Therefore, P (Xi ) can be calculated as in (5.5):
n

P (Xi ) =

2
X

P (Xi |oj )P (oj ), oj ∈ PO

(5.5)

j=1

where P (Xi |oj ) is the conditional dependence of the variable Xi on the outcome oj and
P (oj ) the probability that the outcome oj will occur. If the random variables Y1 . . . Yn are
conditionally independent the probability P (e1 , . . . en ) is calculated as follows:

P (e1 , . . . , en ) =

n
Y

P (ei )

(5.6)

i=1

As stated previously, hidden network nodes specify influence paths from input random vari79
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ables to the single model’s output random variable. Therefore, the model supports several types
of random variables used to model various workflow constructs present in the composite application’s activity diagram, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In effect, the type of the random variable
specifies how the conditional dependencies to other random variables are defined. Throughout
the rest of this section we define which types of random variables are defined by the presented
model.
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Figure 5.2: Nodes supported by the reliability model.

Component
Component nodes are random variables that represent the reliability of atomic components
used to construct a composite application. More specifically, a random variable Si,j represents
the reliability of an operation j exposed by the component i. Since it is presumed that all atomic
components are independent entities, they are considered to be conditionally independent in
the model. As an implication of this hypothesis, all atomic component nodes in the proposed
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reliability model have no incoming edges. Thus, the atomic component nodes are the input
nodes for the presented reliability model.

Composition
Composition node Ci is the single output node for the model and it represents the overall
reliability of a composite application. The node has no outgoing arcs and is therefore the only
leaf in the network. Conditional probabilities for the variables associated with composition
node’s incoming arcs are calculated the same way as for the sequence node described in the
following subsection.

Sequence
A sequence node is used to model a sequence of events present in the composition’s workflow that can comprise of component executions or more complex constructs like parallel workflow paths, branch constructs and loops. An example of a sequence node modeling the sequential invocation of two components is presented in Fig. 5.2a. In order for a sequence of
component executions to be successful, each components invocation has to be completed successfully, i.e. without fault occurrences in all of the sequence sub elements. Therefore, the only
outcome in which the sequence is completed without causing a failure of the entire composition is (e1 = 1, e2 = 1, . . . , en = 1). Thus, the conditional probabilities associated with the
sequence node’s incoming arcs are calculated as in (5.7).

 1,
P (Seq|oi ) =
 0,

oi ∈ PO |e1 , . . . , en = 1

(5.7)

otherwise

By plugging (5.7) into (5.5) the reliability of a sequence node can be calculated as follows:

P (Seq) =

n
Y

P (Xi )

(5.8)

i=1

For example, the reliability of a sequence node in Fig. 5.2a can be calculated as P (Seq) =
P (S1 )P (S2 ).
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Loop and Repetition
To model repetitive workflow structures a repeat node R is used. The repeat node has a
single incoming arc for which the conditional probability is calculated as follows:
P (R|Xj ) = P (Xj )k−1
P (R) = P (Xj )k−1 P (Xj ) = P (Xj )k

(5.9)

where k is the expected number of repetitions. The repeat node is used to model both loop
constructs, as well as multiple component invocations within a sequence. Specifically, multiple
invocations of the same component in a sequence can be modeled by a single repeat node with
the parameter k set to the number of repetitions. For example, if the component S1 is invoked
4 times in a certain composition scenario, the reliability of repeat node can be calculated as:
P (R) = P (S1 )4−1 P (S1 ) = P (S1 )4 . It should be noted that for loop constructs parameter k can
not be determined from the composition’s workflow, but rather it can be estimated at run time in
order to fine-tune the model. As already discussed in Chapter 3, such information can be made
available through the composite application’s operational profile [180]. If the application’s
operational profile is not known, the parameter k can initially be set to 1. On the other hand,
repetition through sequential executions of the same component can be calculated from the
workflow representation, since k is equal to the number of repeated executions. An example of
how the repeat node is generated for a loop construct in the activity diagram is presented in Fig.
5.2d.

Parallel
A composite application workflow can consist of multiple execution paths that are run concurrently. A successful invocation of a composite application generally depends on fault free
completion of a subset of the parallel workflow execution paths. This means that in case there is
a build-in redundancy in execution paths, e.g. access to multiple data sources, failure in one or
more execution path may not cause the failure of the entire composite application. Therefore,
the conditional probabilities for a parallel node Pi are calculated as follows:

 1, if E ⊂ o |∀e ∈ E , e = 1 ∧ |E | ≥ k
o
i
j
o j
o
(k)
P (P |oi ) =
 0, otherwise
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where k ∈ [1, n] indicates how many of the n parallel workflow execution paths have to
be successfully completed in order for the composition to display fault-free behavior. In other
words, at least k of n random variables representing parallel execution paths have to assume
value 1 for the normal composition operation. In case that k = n all the parallel execution
paths must be completed properly not to cause composition failure. The overall reliability for
the parallel node can be calculated as:

P (P (k) ) =

m
X

P (P (k) |oi )P (oi ),

i=1

m = 2n −

k−1
X




j=0

n
j




(5.11)

where m is the total number of summation factors, i.e the total number of combinations in
which k random variables are assigned value 1.
An example of a parallel node constructed out of an activity diagram is presented on Fig.
5.2c. If we assume that at least one branch has to be completed for a fault-free composite
application behavior k = 1, the overall reliability for the parallel node P is equal to: P (P ) =
P (Seq)P (S3 ) + P (¬Seq)P (S3 ) + P (Seq)P (¬S3 ).

Branch

Branch constructs introduce uncertainty that a specific workflow sequence will be executed
upon a composite application invocation. Such uncertainty reduces the impact a particular
workflow sequence has on the overall reliability since it is not executed at each composite application invocation. Therefore, each branch i of the branch construct is assigned the probability
of execution pi . Similarly like for the repeat node, it is not possible to determine the probabilities pi form the composition workflow, but they can be estimated at run-time to fine-tune the
model. However if application’s operational profile is not available, execution probabilities can
initially be set evenly for all the branches. Specifically, the following condition must hold for
P
the branch construct with n branches: ni=1 pi = 1. Therefore, the conditional probabilities for
a branch node with n incoming arcs can be calculated as follows:
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1,
oi ∈ PO |e1 , . . . , en = 1



P



(1 − a∈I pa ), oi ∈ PO |∃ex = 1 ∧ ∃ey = 0


P (B|oi ) =
, x 6= y





I = {a|ea ∈ oi ∧ ea = 0}




 0,
otherwise

(5.12)

The uncertainty of execution is modeled in a way that the outcomes in which faulty branches
exist are multiplied by the probability that the branches in question will not be executed. An
example of a branch construct with two incoming arcs is presented in Fig. 5.2b. If pSeq and
pS3 are the probabilities of execution for nodes Seq and S3 respectively, the overall reliability
for the presented branch node can be calculated as follows: P (B) = P (Seq)P (S3 ) + (1 −
pSeq )P (¬Seq)P (S3 ) + (1 − pS3 )P (Seq)P (¬S3 ).

5.2

Atomic Component Dependency

The presented reliability model assumes that all atomic components are conditionally independent of each other. Although this is a common assumption when modeling reliability of
composite systems, particularly those similar to SOA applications [96], it is generally not a
valid one. However, assumption of interdependency is often applied as collecting information
on atomic component dependency can prove to be difficult, as such information is usually available only implicitly in process descriptions and service level agreements (SLA) [257]. Moreover, building a dependency model often requires a deeper insight into the component-based
system’s implementation, e.g. component (e.g. web service) deployment details. However, if
information on atomic component dependency is available, it can be used to make the presented
reliability model more accurate as it is well suited to take into account such influences. In the
rest of this section three basic atomic service dependency cases are described along with the
corresponding model constructs.

Functional Dependency
A component Sj can be functionally dependent on component Si if during its operation
Sj invokes Si . However, in such a case Sj cannot be considered to be an atomic component,
but rather a composite one. Thus, Sj is modeled using a composition node and subsequent
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constructs (e.g. a sequence node) that describe how Si is incorporated into its functionality.
This case is shown in Figure 5.3. Specifically, component Sj is modeled by composition node
Cj that has incoming edges from nodes Si and Sj0 , where random variable Sj0 is related to internal
properties of component Sj . In this case it is considered that Si is invoked once sequentially for
each invocation of Sj . Other model nodes can be added between Si and Cj , and Sj0 and Cj to
take into account more complex interaction cases.
Furthermore, the model can be extended to support circular functional dependencies. However if two components are mutually recursive, their impact needs to be unrolled, similarly like
for the loop construct. In that case an additional repeat node Rk needs to be added as a child of
the corresponding composition node Cj .

C

Sj
Cj

Si
S j’

Figure 5.3: Functional atomic component dependency.

Unidirectional Dependency
In case inclusion of component Si into composition impacts the component Sj , but Sj does
not influence the component Si , an unidirectional dependency exists. For example, such dependency can occur if components Si and Sj share a certain system resource, but component Si
has the absolute priority in consuming it. Thus, an unidirectional dependency can be modeled
as an edge leading from node Si to node Sj , as shown in Figure 5.4. In that case, the reliability
of component Sj is calculated by summing out all the outcomes of random variable Si . If the
dependency needs to be described using a random variable that can assume more than two values, an additional modifier variable m can be introduced between Si and Sj . In that case, the
reliability of Sj is calculated as follows:
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P (Sj ) =

l
X

P (Sj |mk )P (mk )

(5.13)

k=1

where mk is one of the l possible outcomes for random variable m. Consequently, the
probability that random variable m will assume value mk is equal to:

P (mk ) = P (mk |Si )P (Si ) + P (mk |¬Si )P (¬Si )

(5.14)

Since both the P (mk |Si ) and P (Sj |mk ) depend on a particular dependency case, it is not
explicitly stated how they are defined.

C
m

Si

Sj

Figure 5.4: Unidirectional atomic component dependency.

Bidirectional Dependency
If including component Si into composition impacts the reliability of Sj and vice versa,
a bidirectional dependency between the components exists, i.e. the components are interdependent. For example, this scenario can occur in cases when two components share a system
resource, but no component has the absolute priority in consuming it. Therefore, in such a case,
by increasing reliability of component Si , reliability of component Sj is reduced. In order to
avoid model loops, such shared properties are expressed as separate random variables pa , as
presented in Figure 5.5. For instance, in the given example if component Si changes its reliability, probability distribution of pa can be recalculated and then in turn reliability of Sj . Thus,
the reliability of a random variable Si is calculated as follows:

P (Si ) =

l
X

P (Si |pka )P (pka )

(5.15)

k=1

where pka is one of the l possible outcomes for random variable pa . The same expression
can be applied to variable Sj . It should be noted that if probability distributions for variables
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pa are known, those variables can be used as input model random variables, instead of the
atomic component variables. As it was the case for unidirectional dependencies, since P (Si |pka )
depends on a particular dependency case, its definition is not explicitly stated.

C
Si

Sj
pa

Figure 5.5: Bidirectional atomic component dependency.

5.3

Reliability Model Generation from UML Activity Diagrams

In order to provide a general context, not taking into account any particular consumer application notation, reliability model generation out of UML activity diagram models is considered.
Since UML activity diagrams are a general model for representing dynamic behavior of a system, namely activities and actions that constitute a workflow, they can be applied to componentbased consumer applications. Activity diagrams are built using 6 types of elements, as presented
in Figure 5.6. Each activity diagram has a single initial and final state. All the workflow activities start at initial state and terminate at final state element. Furthermore, activities consist of
actions that represent a certain operation, e.g. invocation of a consumer application or web service, modeled using the action elements. Each action can be split into multiple parallel actions
by applying the split element. Complementary, multiple parallel actions are joined into a single
action using the join element. Finally, certain workflow actions can be executed only if specific
conditions are met. Such occurrences are modeled using the decision element.
An example of a consumer application represented using UML activity diagram is shown
in Figure 5.7. In the presented example, activities represent operations performed by 6 distinct
application-specific building components (S1 , . . . S6 ). From the presented model, it is visible
the workflow is initiated by invoking component S1 , followed by subsequent invocation of
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Initial state

Action

Final state

Split

Decision

Join

Figure 5.6: UML activity diagram elements.

components S2 . Following completion of component S2 the activity is split into two parallel
execution paths, having S4 and S5 invoked sequentially in the first path and S3 invoked in the
second path. The parallel activities are then joined after which the component S2 is invoked. At
this point, the activity branches into two possible execution path, out of which only on at a time
is executed. The first path comprises of sequential invocations of components S1 and S6 , while
in the second path only component S1 is invoked. Both paths lead into the final state element,
indicating workflow completion.

S4
S1

S1

S5

S6

S2

S2
S3

S1
Figure 5.7: Example of a composite application

The presented UML activity diagram workflow model can be translated into reliability
model introduced in the previous section. To that end, a reliability model generator can be
implemented as defined by pseudocode Algorithm 5.1. At its input the algorithm receives the
starting UML model node and a list of processed UML elements, required for its recursive subroutine. Initially, this list is empty and gets populated as UML elements are processed. The
algorithm first processes the initial state node adding a new composition node for the composite application (lines 2 − 6). Then, elements of the model are read sequentially until one of
the stopping conditions is met. In case more than a single sequential element is read (loop is
in its second iteration), a sequence node is added as a child of both elements to combine their
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influence (lines 10 − 13). Then, a new reliability model node is generated based on the read
UML element.
In case an action element is read (line 16), first it is checked if the corresponding reliability model node already exists (line 15). If it exists, it is retrieved (line 16), otherwise a new
composition or component node is created (lines 18 − 19). Specifically, a new node is created
based on the defined action. For instance, in case the action is invocation of an atomic building
component, a component node is added. On the other hand, if the performed action invokes a
complex component, a composition node is added and its reliability model retrieved.
When a split element is read (line 21), multiple parallel execution paths need to be processed. For each of the parallel paths, defined by their starting elements, the algorithm is run
recursively (lines 25 − 29). The resulting reliability model subsets are added to the parallel
node and their conditional probabilities set according to the join conditions. Finally, the current
UML element reference is advanced to the join element that corresponds to the processed split
element.
In case of the decision element three cases need to be taken into account. Firstly, if the element has been already visited along the presently analyzed path (line 33), a loop in the activity
diagram exists and it needs to be unrolled. This is done by placing a repeat node as a child to the
existing branch node, indicating that the entire portion of the workflow can be repeated during
execution. The value k of the repeat node can be set according to the composite application’s
operational profile. Secondly, if a branch node for the read decision element exist in the reliability model, but the element has not been visited along the currently analyzed path (line 38),
the existing branch node is retrieved (line 39). Finally, if a decision element is analyzed for the
first time, a new branch node needs to be created (lines 41 − 42). Similarly like in case of a split
element, for all the paths that lead from the decision element the algorithm is run recursively
(line 45). Each of the generated submodels is then added to the branch node (line 46) and its
conditional probabilities set according to the available application’s operational profile.
Finally, the generated node is integrated into the reliability model. If multiple arcs are to be
added between the two nodes in the model, to aggregate the paths a repeat node is added and its
k parameter set accordingly (lines 52 − 54). The algorithm terminates, i.e. returns the generated
model, when a decision, join or final state UML element is read (lines 57 − 58).
Using the model generator defined by Algorithm 5.1, reliability model for the application
example in Figure 5.7 is constructed as presented in Figure 5.8. The model is a network structure
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1: function GENERATE M ODEL F ROM UML(e, lU ) . Generate reliability model starting at the e element of the
activity diagram
Require: lU
. A list of processed UML elements
Require: lR
. A global list of generated model elements and their links
2: if e.type == ”initialstate” then
3:
m ← new composition node
4:
lU.add(e); lR.add(m, e)
5:
e ← getN extEl()
. Retrieves next UML element
6: end if
7: useSeq ← f alse
. Check if a sequence node is required
8: while true do
9:
lU.add(e)
10:
if useSeq == true and m.type! = ”composition” then
. Check if a sequence node is required
11:
Add a sequence node s between m and its single parent node
12:
m←s
13:
end if
14:
if e.type == ”action” then
15:
if e exists in lR then
16:
n ← get node from lR
17:
else
18:
n ← new composition or component node
19:
lR.add(n, e)
20:
end if
21:
else if e.type == ”split” then
22:
n ← new parallel node
23:
lR.add(n, e)
24:
elemList ← get starting elements in all parallel paths
25:
for all p in elemList do
26:
subM od ← GENERATE M ODEL F ROM UML(p, lU )
27:
Get the top node tn from subM od and add arc tn → n to lR
28:
Append subM od to lR
29:
end for
30:
e ← advance to join element
31:
Set conditional probabilities according to the join condition
32:
else if e.type == ”decision” then
33:
if e exists in lU then
. A loop exists and needs to be unrolled
34:
Get branch node b for element e from lR
35:
ch ← get child node of b
36:
Create a new repeat node r and add it to lR
37:
Remove arc b → ch and add arcs b → r and r → ch
38:
else if e exists in lR then
. Element exists but this is not a loop
39:
n ← get node from lR
40:
else
41:
n ← new branch node
42:
lR.add(n, e)
43:
elemList ← get starting elements in all branches
44:
for all p in elemList do
45:
subM od ← GENERATE M ODEL F ROM UML(p, lU )
46:
Get the top node tn from subM od and add arc tn → n to lR
47:
Append subM od to lR
48:
end for
49:
Set conditional probabilities according to the branching condition
50:
end if
51:
end if
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52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:

if arc exists from n to m then
If an R node is in between the two nodes, increase its param k, otherwise add an R node and set param
k to 1
else
add arc n → m to lR
end if
if e.type == ”decision” or ”join” or ”f inalstate” then
return lR
. Return the generated model
else
e ← getN extEl()
. Retrieves next UML element
useSeq ← true
end if
end while
end function

Algorithm 5.1: UML to reliability model.

with a single output node C, representing reliability of the entire composite application, and 6
input nodes standing for atomic components S1 , ..., S6 . Since according to the UML activity
diagram, component S2 is invoked 2 times during each composition execution, it is placed as
a child node of a repeat node with parameter k set to 1. Furthermore, it can be observed that
the component S1 is invoked on three different occasions: once per each composition execution
and in two separate decision paths. For that reason a direct arc exists between C and S1 along
with two paths through the node B. Therefore, component S1 impacts the overall application
reliability through 3 influence paths. Furthermore, since S3 is executed concurrently to S4 and
S5 a parallel node with two parent elements is generated.
Finally, to fine-tune the presented model, an application operational profile is needed. For
the purposes of this particular example, let probability of execution for both branches of element
B be set equally (p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.5). In addition, it is assumed that only one path of two
parallel workflow paths has to complete for the composition to operate properly, thus the parallel
node parameter k is set to 1.

5.4

Geppeto: Reliability Model Example

This section outlines an example how can a reliability model be constructed for Geppeto
consumer applications. As previously discussed in Section 2.4, Geppeto applications are constructed using a generic programmable component Geppeto TouchMe that enables defining both
data and control flow operations. The programmable component stores applications in a tabular
representation, as shown in Figure 2.6. The actions stored in cells represent GUI-level operations that are to be executed in a strictly defined order, from top to bottom and from left to right.
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C

B

R
S2

S1

P
S3

Seq1

S6

Seq2

S4

S5

Figure 5.8: Reliability model for the composite application example in Fig. 5.7.

Although the presented representation can be directly transformed into a reliability model, to
maintain generality, an algorithm that translates the tabular representation into an UML activity diagram is presented. The algorithm GeppetoToUml is defined by pseudocode presented in
Algorithm 6.2. The generated UML diagram can be converted into a reliability model using the
previously defined Algorithm 5.1. The rest of this section describes the GeppetoToUml algorithm and presents reliability model generation example for a Geppeto consumer application.
The GeppetoToUml is a recursive algorithm that takes at its input the top left cell of application’s tabular representation. Depending on the cell type, two distinct operations can be
performed. In case a wait for click cell has been read, a new initial state UML element is generated (line 6). Otherwise, if a click or double click cell is read, a new action UML element
is created. This is done as click and double click GUI operations in fact represent control flow
operations that are used to invoke components in the application’s workflow. Depending on if a
composite or atomic component is invoked, a corresponding action is generated. For instance, a
composite component can represent any programmable component in the workflow, including
other generic programmable components. However, different programmable components can
yield distinctions in generating UML activity diagrams, e.g. the Geppeto TriggerMe widget
implies generating a decision UML element. These specific workflow constructs will not be
discussed in a greater detail, as programmable components can greatly vary in their purpose.
Furthermore, it can be observed that copy/paste data flow operation are ignored in the algorithm
definition. This is due to the fact that these operations can be considered to be highly reliable,
as they are executed locally in consumer’s browser. In case a more precise model is needed,
data flow operations can also be modeled as actions elements of the UML activity diagram.
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Moreover, each data flow operation can be considered to be a separate action or multiple data
flow operations can be modeled as the same action.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

function G EPPETOT O UML(c)
m ← create new UML model
n - current UML node
while true do
if c.type == ”waitf orclick” then
n ← create initialstate node
else if c.type == ”click” or ”doubleclick” then
n ← create action node
Set action node type composition or component
end if
Add n to m (link n to last element in m)
b ← get bottom cell of c
r ← get right cell of c
if b and r exist then
Add split node s to m
bmod = G EPPETOT O UML(b)
rmod = G EPPETOT O UML(r)
Add bmod and rmod to s
Add a join node to close s
Add f inalstate node to m
return m
else if b or r exists then
c ← existing neighbor cell (b or r)
else if no neighbor cells exist then
Add f inalstate node to m
return m
end if
end while
end function

. c - Geppeto spreadsheet cell

. Split operation is required

Algorithm 5.2: Geppeto to UML.

After the current cell has been processed, it is added to the UML model (line 11). The next
cell in tabular representation is then selected, depending on three possible cases. In case both
the bottom and right cells exist (line 14), the workflow is to be split into two parallel execution
paths. First, a split element is added to the UML model (line 15). Then, for each of the execution
paths, the algorithm is called recursively, having bottom and right cells as input (lines 15 − 16).
The resulting submodels are added to the split element (line 18) that is then closed with a join
element (line 19). Finally, the UML model is concluded with a final state element and returned.
In the second case, when either a bottom or right cell exists, the next cell is set to the existing
one. Finally, if no bottom or right cells exist, the UML model is concluded with a final state
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node and the algorithm returns.
An example of a Geppeto consumer application defined by its tabular representation is
shown in Figure 5.9. From the given tabular representation, it is visible that application app1
is constructed out of three distinct widgets (wid1, wid2, and wid3). In addition, a total of 5
distinct click operations are performed on the widgets, i.e. operations are performed on distinct GUI elements, meaning that the resulting UML diagram also needs to have at least five
action elements. Furthermore, the presented application definition indicates that the workflow
is branched into two distinct execution paths, after the third cell has been executed. This entails,
that the generated UML model needs to have a split element.

wait for click elem1 at app1
click elem1 click at wid1
click elem1 click at wid2

copy elem2 at app1 to elem2 at wid1

copy elem3 at wid1 to elem1 at wid3

copy elem2 at app1 to elem1 at wid2

click elem1 click at wid3

click elem2 click at wid2

click elem3 click at wid1

Figure 5.9: Geppeto application example.

Based on the tabular application representation given in Figure 5.9, using the GeppetoToUml
algorithm (Algorithm 6.2), a UML activity diagram is constructed as shown in Figure 5.10.

click elem1 click at wid3

S3

click elem1 click at wid1

S1

S2
click elem1 click at wid2

S4
click elem3 click at wid1

S5
click elem2 click at wid2

Figure 5.10: UML model for Geppeto application example in Fig. 5.9.

The presented UML activity diagram indicates that upon workflow initialization, first widgets wid1 and wid2 are invoked sequentially through click operations on their elem1 controls, as
denoted by action elements S1 and S2 . After the action S2 is completed, the workflow splits into
two parallel paths, as indicated by the split element. In the first path wid3 (through elem1 con94
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trol) and wid1 (through elem2 control) are invoked sequentially, as denoted by action elements
S3 and S4 . In the second execution path, wid2 is invoked through elem2 control, as defined by
action element S5 . Since there are no further operations defined in the tabular representation,
the workflow execution is concluded at that point.
Finally, the generated UML activity diagram is translated into a reliability model, using
Algorithm 6.1, as presented in Figure 5.11. It is visible that the action elements map to the
model’s input variables and the split element maps to the parallel model node, while sequence
nodes are used to model sequential widget execution.

elem1 at app1

C
Seq
S1
elem1 at wid1

P
S2

S5

elem1 at wid2

elem2 at wid2

Seq
S3
elem1 at wid3

S4
elem3 at wid1

Figure 5.11: Reliability model for Geppeto application example in Fig. 5.10.
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Chapter 6
Weak Point Recommendation Method
The goal of the weak point recommendation process is to order the composite application’s
building components by their influence on its overall reliability. More specifically, the probabilistic graphical model presented in Chapter 5 is leveraged to calculate a list of weak points,
i.e. a list of atomic building components ordered by the priority in which they are to be replaced.
In the following subsections, a suite of weak point recommendation algorithms is presented.
The suite consists of three algorithms: WP-Influence, and heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath
and WP-WeightedPath. While the WP-Influence algorithm accurately calculates the influence a
particular atomic building component has on the overall composite application reliability, it is
more resource intensive than the less accurate heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WPWeightedPath. Distinction also exist between the heuristic algorithms as the WP-WeightedPath
is designed to be on average more accurate than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm at the cost
of computational performance. As it has the greatest accuracy in recommending application
weak points, the WP-Influence algorithm will always reach the desired reliability improvement
threshold in lower or equal number of steps then the heuristic algorithms. However, the heuristic
algorithms prove to be more applicable in cases when performing a greater number of computationally efficient but less accurate improvement steps achieves the targeted reliability improvement while overall spending less system resources. In addition, the accuracy of the weak point
recommendation is impacted by the existing improvement solutions, e.g. replacement components. Specifically if data on improvement solution’s reliability is available, it can be used to
make the recommendation algorithms more accurate. To that end, we introduce WP-InfluenceR and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms, extensions to the WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath
algorithms, that take into account the reliability of existing improvement solutions. More on the
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subject of accuracy and computational performance of the presented algorithm suite is discussed
in Chapter 8 that gives an extensive evaluation of the algorithm’s properties.

6.1

Reliability Sensitivity Analysis

Since in the presented reliability model (Section 5) the influence of each atomic component
is bounded to a single random variable, a simple algorithm defined by pseudocode Algorithm
6.1, named WP-Influence, can be used to calculate an ordered list of weak points. At each step
of the algorithm the reliability of an atomic component being tested, i.e. input random variable,
is set to 1 and the overall reliability of the composite application is recalculated. Thus, the
reliability of a composite application is estimated for the case that a particular atomic building
component is perfectly reliable. Specifically, the algorithm is defined by the following steps
performed for each atomic building component, i.e. input random variable in the reliability
model. First, the reliability of the evaluated atomic component is temporarily stored (line 4).
The reliability of the atomic component is then set to 1 simulating the case that the given atomic
component is perfectly reliable, i.e. the atomic component does not reduce the overall reliability
of the composite application (line 5). The overall reliability of the composite application is then
recalculated (line 6). Finally, the newly calculated reliability is stored into the sorted list of
weak points (line 8) and the reliability of the evaluated atomic component is restored to its
initial value (line 7).
The atomic components whose increase in reliability causes a greater increase in the overall composite application’s reliability are placed closer to the beginning of the list of weak
points as more suitable improvement candidates. Although this approach can be leveraged to
recommend highly accurate weak point lists, its performance strongly depends on the number
of atomic components in the reliability model. This is due to the fact that the reliability of the
whole composite application is recalculated for each input random variable. Specifically, the recursive routine to recalculate the composite application’s reliability needs to be called kn times,
where n is the number of atomic components and k ≤ n the number of performed component
improvements. In the worse case, when all the components need to be improved (k = n), the
performance of the algorithm depends on the square of the number of atomic components (n2 ).
More on the analysis of computational complexity of the algorithm can be found in Section 6.4.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

function WP-I NFLUENCE(model)
wpList ← {}
for all node in inN odes do
relT mp ← node.Rel
node.Rel ← 1
f inRel ← model.calcRel()
node.Rel ← relT mp
wpList.insert({f inRel, node})
f inRel
end for
model.calcRel()
return wpList
end function

. Returns a list of weak points
. List of weak points sorted by reliability growth
. inN odes - list of input nodes

. Returns composition reliability
. Inserts (f inRel,node) pair into the list sorted by

. Resets compostion reliability

Algorithm 6.1: WP-Influence.

WP-Influence-R
As stated previously, the presented algorithm is not guaranteed to produce an optimal list
of weak points at all times. This is due to the fact that the actual reliability growth is impacted by the increase in building component’s reliability achieved as the result of implementing the available improvement solution. For example, a better improvement solution, i.e. one
that yields higher overall reliability, can be available for an atomic service that is not recommended as the most significant weak point. Therefore, if known, reliability of the available
improvement solutions should be taken into account to make the algorithm more accurate. To
that end, the WP-Influence-R algorithm is defined as a simple extension to the WP-Influence
algorithm. Specifically, when performing the sensitivity test, rather then by 1, reliability of the
tested service is replaced with the actual reliability of the improvement solution (line 5). By
taking into account the presented modification, the WP-Influence-R algorithm is guaranteed to
produce optimal weak point lists.

6.2

Heuristic Algorithms

The motivation behind heuristic algorithms for weak point detection of composite applications is to reduce the computational complexity at the cost of solution accuracy. This implies
that heuristic algorithms require on average more improvement steps to reach a certain reliability threshold than the WP-Influence algorithm. However, depending on the working conditions,
it may be less resource intensive to perform reliability improvement by committing a greater
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number of improvement steps.
The premise used to construct the heuristic algorithms is that the graphical structure of the
presented reliability model can be leveraged to make the weak point recommendation process
less dependent on the number of atomic components (model input random variables) at the expense of accuracy. This section presents two heuristic algorithms for weak point detection that
rely solely on the graphical structure of the reliability model. The first algorithm, presented in
Section 6.2.1 (WP-WeakestPath), is a simplistic approach that detects weak points by traversing
the network in a non-causal direction following the path of random variables with lowest reliability. The second algorithm defined in Section 6.2.2 (WP-WeightedPath) is an improvement of
the WP-WeakestPath path algorithm which takes into account multiple influence paths leading
to the output random variable. Thus, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is on average more accurate than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm, but also more computationally demanding. More on
the analysis of computational complexity of the presented heuristic algorithms can be found in
Section 6.4. Finally, an extension to the WP-WeightedPath algorithm that takes into account the
reliability of available improvement solutions is presented.

6.2.1

Weakest Path

WP-WeakestPath is a heuristic algorithm designed to detect weak points by traversing the
reliability model (network) in a non-causal direction, starting at the leaf node, i.e. the composition node (output variable). The algorithm is defined recursively and its definition is given by
pseudocode Algorithm 6.2. At each recursive call the algorithm first sorts the parent nodes of
the currently visited node by their reliability (line 8). A simple invariant holds for each call: the
next node to be visited is the node in the parent’s list that has not been previously visited and
has the lowest reliability (lines 7 − 8). The recursive calls continue until the termination condition has been met, i.e. an atomic component node (input random variable) has been reached
(line 3). The atomic component node is then added into the weak point list in the order it was
visited (line 4). In essence, the algorithm identifies the most suitable improvement candidate by
advancing from the composition node towards input random variables while following the path
of lowest reliabilities.
This approach is more lightweight than the previously described WP-Influence since it is
only necessary to traverse the graphical structure of the model once. In fact, to detect a single improvement candidate, it is necessary to perform a single descend through the reliability
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

function WP-W EAKEST PATH(node)
wpList ← {}
if node in inN odes then
wpList.append(node)
return wpList
else
nextN odes ← node.getP arentN odes()
nextN odes.sortByReliability()
for all cN ode in nextN odes do
if cN ode not visited then
cN ode.markAsV isited()
wpList.extend(WP-W EAKEST PATH(cN ode) )
end if
end for
end if
return wpList
end function

. Returns a list of weak points
. List of weak points
. inN odes - list of input nodes

Algorithm 6.2: WP-WeakestPath.

model. However, the proposed algorithm introduces simplifications that make it less accurate
than weak point recommendation by observing the influence of each individual atomic component. For instance, the WP-WeakestPath algorithm does not take into account that a single input
random variable can impact the reliability of the composition through multiple influence paths.
An example of such an influence can be seen in the composite application example shown in
Figure 5.7. Specifically, the atomic component S1 influences the reliability of the composite
application C directly and over nodes B and Seq1 . By ignoring the existence of multiple influence paths, the WP-WeakestPath algorithm recommends weak point solutions with a reduced
accuracy, i.e. the atomic building components in the recommended weak point list are not necessarily ordered by their actual influence.

6.2.2

Weighted Path

To reduce the impact of multiple influence paths present in the WP-WeakestPath algorithm,
a heuristic algorithm WP-WeightedPath is introduced. The basic premise behind algorithm’s design is that by aggregating all the influence paths for a given input random variable, the random
variable’s impact on the composite application’s reliability is better observed then in the case of
WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Since determining the exact impact of a particular influence path
would in effect make the algorithm as computationally complex as the WP-Influence algorithm,
a simple heuristic is applied to calculate influence path weights. The weight of each influence
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path leading from the composition node to an input random variable is calculated as follows:

wi,j =

n
Y

(1 − rk )/rk

(6.1)

k=1

where wi,j is the weight of the j th path leading to input random variable i and rk the reliability of the k th node on the path to variable i starting at the output random variable. The
path from the composition node to the random variable i contains n nodes. In effect, at each
algorithm step the influence a parent node (rpr ) has on the reliability of its child node (rch ) is
roughly estimated using this expression: rch /rpt − rch .
The overall influence of an input random variable i is calculated by summing all the weights
for the paths leading to that variable:

infi =

X

wi,j

(6.2)

j

where wi,j is the influence path weight defined by expression (6.1). Atomic components
modeled by random variables with a higher cumulative weight factor infi are considered to be
better improvement candidates.
Using the described heuristic, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is defined recursively by
pseudocode Algorithm 6.3. Weights for all the influence paths in the reliability model are
firs calculated recursively (line 6). The algorithm advances from the output node (composition node) towards the input nodes of the reliability network in a similar manner as in WPWeakestPath algorithm (line 21). Unlike in the case of WP-WeakestPath algorithm, the order
in which the nodes are visited is not relevant. Partial weight value of a particular influence
path is calculated for each node along the path by applying the equation (6.1) (line 22). As in
the WP-WeakestPath algorithm, the termination condition for the recursion is when an atomic
component node (input random variable) has been reached (line 16). The weight value is then
stored into a map, using atomic component node as the key (line 17). Next, all the weights
for each particular random variable are summed (lines 7 − 9) to get the infi value. Finally,
a list of atomic building components ordered by descending factor infi is generated (line 11).
The generated list is in effect the recommended list of weak points for the given composite
application.
The presented approach is on average more accurate and computationally demanding than
WP-WeakestPath algorithm, but still less accurate than the WP-Influence algorithm. This is due
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

function WP-W EIGHTED PATH(node)
. Returns a list of weak points
wpHmap ← {}
. Hash map of weak points: Key - component, Value - weight
for all entry in inN odes do
. inN odes - list of input nodes
wpHmap.add(entry, 0.0)
end for
wP aths ← C ALCULATE PATH W EIGHTS(node, 1.0)
for all entry in wP aths do
weight ← wpHmap.get(entry.node) + entry.weight
wpHmap.update(entry.node, weight)
end for
wpList = wpHmap.generateDescendingSortedList()
return wpList
end function
function C ALCULATE PATH W EIGHTS(node, weight)
pathW eights ← {}
. List of path weights
if node in inN odes then
pathW eights.append({node, weight})
return pathW eights
else
nextN odes ← node.getP arentN odes()
pW eight ← weight ∗ ((1 − node.reliability)/node.reliability)
for all cN ode in nextN odes do
pathW eights.extend(C ALCULATE PATH W EIGHTS(cN ode,
pW eight) )
end for
end if
return pathW eights
end function
Algorithm 6.3: WP-WeightedPath.

to the fact that the heuristic presented in (6.1) is only a rough estimation of the component’s
influence on its child node. It should also be noted that the algorithm has to completely traverse
the entire model in order to produce a solution, as opposed to the WP-WeakestPath algorithm.
Specifically, in case of the WP-WeakestPath algorithm, the search can be aborted after a first
viable improvement solution is found, while in case of WP-WeightedPath, the entire model has
to be traversed to calculate cumulative influence factors infi .
WP-WeightedPath-R
Similarly like in case of the WP-Influence algorithm, if reliability of the available improvement solutions is known, it could be used to make the presented heuristic more accurate. To
that end, a simple solution that considers weighting the influence factor infi with reliabilities of
available improvement solutions is presented. Specifically, the modified cumulative influence
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factor is calculated as follows:

infi0 = infi · ri

(6.3)

where ri is the reliability of available improvement solution for building component i.
Throughout the rest of the thesis, this modification is referred to as WP-WeightedPath-R algorithm.

6.3

Reliability Improvement Example

As stated previously, the list of recommended composite application’s weak points calculated utilizing the presented probabilistic model and algorithms in previous subsections is used
to prioritize component improvements. Hence, the atomic components that are closer to the
beginning of the weak point list are considered to be better improvement candidates, as their
improvement would yield a greater increase in overall composite application reliability. An
example of the reliability improvement process using the WP-Influence, WP-WeakestPath and
WP-WeightedPath algorithms for the composite application example in Figure 5.7 is given in
Figure 6.1. Initially, all the atomic components S1 , ..., S6 are considered to have an equal reliability of 0.85. It is assumed that each atomic component can be replaced by a single more
reliable—functionally equivalent—component with reliability value of 0.99. Since there are 6
possible replacement choices, one for each atomic component, there is a total of 6 improvement
steps, as denoted on the x-axis. The overall composite application’s reliability is given on the
y-axis of the graph. For the presented example it can be observed that the Wp-Influence and WPWeightedPath algorithms gave better replacement recommendations than the WP-WeakestPath
algorithm since they both resulted in a higher overall reliability for replacement lines 2 − 4.
A detailed evaluation of the presented weak point recommendation algorithms can be found in
Section 8.

6.4

Computational Complexity Analysis

This section presents the computational complexity analysis for the weak point recommendation algorithms defined in this chapter. The complexity is studied in turn for the WP-Influence
algorithm, and heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath. For the purposes
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Figure 6.1: Reliability improvement results for the composition example in Fig. 5.7.

of analysis, the big O notation, i.e. limiting behavior of the algorithm, is studied. The behavior
of algorithm is described by function T (x), denoting the dependence of algorithm’s execution
time and variable x. Formally, the big O notation is defined as follows:

T (x) = O(f (x)) | x → ∞

(6.4)

if and only if a constant M exists for a sufficiently large value of x = x0 such that the
following condition holds:

|T (x)| ≤ M · |f (x)|, ∀ x | x > x0

(6.5)

WP-Influence
In case of the WP-Influence algorithm, the impact of each atomic component on the overall
reliability needs to be estimated separately. Thus, it is clear that the computational complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of atomic components, which will be denoted as
variable n. In addition, it also depends on the complexity of the model, namely the number of
variables along the influence path l and number of influence paths per input variable i. Thus,
the computational complexity of WP-Influence is defined by function Tinf (n, l, i).
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Since the influence for each input random variable is computed separately (loop defined by
lines 3 − 8), the complexity is defined by the following function: Tinf (n, l, i) = n · Tl (n, l, i),
where Tl (n, l, i) is the inner complexity of the loop. Lines 4, 5 and 7 that modify and restore
the reliability of the tested input random variable have all complexity O(1). In line 6, the
reliability of the composite application is recalculated recursively. Since the it is only necessary
to update the reliability values along the influence paths leading form a given input random
variable, the complexity depends on the number of random variables along the path and on the
number of influence paths. Thus, the complexity for reliability computation in line 6 is defined
as: TrCal (l, i) = l · i. In order to construct a list of weak points, the resulting reliability gained
from the estimation of influence needs to be stored into a sorted list (line 8). Computational
complexity of inserting a value into a sorted list Tins (n) can be estimated as log(n). This is due
to the fact that the temporary list does not have to be implemented as a linked list, but rather as
a binary tree or heap with insertion complexity of log(n). Thus, the inner loop complexity can
be estimated as Tl (n, l, i) = TrCal (l, i) + Tins (n) = l · i + log(n).
By plugging in all the values into Tinf and adding an additional single reliability computation in line 10, the following complexity is estimated: Tinf (n, l, i) = n · (l · i + log(n)) + l · i.
Finally, the upper bound on the computational complexity of the WP-Influence algorithm is
defined as:

Tinf = O(n · l · i + n · log(n))

(6.6)

WP-WeakestPath
WP-WeakestPath is a recommendation algorithm that traverses the reliability model to generate a list of weak points without the need to recalculate composite application’s reliability.
Since an additional condition not to visit the already visited nodes is introduced in line 11,
the reliability model is effectively transformed into a tree. Thus, its computational complexity
can be estimated in a similar manner as for tree traversal and it is equal to O(E), where E is
the total number of nodes in the model. More specifically, the computational complexity for
WP-WeakestPath can be defined as:

Twkp (n, k) = O(n + k)

(6.7)

where n is the number of input random variables and k is the number of hidden model nodes
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including the output variable.
In order to study the algorithm’s properties in a greater detail, each recursive call can be
separated into two segments: the stopping condition (lines 3 − 5) and the recursion step (lines
6 − 12). The presented complexity analysis is organized the same way. Thus, the complexity
of the WP-WeakestPath algorithm is defined as Twkp (n, k, c) = n · Tst (n) + k · Trs (k, c), where
Tst (n) and Trs (k, c) are the functions representing the complexity of stopping condition and
recursion step respectively. The stopping condition is executed for each of n input random
variables. Computational complexity for inserting a new entry into an empty weak point list is
O(1). Therefore, the computational complexity of the stopping condition equals to Tst (n) = n.
On the other hand, the recursion step of the algorithm is executed k times. At each execution,
all the parent nodes are sorted by their reliability (line 8). In case there is an upper bound of c
parents per child node, the computational complexity of the sorting procedure can be estimated
to c · log(c). It should be noted that k ≥ c and usually k >> c.
Insertion into the weak point list in line 12 is executed c times per recursive call. In case
the list is implemented as a stack or a dynamic array passed into the function as a reference
(this is not shown in pseudocode), the merging complexity for lists in line 12 is O(1). This
is due to the fact that insertion is then performed only in line 4 and its complexity for a stack
and dynamic array is O(1) (amortized constant time in case of the dynamic array). Having
in mind the stated conclusions, computational complexity of the recursive step is estimated as:
Trs (k, c) = k ·(c·log(c)+c). Thus, the overall algorithm computational complexity is estimated
as: Twkp (n, k, c) = n+k·(c·log(c)+c). Thus, the upper bound on the computational complexity
is defined as:

Twkp (n, k, c) = O(n + k · c · log(c))

(6.8)

It should be noted that the presented algorithm has an additional favorable property as it
can be easily modified to recommend weak points one at the time. This can be achieved by
stopping the recursion once the first input random variable has been reached. In that case the
computational complexity of the algorithm is reduced to:

Twkp (l) = O(l)

(6.9)

where l is the number of nodes along the influence path, i.e. the depth of the tree the algo107
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rithm is descending.

WP-WeightedPath
The WP-WeightedPath algorithm achieves on average greater accuracy then the WP-WeakestPath
algorithm due to the fact that it takes into account the existence of multiple influence paths
leading form output to input random variables. Thus, the algorithm can be broken down into
following three tasks: calculating path weights (line 6), aggregating path weights (lines 7 − 10)
and preparing a sorted list of weak points (line 11). The presented complexity analysis is organized the same way and, thus, the computational complexity of WP-WeightedPath algorithm is
defined by function Twhp (n, k, c, s, l) = Twhc (k, c, s, l) + Tagg (k, c, s) + Tprep (n), where n is the
number of input random variables, k is the number of hidden model nodes including the output
variable, c is the number of parents per model node, s the number of children nodes per model
node, and l length of the influence path.
The path weights are computed by a recursive function calculatePathWeights (lines 14−27).
The recursion is similar to the one applied in the WP-WeakestPath algorithm and consists of a
stopping condition (lines 16 − 18) and recursion step (lines 20 − 23). Thus, the computational
complexity of the recursive function is defined as: Twhc (k, c, s, l) = Tst (k, c, s) + Trs (k, c, s, l).
Adding a single element to a list, or rather a stack, in the stopping condition (line 17) is a O(1)
operation. However, this operation can be executed more than once for each input random
variable as multiple influence path can exist. It should be noted that nodes are not marked as
visited as it was the case in the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Thus, the operation in line 17 is
executed once for each influence path. The total number of influence paths can be estimated
using values k, c and s. Since each node has at most c parents, there are c influence paths
branching form the output random variable. Furthermore, each random variable in the hidden
layer of the model (k − 1 variables) can add additional c − 1 influence paths for each path
leading into the variable. Finally, any random variable, except the output variable, can have s
children (s influence paths leading into the variable). The total number of influence paths, that
also represents computational complexity of the stopping condition, is Tst (k, c, s) = s((c −
1)(k − 1) + c) = s(c · k + 1).
The body of the recursion step contains two operations. The operation in line 22 has complexity O(1), as does the operation is line 23 for identical reasons as in case of WP-WeakestPath
algorithm. For the reasons of simplicity, computational complexity of the recursion step is
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brought into relation with the length of influence path l. It is estimated that the recursion step
will be executed for each node along the influence path, except for the output random variables. Given the number of influence paths, computational complexity of the recursion step
can be estimated as: Trs (k, c, s, l) = (l − 1) · s · (c · k + 1). Is should be noted that Trs is
an overestimation of the complexity as the parameter l will be lower due to branching conditions. Finally, the computational complexity of the recursive function is estimated by function:
Twhc (k, c, s, l) = l · s · (c · k + 1).
In the task of aggregating influence path weights (line 7 − 10), a hash map is used to store
the aggregated values. The computational complexity of accessing and updating the values in
the map is O(1). The procedure is preformed for each of the influence paths, as there are so
many weights in the list. Thus, the computational complexity of the entire task is Tagg (k, c, s) =
s(c · k + 1).
Furthermore, a sorted list of weak points needs to be generated from the hash map of aggregated influence path weights (lines 11). Generating a sorted list of n elements, where n is the
number of atomic components has the complexity of n · log(n). Therefore, the computational
complexity of task is Tprep (n) = n · log(n).
Finally, the overall computational complexity of the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is represented by function: Twhp (n, k, c, s, l) = (l + 1) · s · (c · k + 1) + n · log(n). Thus, the upper
bound on the computational complexity is defined as:

Twhp (n, k, c, s, l) = O(l · s · c · k + n · log(n))

(6.10)

The computational complexity is further reduced if the algorithm is modified to return one
weak point recommendation at a time. Although the influence path weights still need to be
calculated and aggregated, the weak point list preparation step can be reduced to locating the
most influential component. Since in the worst case this task can be achieved in n steps, the
overall computational complexity is defined as:

Twhp (n, k, c, s, l) = O(l · s · c · k + n)

(6.11)
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Chapter 7
Consumer-Defined Reliability
Improvement
In order to make the reliability management method applicable to composite consumer applications, it is necessary to extend the consumer computing environment with appropriate
elements. Specifically, there are two major processes defined by the reliability management
method: application analysis and application improvement. The application analysis process
consists of estimating the overall application reliability and recommending application’s weak
points. If it is necessary to attain higher reliability, application’s weak points are improved, by
modifying the workflow through introduction of redundancies or more reliable components. As
stated in Section 4 the process of application analysis can be fully performed by a computer
system and, thus, the consumer computing environment needs to be extended with a digital
assistant. On the other hand, workflow modifications need to be performed by consumers.
Consequently, in order to introduce workflow redundancies, consumers need to have a set of
programmable elements at their disposal. Therefore, in order to support the proposed reliability
management method within the consumer computing environment, it is necessary to define a
digital consumer assistant and a set of programmable elements.
The rest of this chapter introduces architectures of digital consumer assistant and programmable components. The architecture of consumer assistant addresses both the consumer
actions implied by the reliability management method, as well as requirements for efficient execution within the distributed environment. Furthermore, architecture definitions for both the
forward and backward recovery based programmable components are presented. Finally, the
chapter introduces consumer interface examples that stem from the described architectures.
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7.1

Consumer Assistant for Development of Reliable Consumer Applications

Consumer application reliability assistant is an element of the consumer computing environment that aids consumers in development of reliable composite applications. Its design
stems from the processes defined by the reliability management method presented in Section
4.2. Specifically, consumer assistant implements the entire iterative method, except for the
application improver segment of the reliability improvement process. Based on the consumer
interaction points defined within the analysis requester, improvement requester and reliability
improvement processes, the following basic consumer operations need to be supported by the
consumer assistant:
• Attach / detach application - Consumer needs to be provided with ability to associate
an application with a particular consumer assistant. Operation of attaching an application
is conducted as part of the analysis requester process, while applications are detached in
the improvement requester process when no further improvements are needed.
• Estimate reliability - As part of the analysis requester process, consumer requests reliability estimation for an associated composite application.
• Get weak point list - If further application improvements are needed, consumer requests
application analysis as part of the improvement requester process. As result of this operation, an ordered list of application’s weak points is generated.
• Get replacement components - Prior to introducing workflow improvements, as part
of the reliability improvement process, consumer requests a set of similar (functionally
equivalent) components for a selected subset of weak points.
Based on the identified operations that stem from the reliability management method, an
architecture of the consumer application reliability assistant is defined as presented in the following section.

7.1.1

Consumer Assistant Architecture

Architecture of the proposed consumer application reliability assistant is presented in Figure
7.1. The architecture consists out of four main modules: application reliability manager, reli112
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ability model generator, reliability estimator and weak point recommender. Out of the defined
modules, the application reliability manager module is specific to each individual consumer
assistant because it contains data characteristic to the attached applications. On the other hand,
reliability model generator, reliability estimator and weak point recommender modules are designed to be generic and can be shared between different instances of consumer assistants.
Functionality and interoperability of each module is described through the supported consumer
operations.

Application Reliability Manager
Attach / detach
application

(A-1)

Application
Storage

(B-1)

(B-2)

Estimate reliability

Get weak point list

(C-2)

Reliability Model
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(B-3)

Get replacement
components

(D-2)

Weak Point
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Get similar
components

(B-4)

(C-3)

(D-1)

Reliability Model
Generator

Reliability
Estomator
(B-5)

Weak point
Recommender
(C-4)

Get atomic component
reliabilities

Consumer Assistant

Figure 7.1: Architecture of consumer application reliability assistant.

Application reliability manager is a complex module comprised of application storage, reliability model storage and weak point selector submodules. It serves as an interface towards
the consumer by exposing a set of basic consumer operations. Each of the operations is briefly
described below.
The attach / detach application operation (A-1) is used to add or remove application definitions from the application storage module. Application definitions are workflow definitions
stored in some representation, e.g. Geppeto spreadsheet language.
Once an application has been attached, it can be analyzed using the estimate reliability
operation (B-1). The estimate reliability operation accesses the reliability model storage that
contains the data necessary to perform reliability estimations, i.e. composite applications’ reliability models. In case a reliability model does not exist for the analyzed application, application
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definition is retrieved from the application storage module (B-2) and passed to the reliability
model generator module. The reliability model generator module produces a reliability model
for the given application definition and stores it into the reliability model storage (B-3). Once
a reliability model is available, the reliability estimator module is invoked (B-4). If the passed
reliability model does not contain atomic components’ reliability values or the values are considered to be outdated, the reliability estimator module retrieves new reliability values by invoking the get atomic component reliabilities operation (B-5). This operation produces atomic
component reliabilities using other consumer computing environment elements, as discussed in
Section 4.2. Once all the necessary data is available, reliability estimation is performed and the
estimated value stored into reliability model storage.
Afrer a reliability estimate is available in the reliability model storage, this value can be presented to the consumer. Further actions can then be taken as part of the improvement requester
process. To that end, the get weak point list operation invokes the weak point selector module that is responsible for managing application’s weak point recommendations (C-1). First,
the weak point selector module invokes the weak point recommender module responsible for
generating ordered lists of weak points. The weak point recommender module then retrieves
the reliability model and the available atomic components’ reliability values from the reliability
model storage module (C-3). If valid atomic components’ reliabilities are available, the recommendation process is performed and results presented to the consumer. Otherwise, the reliability
values need to be renewed using the get atomic component reliabilities operation (C-4).
Finally, as part of the reliability improvement step, consumer selects the most pronounced
weak points and gets a set of replacement components through the get replacement components
operation (D-1). This operation invokes the weak point selector module that contains data on
weak point list recommendations. Form the presented list of weak points, consumer selects a
subset of components that are considered to be best candidates for improvement. The weak
point selector module then retrieves components similar to selected weak points through the
get similar components operation (D-2). This operation invokes external consumer computing
elements, as discuses in Section 4.2, and therefore it is not discussed further.

Efficient execution
Achieving efficient execution of the presented consumer assistant in distributed environments relies on two properties. The first property regards possibilities of computation offload114
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ing into the cloud infrastructure. This principle is particularly useful when it comes to mobile
devices, as it enables execution of computationally demanding operations while saving vital
system resources, including battery power [258]. The presented consumer assistant architecture enables computational offloading of most demanding operations, performed by reliability
model generator, reliability estimator and weak point recommender modules. All other operations performed by the application reliability manager are lightweight in comparison, making
it possible to deploy that module onto devices with less computational resources. Therefore,
the presented consumer assistant architecture enables usage of cloud infrastructure to achieve
efficient execution within a distributed environment.

Apart from the possibilities of computational offloading, efficient execution can be achieved
by optimizing the underlaying modules. This thesis specifically focuses on the weak point recommender module, as its operations are most computationally demanding. Specifically, the
proposed weak point recommendation method leverages algorithms with varying performance
and accuracy that are used at different environment conditions. In cases when reliability management method steps induce large computational overheads, e.g. estimated resources to detect
similar components are high, it is more computationally efficient to use more accurate recommendation algorithms and, thus, perform less improvement steps. On the other hand, if
stepwise resource overheads are low, performance of the weak point recommender module can
be improved by using less accurate, but also less computationally demanding weak point recommendation algorithms. Details on the weak point recommendation algorithms introduced in
this thesis are presented in Chapter 6.

One possible way to determine what recommendation algorithm is best to use at a particular
application improvement step is to analyze dependence of spent resources and recommendation
algorithm accuracy on a sufficiently large reliability model data set. To that end, the architecture
in Figure 7.1 would have to be extended with a method that allows the weak point recommender
module to access the global repository of reliability modules. In addition, reliability model storage would have to be extended with a method invocation that enables storing reliability models
into the global model repository. More details on the perspective of capturing dependence of
computational overhead and recommendation algorithm accuracy can be found in Chapter 8.
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7.1.2

Consumer Assistant Interface

Example of an application reliability consumer assistant implemented as a web widget is
shown in Figure 7.2. The presented interface is implemented by the application reliability
manager module as it supports all the defined consumer operations. The figure illustrates how
do particular consumer operations map to the graphical interface. The operations are performed
by consumers as defined in the following use case example.
Consumer starts using the widget by adding composite applications through the attach /detach operations implemented as part of the applications panel. Specifically, applications can be
added using the attach control (1) and detached using the remove symbol next to the application name (2). Once an attached application is selected (3), an additional panel is displayed,
implementing the estimate reliability, get weak point list, and get replacement components operations. To estimate the selected application’s reliability, consumer uses the estimate control
(4). Based on the estimation result, consumer can proceed with application analysis by using
the recommend control (5), or abort the reliability management method. The recommended
weak points are presented as a list of components ordered by their influence on the overall reliability. Once consumer selects a weak point (6), its possible replacement candidates can be
retrieved by using the get replacement control (7). The recommended replacements can than be
accessed by the consumer and incorporated into the improved application. Upon modifying the
application’s workflow, consumer can reestimate the reliability (4) and, if necessary, repeat the
process until an adequate reliability level has been reached.

7.2

Programmable Components for Reliability Improvement

In order to enable introduction of fault tolerant constructs into the application’s workflow, as
part of the reliability improvement process, consumer computing environment is extended with
a set of programmable elements. Programmable elements are used to implement both backward and forward recovery methods, specifically through implementation of checkpoint and
restart, recovery blocks and n-version programming principles. Architectures of programmable
elements, along with their consumer interface implementations, are described in the following
sections.
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Figure 7.2: Consumer assistant interface.

7.2.1

Backward Recovery Programmable Component

In order to enable consumer programmable elements based on the backward recovery model,
as defined in Section 3.5.3, consumer has to be able to perform the following operations:
• Add / remove components - Consumer associates a set of semantically equivalent (redundant) components with the programmable component. Consumer can either add or
remove components from the fault tolerant construct.
• Define workflow actions - Redundant components need to be incorporated into the application workflow. Required workflow actions for various components may differ, e.g.
due to differences in user interfaces and usage. For that reason, consumer needs to define
workflow actions on a component basis. Moreover, after a programmable component has
completed its operation, it needs to transfer the control flow to other parts of the consumer
application. This is a specialized workflow action defined by the consumer.
• Define unified inputs - In some cases it might be necessary for all components to be
provided with exactly the same input. Therefore, rather than retrieving data from the data
sources at each component invocation, inputs can be stored at the beginning of redundant
construct execution. This is done by performing specialized consumer-defined data flow
actions that prepare parameters prior to component execution.
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• Define state restoration actions - In case an error is detected, consumer-defined actions might be needed to restore the system into an error-free state before other execution
attempts can be committed. These restoration actions can differ depending on the component, thus, need to be defined on a component basis.
• Define acceptance tests - In case of backward recovery method, it is necessary to explicitly define error detection mechanisms, e.g. in a form of an acceptance test. As in case
of workflow and state restoration actions, consumer defines testing actions that can differ
for each component.
• Run - Consumer uses this control flow operation to runs the redundant workflow.
In accordance with the stated consumer operations, architecture of backward recovery programmable components is defined, as presented in Figure 7.3. The architecture consists of component storage, workflow storage, unified input storage, state restoration storage, acceptance
test storage, workflow execution engine, and test execution engine modules. Module functionality and interoperability at architectural level is described by observing the individual consumer
operations.
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Figure 7.3: Architecture of backward recovery programmable component.
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By performing the add / remove components operation (A-1), consumers store or remove
component data from the component storage module. The data contains all the information on
how to access the associated component, e.g. its web location or reference to executable code.
Through the define workflow actions operation (B-1), consumer states the operations required to functionally integrate a component into the application’s workflow. For example,
in case of the Geppeto tool, such operations are defined by storing the GUI-level operations
performed on the component’s interface, e.g. copy/paste, click, double click operations. The
operations are stored as consumer programs into the workflow storage module. The module associates all the actions with corresponding component data stored in component storage module
(B-2) to provide the complete execution context.
By utilizing define unified inputs operation consumer defines how are the redundant construct’s inputs retrieved and prepared. These actions are performed prior to workflow execution
to ensure all the components have the same input. The actions are defined similarly like workflow actions and are stored into the unified input storage module (C-1).
The define state restoration actions enables consumer to define a set of actions needed to
restore the application into an error-free state. These actions are similar to workflow actions
and are stored into the state restoration actions storage module (D-1).
To define the acceptance tests, consumer uses the define acceptance tests operation. This
operation is used to store actions that define the test cases, i.e. against what values are particular
component outputs tested. These actions are stored into the acceptance test storage module
(E-1).
Finally, when all the actions are defined, the run operation can be used by consumer or computer system to execute the redundant workflow (R-1). Upon receiving the execution request,
workflow execution engine first runs the operations needed to prepare the component inputs (R2). After preparing the inputs, redundant components are run in sequence or in parallel using
the stored workflow operations (R-3). The execution results are then passed to test execution engine (R-4) that performs the tests based on the defined acceptance test operations (R-5). In case
of an error, the workflow execution engine is triggered to perform the state restoration actions
(R-6) and then execute other redundant components, if they are available.
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Checkpoint and Restart

The retry programmable component implements static checkpoint and restart principle, i.e.
checkpoints are not generated dynamically, but rather defined explicitly by the consumer. It is
based on the architecture of backward recovery programmable components with two distinctions. First, since this is a single version fault tolerance method, it is not necessary to support
the add / remove components operations and subsequently implement the component storage
module. The one component associated with the retry component is attached through workflow
operations. The second distinction regards the restart operation as consumers need to be able to
provide an acceptable number of retries before a component is considered to fail. The number
of retries is set using the additional define number of retries operation.
The interface of the retry programmable component implemented as a web widget is presented in Figure 7.4. The image shows how the particular consumer operations relate to the user
interface constructs. The consumer operations are performed utilizing the presented interface,
as described in the following use case example.
In case it is necessary for each component execution to have exactly the same input, consumer can utilize the define unified inputs method. Consumer adds (1) or removes (2) input
fields using controls in the inputs panel. Then, consumer defines data flow operations to link
the input fields with the data sources (3). These data flow operations are performed prior to
component invocation. Apart from the unified inputs, consumer needs to define acceptance
tests to assess if the component operates properly. Tests cases can be added (4) and removed
(5) using the controls in the test panel. Each test case contains two fields that are connected
by data flow operations with component outputs (6). In order to compare values of two fields,
an operator is selected (7). Defined test cases are performed after the component invocation
has been completed. To define how the component is invoked, i.e. how it is incorporated into
the application’s workflow, define execution control is used (8). Apart from the specific workflow actions, additional control flow transfer functions are defined. The on success control (9)
is used to define workflow actions that transfer control flow to other parts of application if no
errors have been detected by the test cases. The on failure (10) control is used to define state
restoration actions that need to be performed between the successive component invocations.
The maximum number of component invocation retries is defined using the retries control (11).
Finally, the defined fault tolerant construct can be executed using the run control (12).
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Figure 7.4: Retry programmable component interface.

Recovery Blocks
The recovery blocks programmable component is based on the recovery blocks fault tolerance method. Since this is a multi-version fault tolerance method, multiple redundant, semantically equivalent, components need to be included into the application workflow, as opposed
to the previously described retry programmable component. Specifically, the recovery blocks
programmable component enables sequential execution of redundant components. After a component is invoked, its outputs are tested for errors. If errors are detected, the next component in
line is executed, otherwise the execution chain is discontinued.
The interface of the recovery blocks programmable component stems from the architecture of backward recovery programmable components and is implemented as a web widget,
presented in Figure 7.5. The image shows how the particular consumer operations relate to
the graphical interface constructs. The consumer operations are performed using the presented
interface as described in the following use case example.
The main difference between retry and recovery blocks programmable elements is that the
latter supports software redundancy. Thus, consumer needs to be provided with the ability to associate semantically equivalent components with the programmable widget. This is performed
through the components panel where consumer can use controls to add (1) or remove (2) com121
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ponents form the redundant component list. By selecting a component in the list (3), consumer
displays the component details panel. Through this panel consumer can define separate tests,
workflow, and state restoration actions for each component. Tests cases can be added (4) and
removed (5) using the controls in the test panel. Each test case contains two fields that are connected by data flow operations with component outputs (6). In order to compare values of two
test case fields, consumer selects an appropriate operator (7). Tests for a particular component
are performed after its invocation has been completed and the outputs are available. To define
how each particular component is incorporated into the application workflow, consumer uses
the define execution control (8). An additional control on success (9) is used when acceptance
tests have have detected no errors to transfer the control flow to other parts of the consumer
application. The on failure control (10) is used to set the state restoration actions that are to
be performed after a particular component has displayed erroneous behavior. State restoration
actions of the last component in the redundant component list are used to transfer control to
other failure mitigation mechanisms or to notify the consumer that a failure has occurred.
Apart from the presented functionalities, an additional panel for defining component inputs
is available. If components need to be provided with the identical inputs upon their execution,
consumer secures this property by performing the define unified inputs operation. Consumer
adds (11) or removes (12) input fields using controls in the inputs panel. Then, consumer
defines data flow operations to link the input fields with the data sources (13). The stored data
flow operations are performed once, prior to invocation of the first component in the list.
Finally, the fault tolerant construct that incorporates all the associated semantically equivalent components can be executed using the run control (14).

7.2.2

Forward Recovery Programmable Component

To support forward recovery programmable components, as defined in Section 3.5.3, consumer has to be able to perform add / remove component, define workflow actions, define unified
inputs, and run operations, as defined in Section 7.2.1. Since correct output are determined by
comparing outputs of multiple components, no explicit error detection or state restoration actions are needed, like it is the case with backward recovery programmable components. However, an additional consumer operation is required, defined as follows:
• Define outputs - Error detection and mitigation mechanisms for forward recovery programmable components depend on selecting the correct output among all the redundant
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Figure 7.5: Recovery blocks programmable component interface.

components’ outputs. To enable output selection algorithms, consumer defines which
particular output fields in different redundant components match semantically. In addition, if outputs are not syntactically equivalent, consumer needs to define appropriate
transformations that are to be executed before the output selection algorithms.
In accordance with the stated consumer operations, architecture of forward recovery programmable components is defined, as presented in Figure 7.6. The architecture consists of
component storage, workflow storage, unified input storage, output storage, workflow execution
engine, and output selector modules. Module functionality and interoperability at architectural
level is described by observing the individual consumer operations.
Consumer operations (A-1) - (C-1) are performed in the same way as defined by the architecture of backward programmable components, presented in Section 7.2.1. The only difference
is the define output operation (D-1). By executing this operation, consumer stores the matching
rules between different component outputs into the output definition storage module.
As defined previously, the run operation is used by a consumer or a computer system to
execute the redundant workflow (R-1). Upon received execution request, the workflow execution
engine runs the actions defined in the unified input storage module to prepare the unified inputs
(R-2). Then the stored workflow action are loaded from the workflow storage module (R-3) and
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Figure 7.6: Architecture of forward recovery programmable component.

executed for all the redundant components in parallel. Upon the completed workflow execution,
the output selector module is invoked. The module loads the output preparation actions form
the output definition storage and executes them (R-5). Once the outputs have been prepared,
the output selection module runs an implementation of selection algorithm and sets the final
output values. If the selection algorithm is able to detect errors, workflow execution engine is
prompted to perform additional actions.

N-Version Programming
The n-version programming programmable component is based on the n-version programming fault tolerance method. Similarly like in the case of recovery blocks principle, multiple
semantically equivalent, components are included into the application workflow. Unlike in the
recovery blocks principle, the components are run in parallel, making it possible to detect errors
by observing component outputs.
The interface of the n-version programming programmable component stems from the architecture of forward recovery programmable components and is implemented as a web widget,
presented in Figure 7.7. The image shows how the particular consumer operations relate to the
user interface constructs. Consumer operations are performed using the presented interface as
described in the following use case example.
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Figure 7.7: N-version programming programmable component interface.

Since the programmable component supports a multi-version fault tolerance method, consumer needs to be provided with ability to associate semantically equivalent components with
the programmable widget. This is performed through the components panel where consumer
can use controls add (1) or remove (2) components form the redundant component list. By
selecting a component in the list (3), consumer displays the component details panel. In the
component details panel consumer can configure outputs and workflow actions for each particular component. The outputs are configured by adding output fields (4). Each output field can
be marked with an identifier using the select group control (5). Outputs with the same identifier
are considered to be semantically equivalent and will be processed by the selection algorithm.
Apart from selecting the identifier, consumer also defines data flow actions that copy the component outputs into appropriate fields (6). Except for output mapping, consumer needs to define
workflow actions for each individual component using the define execution control (7).
If components need to be provided with the same input upon execution, consumer secures
this property performing the define unified inputs operation. Consumer adds (8) or removes (9)
input fields using controls in the inputs panel. Then, consumer defines data flow operations to
link the input fields with the data sources (10). The stored data flow operations are performed
once, prior to invocation of the first component in the list.
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Additional constructs to define control flow transfer are available. Unlike in the recovery
blocks programmable component, these actions are unique for all the components and are defined only once. As defined previously, the on success control (11) is used to transfer control
flow if no errors have been detected. On the other hand, the on failure control (12) is used to
transfer the control flow when an error has been detected, i.e. no output can be produced by a
selection algorithm.
Finally, redundant workflow that incorporates all the associated semantically equivalent
components is executed using the run control (13).
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Chapter 8
Evaluation
This chapter presents evaluation of the weak point recommendation algorithms introduced
in this thesis. The goal of the presented evaluation is to determine how the algorithms perform
for both artificial and real-world data sets with regard to the recommended solution accuracy and
computational performance. Section 8.1 describes two basic evaluation scenarios used to assess
the algorithms named application-wise and data-set-wise component improvement. Computational performance and accuracy measures used in the presented evaluation are described in
Section 8.2. Exact experimental setups applied in both evaluation scenarios are described in
Section 8.3. The evaluation considers two data sets, an artificial data set and a real-world data
set based on a collection of Yahoo Pipes composite applications (web mashups). The results of
evaluation for the artificial data set and Yahoo Pipes are presented in Section 8.4 and Section 8.5
respectively. Furthermore, impact of the atomic component’s mutual dependence on reliability
model accuracy is evaluated in Section 8.6. Finally, the evaluation results are summarized in
Section 8.7.

8.1

Evaluation Scenarios

For the purposes of evaluating the weak point recommendation algorithms presented in this
thesis, two evaluation scenarios are considered. In application-wise evaluation scenario, atomic
component improvements are performed separately for each composite application based on its
own weak point recommendation results. On the other hand, data-set-wise scenario considers
component improvements based on weak point recommendation results aggregated from all
composite applications in the data set. Both evaluation scenarios are described in a greater
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detail in the following subsections.

8.1.1

Application-Wise Component Improvement

In application-wise component improvement, the component to be improved is strictly chosen based on composite application’s own weak point list. Such an evaluation scenario best
describes the use case in which an application developer manages the reliability of a particular composite application by focusing on its specific workflow weaknesses. A conceptual
overview of the described evaluation scenario is presented in Figure 8.1. The evaluation scenario is performed on a data set of composite application reliability models. For each composite
application reliability model in the data set, a list of weak points ordered by the influence on
the overall application reliability is recommended. Based on the recommended list of weak
points, the reliability improvement step is performed for each individual composite application,
i.e. the most significant recommended weak point is replaced by a more reliable atomic component. This process is repeated until all the atomic components of the composite application
have been improved. For each step of the evaluational scenario k, a set of evaluational measures
is observed. The applied evaluation measures are described in Section 8.2.

step k-1

Weak Point
Recommendation

Weak Point
Improvement

...

...
Weak Point
Recommendation

Reliability models

step k+1

Weak Point
Improvement

Weak Point Lists

Figure 8.1: Application-wise component improvement.

The application-wise component improvement scenario is formally described by Algorithm
8.1. For each individual model in the data set, the described evaluation process is performed
until all the atomic building components have been improved (lines 4 − 12). At each step,
the component to be improved is chosen from the recommended weak point list (line 7). It
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is possible that a recommendation algorithm could place the same component at the top of
the recommended list in two consecutive improvement steps. Since the presented scenario
considers that each component can be improved strictly once, the one with lowest index in the
recommended list that still has not been improved, i.e. the unimproved component with most
influence on the overall composite application reliability, is chosen (line 7). The component
improvement is performed by increasing the component’s reliability by a fixed or proportional
amount. This step is equivalent to performing a component replacement or introducing fault
tolerance mechanisms into the application workflow. Finally, the reliability of the improved
application is recalculated along with the other improvement results (lines 8 − 10). The results
are stored and analyzed using evaluation measures defined in Section 8.2.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

function A PP W ISE C OMP(dataSet)
for all models in dataset do
stepN umber ← 0
repeat
initRel ← calculate model reliability
wpList ← calculate a list of weak points
improve component with lowest index in wpList
f inRel ← calculate model reliability
relGr ← f inRel − initRel
stepN umber ← stepN umber + 1
store results: f inRel, relGr, stepN umber
until all components are improved
end for
end function
Algorithm 8.1: Improve most significant application-wise component.

8.1.2

Data-Set-Wise Component Improvement

In contrast to the previously described evaluation scenario, data-set-wise component improvement approach applies component selection based on a weak point list aggregated from
weak point lists of each individual composite application in the data set. The premise of such
an evaluation scenario is that composite applications in the data set share building components,
e.g. services within the cloud infrastructure. In that case it would be possible to analyze which
individual component improvements could be made to achieve best average reliability growth
for the whole data set. Such an approach can be leveraged by the owner of the application set or
administrator of the cloud infrastructure to properly allocate computational resources with the
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aim of achieving highest average application reliability increase. In contrast to the applicationwise improvement, such an increase would be facilitated by improving a single component,
rather than a set of atomic components as it best suites each individual composite application.
An overview of the described evaluation scenario is presented in Figure 8.2. The evaluation
is performed on a data set of composite application reliability models. For each composite
application reliability model, an ordered list of weak points by the influence on the overall application reliability is recommended. The set of weak point lists is then aggregated into a single
list using appropriate aggregation methods for each particular weak point recommendation algorithm. Based on the aggregated weak point list, reliability improvement step is performed
and evaluated for each individual application. It should be noted that in case the recommended
component is not a building block of a certain application, the reliability of the application in
question is not improved in that particular improvement step. Although such an approach is
expected to yield a lower overall step-wise reliability increase, it is useful in determining how
the computational resources should be allocated between the atomic components.

step k-1
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Recommendation

Weak Point
Improvement

...

...
Weak Point
Recommendation

Reliability models

step k+1

Aggregated
WP List

Weak Point
Improvement

Weak Point Lists

Figure 8.2: Data-set-wise component improvement.

The data-set-wise component improvement scenario is formally described by Algorithm
8.2. The evaluation process is performed until all the atomic building components have been
improved (lines 4 − 17). At each step, an extended list of weak points is first calculated for
each application in the data set (lines 5 − 8). Along with the order of components, list stores the
estimated weights a particular component has on the overall composite application reliability.
The set of weak point lists is then aggregated using methods described in Section 8.1.3 (line
9). The component to be improved in all composite applications is chosen from the aggregated
weak point list. In case the selected component is not a building block of a given application,
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that particular application remains unaffected. Since the scenario considers that each component
can be improved strictly once, the one with lowest index in the recommended list that still
has not been improved, i.e. the unimproved component with most influence on the overall
composite application reliability, is chosen (line 7). As in case of application-wise scenario, the
component improvement is performed by increasing the component’s reliability by a fixed or
proportional amount. Finally, step-wise reliability improvement results are stored and analyzed
using measures defined in Section 8.2 (lines 13 − 15).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function B ESTAVG C OMP(dataSet)
stepN umber ← 0
repeat
wpListArray ← [ ]
for all models in dataset do
wpList ← calculate a list of weak points
wpListArray.add(wpList)
end for
aggregatedList ← aggregate lists in wpListArray
for all models in dataset do
initRel ← calculate model reliability
improve component with lowest index in aggregatedList
f inRel ← calculate model reliability
relGr ← f inRel − initRel
store results: f inRel, relGr, stepN umber
end for
until all components are improved
stepN umber ← stepN umber + 1
end function
Algorithm 8.2: Improve most significant data-set-wise component.

8.1.3

Weak Point List Aggregation Methods

This section describes weak point list aggregation methods used in data-set-wise component
improvement evaluation scenario. A separate aggregation measure is applied to the reliability
sensitivity analysis algorithm Wp-Influence and the heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath, WPWeightedPath described in Chapter 6.
In general, the aggregated weak point list is defined as a sequence of ordered pairs:

AggW P List = [(cj , wj )i ] | 0 < i, j ≤ n

(8.1)

where n is the number of atomic components, i is the position of the ordered pair within the
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sequence, ci is the component identifier and wi aggregated influence factor for component ci .
The aggregated weak point list is ordered by the descending influence factor wi . Therefore, the
following condition holds:

∀(cj , wj )i ∧ (cl , wl )k | i 6= k, if wj > wl =⇒ i < k

(8.2)

Thus, components corresponding to ordered pairs positioned closer to the beginning of the
aggregated list are presumed to have greater influence on the average application reliability
within the data set. The aggregated influence factors wi are calculated differently for specific
recommendation algorithms.

WP-Influence

wi =

n
X

relGri,j

(8.3)

j=1

where n is the number of composite applications in the data set and relGri,j reliability
growth achieved performing sensitivity analysis for component i in composite application j
using Algorithm 6.1.

WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath
In case of Wp-WeakestPath and Wp-WeightedPath algorithms the influence weight factor wi
is calculated based solely on the position of the component ci in weak point lists of individual
applications.

wi =

n
X

Nmax − wpList−1
j (ci ))

(8.4)

j=1

where Nmax is the total number of distinct atomic components and wpList−1
j (ci ) index of
component ci in wpListj .

8.2

Evaluation Measures

The following computational performance and reliability improvement evaluation measures
are used throughout the rest of the chapter.
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8.2.1

Computational Performance Measure

Execution time has been selected as the computational performance measure used to evaluate the weak point recommendation experiments. The measure represents average execution
time needed to calculate a single list of weak points, i.e. perform a single component improvement. The measure is defined as follows:
PN
AvgExec =

i=1 ti

N

(8.5)

where ti is the execution time for the ith application in the data set and N is the size of data
set. All the performance experiments described in this chapter were conducted on an Intel Core
2 Quad 2.66GHz CPU with 8GB of memory, running Ubuntu 11.10 operating system.

8.2.2

Recommendation Accuracy Measures

The presented measures are used to evaluate the accuracy of weak point recommendation
algorithms, i.e. the accuracy of recommended weak point lists. Since a weak point list is in
effect a sequence in which the components are to be improved, the measures show how the
differences in recommended sequences impact the increase in reliability.

Average reliability
The average composition reliability is defined as the arithmetic mean of all composite applications’ reliabilities in the data set. It is given by the following equation:
N
1 X
AvgRel =
reli
N i=1

(8.6)

where reli is the reliability of the composite application i and N is the total number of
applications in the data set.

Average reliability growth
The average reliability growth is defined as the average reliability increase for all composite
applications achieved between two subsequent reliability improvement steps. The measure is
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defined as follows:

N
1 X
RelGrk =
(reli,k − reli,k−1 )
N i=1

(8.7)

where reki,k is the reliability of composite application i in step k and N is the total number
of compositions in the data set.

Total reliability growth
The total reliability growth is defined as the increase in reliability between the composite
application’s initial reliability and reliability achieved after k component improvements:
T otRelGrk = reli,k − reli,0

(8.8)

where reli,0 is the initial reliability of the composite application i, reli,k the reliability after
k component improvements.

Average number of improvement steps
The average number of improvement steps required to reach a reliability threshold t is defined as follows:

AvgStt =

N
1 X
sti
N i=1

| ∀i T otRelGrsti ≥ t

(8.9)

where sti is the number of improvement steps required for application i to reach the reliability threshold t and N the total number of applications that reached t.

Average reliability growth rate
The average reliability growth rate brings into correlation achieved reliability growth and
spent system resources. Specifically, the measure correlates average total reliability growth and
the execution time required to achieve it. The average reliability growth rate measure is defined
as follows:

N 
1 X T otRelGri,j
AvgGrRatei =
N j=1
ti,j

(8.10)

where T otRelGri,j is the total reliability growth for the application j after i improvement
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steps and ti,j total execution time from initial to the ith reliability improvement step for application j.
Overheads other than the weak point list recommendation process, like locating a replacement component or estimating the reliability of an atomic component, impact the overall performance of the proposed reliability improvement method. For the purposes of the experiments,
all the additional overhead is defined as fixed execution time to for all the improvement steps
performed for all composite applications. Following this simplification the total execution time
in (8.10) is redefined as:

t0i,j = ti,j + i · to

(8.11)

where i is the number of performed improvement steps, and ti,j weak point list recommendation execution time for composite application j.

8.2.3

Error Measures

In order to evaluate the difference in accuracy between recommendation algorithms, four
standard error measures are applied. Mean square error (MAE) and root mean square error
(RMSE) measures are respectively defined by the following equations:
N
1 X
M AE =
|x1,i − x2,i |
N i=1

(8.12)

v
u
N
u1 X
t
RM SE =
(x1,i − x2,i )2
N i=1

(8.13)

where x1,i and x2,i are two compared values on a set of entries i ∈ [1, N ]. Both measures
are positively oriented and range from 0 to infinity.
In addition, two percentage error measures mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and
root mean square percentage error (RMSPE) are used, defined as follows:

M AP E =

N
1 X x1,i − x2,i
N i=1
x2,i

v
u
2
N 
u1 X
x1,i − x2,i
t
RM SP E =
N i=1
x2,i

(8.14)

(8.15)
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where the value of x1,i is compared against x2,i on a set of entries i ∈ [1, N ]. Both measures
are positively oriented and range from 0 to infinity.

8.3

Experimental Setup

As stated previously, one of the key metrics in evaluating the presented weak point recommendation algorithms is reliability growth, i.e. the increase in reliability achieved after replacing the weak points in the recommended order. Specifically, the choice of weak points should
facilitate as great reliability growth as possible, while requiring as least component improvement steps as possible. Two factors influence the achieved reliability growth: the structure
of the composite application, along with the initial and final reliability of its atomic building
components. In order to evaluate how structure of applications impacts the reliability improvement method, two distinct data sets are considered in the experimental setup: the artificial data
set described in Section 8.4.1 and the collected real-world data set consistent of Yahoo Pipes
composite applications described in Section 8.5.1.
Two experiments are conducted on the artificial and the Yahoo Pipes real-world data set. The
goal of the conducted evaluation is to asses how the proposed weak point recommendation algorithms behave when atomic components are very similar or equal in reliability and when there
is a more significant difference in the atomic components’ reliability. In the first experiment
(experiment A) the initial reliability of all components is equal and set to 0.99. For each atomic
component a single replacement component of reliability 0.9999 is available (10% greater reliability). Such an experimental setup was chosen as it closely matches reliability values expected
for systems based on high-availability architecture [259]. In the second experiment (experiment
B), the reliability of the components varies and it is randomly chosen from the interval [0.7, 0.9]
with a uniform distribution. Such an experimental setup more closely matches systems that do
not have a prearranged level of QoS, e.g. no service level agreements exist. Similarly like in
the first experiment, a single replacement component is available for each initial atomic component of the composite application. The replacement components have a 20% greater reliability
than the ones initially built into the workflow, i.e. they have the final reliability from the interval
[0.84, 1.0]. The experiments for both data sets and experimental setups are separately performed
for each evaluation scenario described in Section 8.1. The results are presented throughout the
remainder of this chapter.
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8.4

Artificial Data Set

This section presents the results of the evaluation for the artificial data set. Details on how
the artificial data set was generated are given in Section 8.4.1. Results of the computational performance experiments are presented in Section 8.4.2. Finally, Sections 8.4.3 and 8.4.4 present
the results of evaluation for application-wise and data-set-wise component improvement scenarios respectively.

8.4.1

Data Set Generation

The generated data set consists of 5000 randomly generated reliability models of composite applications. Each application is built out of 30 independent atomic components, i.e. no
conditional dependence exists between the individual atomic components. Generated models
have the maximum nesting depth, i.e. the maximum number of nodes between input and output random variables (length of influence path) set to 3. Furthermore, the number of parents
and children nodes can not exceed the number of input random variables (atomic components).
However, each input random variable has at least one child node, each hidden layer variable has
at least one child and one parent node and the output random variable has at least one parent
node. At each model level, the repetition, branch, sequence and parallel nodes are generated
with an equal probability. The number of repetitions defined by the repeat nodes is randomly
chosen form the interval [1, 4], while all the parallel nodes require that at least one workflow
sequence completes without a fault (k = 1). Finally, the probabilities of execution for all workflow branches defined by the branch element are equally set, i.e. the probability of execution
for a single branch is 1/n, where n is the total number of branches. Reliability of the atomic
components, i.e. input random variables, is set according to the particular experimental setup
applied in the evaluation process.

8.4.2

Performance Evaluation

In order to determine how the size of the model, i.e. the number of atomic components
within a composite application, impacts the resource requirements for weak point recommendation algorithms defined in Section 6, a series of execution time measurements were performed.
The measured value ti was the time required by the algorithm to recommend a single weak
point list for composite application i. Execution time ti is a value computed by averaging out
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the results of 10 independent consecutive measurements. The overall performance of the algorithm for the entire data set AvgExec is calculated by applying the expression (8.5). Two
experimental setups focusing on specific working conditions are presented.
For the purposes of first experiment setup, 10 data sets have been generated. Each data set
consists out of a 1000 applications built using a different number of atomic components, as defined in Section 8.4.1. The number of components varies from 5 atomic components in the first
data set to 50 atomic components in the final data set with a step of 5 components. This scenario is consistent with contemporary composite applications, that are usually built from from
the beginning, using atomic building components rather than reusing complex ones. The results
of the experiment are given by the graph in Figure 8.3. It should be noted that separate experiments are not conducted for the WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms. As they
are designed to be minor modifications, that do not entail increase in computational complexity,
results for WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath represent also the extended algorithms.
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Figure 8.3: Execution times for artificial data set - 50 components.

The results indicate that the average execution time for a single weak point list recommendation in case of the WP-Influence algorithm is linearly dependent on the number of atomic
components in a composite application. This is expected for a lower number of atomic components as recalculating reliabilities of influence paths is more computationally demanding than
inserting into a sorted list (TrCal (l, i) >> Tins (n)). Thus, the expression (6.6) is reduced to
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O(n · l · i). In addition, for the generated data set l is fixed to 3 as the maximum nesting depth
(maximum length of an influence path). Although the number of influence paths per input
random variable is not bounded, it grows modestly in relation to the number of input random
variables, and thus, can be regarded constant. The graph in 8.3 confirms these assumptions
as average execution time of the WP-Influence algorithm grows linearly with the increasing
number of input random variables in the generated reliability models.
In case of the heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath linear growth
of execution time with the number of atomic components can also be observed in Figure 8.3.
However, the execution time for heuristic algorithms grows at a less steeper angle than for the
WP-Influence algorithm. Specifically, the average execution time for WP-Influence algorithm
increases by a 105.3 and 48.4 times higher gradient then for the WP-WeakestPath and WPWeightedPath algorithms respectively. This is due to the fact that the WP-Influence algorithm
performs a sensitivity test for each atomic component separately, requiring multiple reliability
recalculations for the entire composite application. On the other hand, heuristic algorithms WPWeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath calculate a list of weak points by traversing the model only
once, performing less complex computations. This makes them less dependent on the number
of atomic component nodes in the model, as the presented results confirm.
The results can be further explained by studying the computational complexity analysis
of the heuristic algorithms. The computational complexity of WP-WeakestPath algorithm is
defined by expression (6.8). Since the nesting level of the generated models is bounded to 3, for
the given number of input variables n there is a low number of influence paths per input random
variable. Thus, the number of parents per the model node c is low and the expression (6.8) is
reduced to O(n+k). Therefore, the computational complexity of WeakestPath algorithm for the
given experimental setup is linear. In case of the WP-WeightedPath algorithm, computational
complexity is given by expression (6.10). For the given range of input random variable number
n the following condition applies: Twhc (k, c, s, l) + Tagg (k, c, s) >> Tprep (n). Furthermore, the
length of influence paths l, i.e. the nesting depth of the model is constant (3 levels) and, thus,
the computational complexity is reduced to: O(s · c · k). Again, the number of parent and child
nodes c and s can be regarded constant for the given experimental setup. Since there is a low
number of influence paths per input random variable with a constant nesting depth l, k grows
linearly with n.
In the second experimental setup, a wider range of the number of input random variables is
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considered. For the purposes of experiment, 30 additional data sets have been generated. Each
data set consists out of a 1000 applications built using a different number of atomic components. The number of components varies from 100 atomic components in the first data set to
3000 atomic components in the final data set with a step of 100 components. This scenario is
more aligned with the future composite applications which will be built by reusing previously
constructed applications (complex building components). In such cases the total number of
atomic building components at the lowest level could escalate. The results of the experiment
are given by the graphs in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5.
The results in Figure 8.4 demonstrate how the logarithmic component of the computational
complexity expression (6.6) for the WP-Influence algorithm (Tins (n) = n · log(n)) gains more
significance with the increase of n. The presented results indicate logarithmic dependence of
average execution time and the number of input random variables n. The results also indicate
that the average execution time for WP-Influence grows much more rapidly than for heuristic
algorithms. Therefore, the results for heuristic algorithms are presented separately in Figure
8.5 to give a better insight into their behavior. Results for both algorithms indicate a logarithmic dependence between average execution time and the number of atomic components in the
model. In case of WP-WeakestPath algorithm, this behavior is due to the increase of the number
of parent nodes c in the model (expression 6.8). This increase is expected as the total nesting
depth of the models is fixed to 3. On the other hand, in case of the WP-WeightedPath algorithm,
the logarithmic behavior is due to factor Tprep (n) = n · log(n) in computational complexity
expression (6.10). Due to more complex operations, namely computation of heuristics and aggregation of path weights, the average execution time for WP-WeightedPath grows more rapidly
with the number of atomic components than in the case of WP-WeakestPath algorithm.
In conclusion, the presented results confirm that the WP-Influence algorithm is the most
computationally demanding one. Furthermore, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is conclusively
more computationally demanding than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Finally, it can be stated
that the heuristic algorithms are less dependent on the number of input random variables, i.e.
atomic components, in the model.

8.4.3

Application-Wise Component Improvement Evaluation

The results for average reliability (AvgRel) in both experiments are given by the graphs in
Fig. 8.6a and Fig. 8.7a. From the graphs it is visible that the WP-Influence algorithm achieves
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Figure 8.4: Execution times for artificial data set - 3000 components.
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Figure 8.5: Execution times for artificial data set - 3000 components - heuristic algorithms.

higher AvgRel then the heuristic algorithms at each composition improvement step. In addition,
it can be concluded that the WP-WeightedPath algorithm, which takes into account multiple influence paths, achieves higher AvgRel than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm in both experiments.
Finally, it can be observed that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms expectedly
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achieve higher AvgRel than WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath respectively as they take into
account the reliability of replacement components.
To give a more precise insight, standard error measures are calculated to evaluate accuracy
of recommendation algorithms against the optimal solution provided by the WP-WeightedPathR. Thus, the value x2,i in expressions (8.12), (8.13), (8.14), and (8.15) stands for the average
reliability (AvgRel) achieved by WP-Influence-R algorithm, the value x1,i stands for the average
reliability achieved by the rest of the algorithms and N is the number of improvement steps (30).
The results are presented in Table 8.1. As expected, WP-Influence has lower error measure values than the heuristic algorithms in both experiments. Specifically, the error measures
are for several orders of magnitude lower than for the heuristic algorithms. Furthermore, WPWeightedPath path is more accurate than WP-WeakestPath, e.g. it achieves up to 2.95 times
lower RMSE in experiment A. Finally, it is confirmed that improvements incorporated into WPWeightedPath-R yield higher accuracy, e.g. RMSE in experiment B is 1.56% lower than for
WP-WeightedPath. Expectedly due to expression (6.3), in experiment A WP-WeightedPath-R
performs the same as WP-WeightedPath since all replacement components have the same reliability. Finally, the results for percentage error measures indicate that all the algorithms achieve
higher accuracy in experiment A. Since reliability of replacement components (0.9999) is close
to 1, the WP-Influence achieves several orders of magnitude lower error measures in experiment A when compared to experiment B. Similar results hold for the heuristic algorithms as
WP-WeakestPath, WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms achieve respectively
8.87, 20.76, and 20.24 times lower RMSPE in experiment A when compared to experiment B.
In order give a better insight into accuracy for the initial improvement steps and to analyze
the trend of growth, the average reliability growth (RelGr) for both experiments is presented in
Fig. 8.6b (experiment A) and Fig. 8.7b (experiment B). When comparing two weak point recommendation algorithms, a better performing algorithm should achieve higher initial average
reliability growth and a lower average reliability growth at the final improvement steps. The results presented for both experiments confirm that the WP-Influence-R algorithm achieves highest average reliability growth during the initial improvement steps. It can also be concluded that
the WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms outperform the WP-WeakestPath algorithm in both experiments.
Finally, Figure 8.8 presents the average number of composition improvement steps (AvgSt)
required to reach a certain reliability threshold—denoted on the x-axis as the total reliability
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Figure 8.6: Reliability growth results: initial 0.99, increase 0.0099.

growth (T otRelGr). It should be noted that the arithmetic mean of the component improvement steps was calculated on the reduced data set, i.e. on a subset of the available composite
applications that can achieve the given total reliability growth. Results for both experiments
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Table 8.1: Difference in AvgRel between recommendation algorithms and WP-Influence-R: artificial
data set, application-wise improvement

Algorithm
WP-Influence

WP-WeakestPath

WP-WeightedPath-R

WP-WeightedPath

Measure
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE

0.99, inc. 0.0099
0.000000001403482
0.000000007367383
0.000000002039215
0.000000010747492
0.059908631114824
0.064505312660963
0.067967853476540
0.073214212661829
0.019015265587158
0.021836964047474
0.020843018143821
0.023625890217850
0.019015265587158
0.021836964047474
0.020843018143821
0.023625890217850

0.7 - 0.9, inc. 20%
0.000474431127909
0.000601585203192
0.046556422960173
0.053636586671875
0.010822164214565
0.014829473572233
0.623348330011113
0.649471059395158
0.005677979257328
0.007387740169723
0.436557019115393
0.478267596098688
0.005781190143887
0.007503325530043
0.447353987984990
0.490608737267258

in Figure 8.8a (experiment A) and Figure 8.8b (experiment B) expectedly indicate that the WPInfluence algorithm on average requires less improvement steps to reach a threshold than the
heuristic algorithms. Specifically, in experiment A, the WP-Influence algorithm achieves the
defined reliability threshold while performing 13.45% and 10.01% less improvement steps then
algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath respectively. Similarly, in experiment B, the
WP-Influence algorithm reaches the reliability threshold in 26.53% and 12.34% less improvement steps then WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath respectively. The results also expectedly indicate that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R perform more accurately than their
unmodified versions.
The impact of the overhead to on average growth rate is analyzed for two distinct experimental setups (Figure 8.9). In both experimental setups the initial reliability is set equal to 0.9 for all
the atomic components and the final reliability is set to 0.99 (10% increase). In the first setup we
assume that replacement components are available at the time a list of weak points is calculated
and that no other execution overheads for improving an atomic component exist (to = 0ms).
The results shown in Figure 8.9a indicate that both WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath
algorithms have a higher average reliability growth rate then the WP-Influence for all improvement steps. Furthermore, the WP-WeightedPath has a greater initial average growth rate than
the WP-WeakestPath, but lower average growth rate for later improvement steps. The presented
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Figure 8.7: Reliability growth results: initial 0.7 - 0.9, increase 20%.

results lead to a conclusion that better performance for the given data set could be achieved if
initial replacement steps are done by utilizing WP-WeightedPath algorithm and the final steps
by using WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Thus, the solution space can first be reduced using a more
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Figure 8.8: Average number of steps to reach a reliability threshold.

accurate but also more computationally intensive algorithm. Then a less accurate algorithm can
be applied on the reduced solution space to achieve better average reliability growth rate. To
support this claim, experimental results are presented for a hybrid algorithm in which the first
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half of improvement steps (15 steps) are conducted by the WP-WeightedPath algorithm and the
last half of improvement steps by the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. The results show that the
hybrid algorithm achieves better average reliability growth rate in the final replacement steps
than the WP-WeightedPath algorithm. However, the hybrid algorithm shows lower average reliability growth rate in the final replacement steps than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. This
is due to the fact that the WP-WeightedPath component of the hybrid algorithm has exhausted
better weak point recommendations in earlier steps.

In the second experimental setup, shown in Figure 8.9b, an additional fixed overhead per
step of to = 3.5ms was added. In this case, the WP-Influence algorithm shows best initial
average reliability growth since it achieves higher total reliability growth by performing less
replacement steps. Again, it can be concluded that it is suitable to use the WP-Influence to
perform weak point recommendation in reliability improvement steps for which it outperforms
the other algorithms. Similarly like in the previous experimental setup, we show the results for
the hybrid algorithm in which first half of replacement steps is conducted by the WP-Influence
algorithm and the last half by the WP-WeightedPath algorithm. The results indicate an increase
in average reliability growth rate of the hybrid algorithm when compared to the WP-Influence
algorithm.

In order to further evaluate the impact of the additional overhead to on the applicability of
the weak point recommendation algorithms, results of average growth rate for to ∈ [0ms, 5ms]
are shown in Figure 8.10. The average growth rate, shown on the z-axis in logarithmic scale, is
calculated for each of the 30 possible improvement steps, as denoted by the y-axis. The results
indicate that for different values of to , different algorithms achieve highest reliability growth rate
given the number of conducted replacement steps. To give a better overview which algorithm
performs best for the given to and the conducted number of replacement steps, a projection of
graph in Figure 8.10a onto the x-y plane is shown in Figure 8.10b. It can be concluded that
for the presented experimental setup, the number of steps in which the WP-Influence and WPWeightedPath algorithms achieve the highest AvgGrRate grows rapidly with the overhead to in
a step-like manner followed by a region of more moderate growth.The presented results can be
used to reason about the design of a hybrid algorithm which would achieve better performance
by utilizing the best performing weak point recommendation algorithm.
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Figure 8.9: Average reliability growth rate: initial 0.9, increase 10%.

8.4.4

Data-Set-Wise Component Improvement Evaluation

The results for average reliability measure for both experimental setups of data-set-wise
component improvement are given by the graphs in Figure 8.11a and Figure 8.12a. Although
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Figure 8.10: Impact of the overhead to on the AvgGrRate: initial 0.9, increase 10%

the experiments are conducted on the same data set as in Section 8.4.3, the difference between
the recommendation algorithms is much less conclusive than for the application-wise improvement experiments. In addition a lower increase in reliability is achieved than in experiments
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described in Section 8.4.3. This outcome is expected since at each replacement step the best
replacement candidate is averaged out over the entire data set. Consequently, the best improvement candidate is not selected for each composite application at each improvement step causing
a lower reliability increase.
The presented graphs indicate that the WP-Influence-R algorithm achieves on average higher
reliability than the WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath algorithms. However, this is not the
fact for the entire improvement interval as it was in application-wise improvement experiments,
since the heuristic algorithms can at certain improvement steps perform as good as the WPInfluence-R and WP-Influence algorithms. Similarly, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm displays
better average performance than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. However, at certain improvement steps the WP-WeakestPath algorithm can outperform the WP-WeightedPath algorithm.
To further analyze distinctions in accuracy between the WP-Influence-R and the rest of
the recommendation algorithms, error measures for average reliability (AvgRel) on the whole
improvement interval are presented in Table 8.2. The results conclusively indicate that WPInfluence is more accurate than the rest of the recommendation algorithms as it has lower error
measure values. In fact, in experiment A, WP-Influence matches the WP-Influence-R in accuracy. Furthermore, the results in both experimental setups confirm that WP-WeightedPath path
is on average more accurate than WP-WeakestPath. Finally, by observing the percentage error
measures, it can be concluded that all algorithms are more accurate in experiment A where reliability values of atomic components are higher. It should be noted that in both experiments
the differences in accuracy are much less pronounced than in the application-wise evaluation
scenario.
To further analyze the behavior of the recommendation algorithms, the average reliability
growth is presented for both experiments in Figure 8.11b and Figure 8.12b. The presented results confirm that the heuristic algorithms closely match the performance of WP-Influence. It is
visible that unlike in the application-wise improvement scenario, the reliability growth curves
intersect WP-Influence more than once. This behavior indicates that the heuristic algorithms
manage to correct the error in component recommendation and maintain the quality of solution
close to the WP-Influence algorithm. The results for both experimental setups also indicate
that the WP-WeightedPath displays a more stable behavior than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm
since it deviates less from the curve of more accurate WP-Influence algorithm. Finally, the
results confirm that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R are more accurate than their un150
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Table 8.2: Difference in AvgRel between recommendation algorithms and WP-Influence-R: artificial
data set, DS-wise improvement

Algorithm
WP-Influence

WP-WeakestPath

WP-WeightedPath-R

WP-WeightedPath

Measure
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE

0.99, inc. 0.0099
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.003473436834555
0.003780353641522
0.004401942231719
0.004804381347203
0.002134985106179
0.002558979486279
0.002728392807155
0.003268205480683
0.002134985106179
0.002558979486279
0.002728392807155
0.003268205480683

0.7 - 0.9, inc. 20%
0.000257128057820
0.000367429200260
0.202888450510625
0.254300770278976
0.000817379769043
0.001294318605322
0.225760979549925
0.259428704092128
0.000306291941399
0.000435801200143
0.208785254706772
0.258326509146711
0.000306256945261
0.000435797119083
0.208521303757330
0.257934563181939

modified versions. For instance, difference in accuracy for WP-Influence is expectedly more
pronounced in experiment A since reliability of replacement components greatly differs from 1
than in experiment B.
Figure 8.13 shows the average number of composition improvement steps required to reach
a certain reliability threshold—denoted on the x-axis as the total reliability growth. Since the
AvgSt measure, defined by expression (8.9), depends on the total reliability growth (T otRelGr)
of individual applications, rather than the (T otRelGr) averaged out on the entire data set, lower
values of AvgSt do not necessarily imply higher accuracy. Specifically, higher average reliablity growth can be achieved by performing improvements that better suite a smaller number
applications that have a large impact on the data set’s average reliability. In that case, improvement solutions of lower accuracy would be applied to other applications in the data set, yielding
a higher AvgSt value. An example of such an occurence can be seen in Figure 8.13b for the
initial reliability thresholds. For instance, to reach the reliability threshold 0.5 × 10−3 , the
most accurate Wp-Influence-R requires 3.19% more improvement steps than the WP-Influence
algorithm. Similar results hold for the other recommendation algorithms. On the other hand,
to reach the 0.05 threshold, the WP-Influence requires 0.54% less improvement steps than the
WP-Influence. This indicates that the WP-Influence-R algorithm provides highly accurate weak
point recommendations for most of the applications in the data set.
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Figure 8.11: Reliability growth results: initial 0.99, increase 0.0099.

In order to further evaluate the impact of the additional overhead to on the applicability of the
weak point recommendation algorithms, results of average growth rate for to ∈ [0ms, 500ms]
are shown in Figure 8.14. In experimental setup the initial reliability of all components is set
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Figure 8.12: Reliability growth results: initial 0.7 - 0.9, increase 20%.

equally to 0.9 and the final reliability is set to 0.99 (10% increase). The average growth rate,
shown on the z-axis in logarithmic scale, is calculated for each of the 30 possible improvement
steps, as denoted by the y-axis. The results indicate that a significantly larger overhead to
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Figure 8.13: Average number of steps to reach a reliability threshold.

than in the application-wise scenario is needed in order to differentiate between the algorithms’
performance. This is an expected result due to the fact that the heuristic algorithms closely
match the performance of the WP-Influence algorithm. With regard to the applicability of weak
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point recommendation algorithms, the results are less conclusive than in the application-wise
scenario since the surfaces intersect on multiple occasions, causing discontinuities regardless of
the increase in to . In fact, the heuristic algorithms oscillate around the best solution provided
by the WP-Influence algorithm.
This behavior can be better observed in Figure 8.14b which shows a projection of graph in
Figure 8.14a onto the x-y plane. For instance, a discontinuity independent of to between WPInfluence and Wp-WeightedPath can be observed in the 7th improvement step. Since the WPWeightedPath matches the performance of the WP-Influence algorithms in the 7th improvement
step, the curves will not intersect for any value of to . To prove this claim, it is necessary to
observe the reliability growth rate measure defined by expression (8.10). If a single application
in the data set is observed, the curves will intersect in case the following condition is met:
T otRelGrInf,i
T otRelGrW h,i
=
k · (tInf,i + to )
k · (tW h,i + to )

(8.16)

where T otRelGrInf,i and T otRelGrW h,i are total reliability growths achieved by application i when applying Wp-Influence and WP-WeightedPath algorithms respectively and k is the
number of applied reliability improvement steps. From the expression (8.16) the value of to in
which the surfaces intersect can be calculated as follows:

to =

tInf,i · T otRelGrW h,i − tW h,i · T otRelGrInf,i
T otRelGrInf,i − T otRelGrW h,i

(8.17)

The presented equation has no solutions in case T otRelGrInf,i = T otRelGrW h,i . Thus,
the only case in which the curves do not intersect is when the performance of both algorithms
is matched. This occurs in cases when algorithms perform the same replacement steps but
not necessarily in the same order. Since in the data-set-wise improvement scenario the same
sequence of improvement steps is applied to all composite applications the following condition
holds:

T otRelGrInf,i = T otRelGrW h,i ,

∀i ∈ [1, N ]

(8.18)

where N is the total number of composite applications in the data set. Thus, the claim
that the curves will not intersect regardless of the value of to can be extended to the expression for average reliability growth rate defined in expression (8.10). In addition, since
tW h,i < tInf,i , ∀i ∈ [1, N ], the average growth rate achieved using WP-WeightedPath path
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will be greater than then the one achieved using WP-Influence algorithm for any value of to .
The projection presented in Figure 8.14b indicates that discontinuities appear in other reliability improvement steps as well, thus indicating the cases when the heuristic algorithms match
the performance of WP-Influence algorithm for the given experimental setup. Expectedly, the
WP-WeakestPath algorithm emerges as the best performing algorithm in the final reliability
improvement steps.

8.5

Yahoo Pipes Data Set

This section presents the results of the evaluation for the Yahoo Pipes real-world data set.
Details on how Yahoo Pipes data set was generated from the mashup definitions are given in
Section 8.5.1. Results of the computational performance experiments are presented in Section
8.5.2. Finally, Sections 8.5.3 and 8.5.4 present the results of evaluation for application-wise and
data-set-wise component improvement scenarios respectively.

8.5.1

Data Set Generation

The input data set for Yahoo Pipes was obtained as part of the research findings preseted
in [260]. The data set is prepared by collecting and translating the JSON mashup definitions
into the reliability model defined in Section 5. A simplified JSON structure for Yahoo Pipes
mashup definitions is presented in Figure 8.15. Generally, Yahoo Pipes mashup definitions contain a set of metadata describing a particular mashup. The metadata contains values such as:
unique mashup identifier, name, description, list of domains, list of users and time of creation.
The object layout defines how the graphical representations of components are placed on the
canvas. The modules object defines which atomic building blocks are used to construct a particular mashup. Since the Yahoo Pipes framework supports nesting of mashups, i.e. a particular
mashup can be a building component for another mashup, modules also define a set of complex
building components. Finally, the wires object describes how particular components in modules
are binded together into a workflow.
A high level overview of the reliability model generation process is given in Figure 8.16. In
the first step (1), a list of used building components is extracted from modules of each mashup
definition. The components are stored into atomic components and complex components tables.
It should be noted that duplicates are not stored into tables: the key in atomic components is
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Figure 8.14: Impact of the overhead to on the AvgGrRate

the atomic component name, and the key in complex components is mashup id. The tables
are maintained throughout the model generation process in order to detect incomplete mashup
definitions, i.e. mashups constructed using complex components for which a definition does not
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id
name

...

description

metadata
layout
modules
wires

Figure 8.15: Simplified JSON structure for Yahoo Pipes Mashup Definition.

exist. Such entries are discarded form the data set.
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Figure 8.16: Conceptional overview of the data set generator.

In the second step (2), the mashup reliability models are constructed by combining data
from modules and wires objects. Since the Yahoo Pipes mashup framework does not support
complex workflow constructs, like branching and redundant execution paths, only composition,
repetition and sequence nodes are used in the model. In general, the links defined by the wires
object are translated into arcs between the composition node and atomic component node in the
model. If more than a single link is defined for a certain atomic component, an additional repetition node is added and its repetition factor is set accordingly. Thus, most generated models have
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maximum nesting depth of 3 nodes, while additional model layers are added by introduction of
complex components. Finally, the generated model is stored into the data set using mashup id
as the key (3).
Data Set Overview
The generated data set contains 8569 reliability models for the collected Yahoo Pipes mashup
definitions. In addition, the data set contains 1391 (16.2%) mashups that are built using complex components, i.e. other mashups form the data set. To give an insight into the structure of
mashups in the data set, histogram in Figure 8.17 shows how many mashups were built using a
certain number of distinct atomic or complex components. The data shows that most mashups
were built using 5 components (1354 mashups) following an exponential drop of the number of
mashups with the increase of the number of building components. The presented results include
the obligatory component out, present in each mashup. Thus, 8 entries in the data set are empty
mashups containing only the output component. From the total number of mashups, 66.97%
were built using 3-7 components. Apart from the data presented in Figure 8.17, the mashup
definitions contained 2 mashups build using 24 components, one using 26 components and one
using 47 components.
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Figure 8.17: Number of building components used to construct mashups.

To further analyze the usage of the atomic building components, the total number of execu159
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tions across the entire data set is presented in Figure 8.18. The presented data contains values
for the 30 most executed components. The results indicate that the most executed component is
fetch from the sources component category (on average 1.53 times per mashup) followed by the
textinput component from the user inputs category (on average 1.02 times per mashup). Since
it is an obligatory component, out is executed once per mashup. Other commonly used components include urlbuilder from the url category (on average 0.704 times per mashup) which
is commonly used alongside the fetch component. The rest of the most commonly executed
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Figure 8.18: Number of component executions.

8.5.2

Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation for the Yahoo Pipes data set is conducted in two experimental setups. In the first setup, average execution time (time required to calculate a single list of weak
points), as defined in expression (8.5), is measured for all the composite applications in the
data set. Execution time ti for each composite application is an average value calculated on
a set of 10 consecutive measurements. The results of the experiment for WP-Influence and
heuristic algorithms are shown in Table 8.3. For the given set of Yahoo Pipes mashups, the results indicate that the WP-Influence algorithm has the highest average execution time, while the
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Table 8.3: Average execution time for Yahoo Pipes data set

Algorithm
WP-Influence
WP-WeakestPath
WP-WeightedPath

AvgExec [ms]
0.07159423585015753
0.00242772995682118
0.01299486929630072

σAvgExec [ms]
0.10983113627126237
0.00176407266635176
0.05699716872007603

WP-WeightedPath algorithm has higher execution time than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm.
Specifically, the WP-Influence algorithm has 5.51 and 29.49 times higher average execution
time than the WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeakestPath algorithms respectively. Along with the
results are standard deviations for the measured average execution time (σAvgExec ). Expectedly,
standard deviations are high due to significant differences between the composite applications
in the data set, namely variations in the number of atomic building components.
In the second experimental setup, the applications are grouped by the number of atomic
building components. The measurements are conducted for each group separately. It should be
noted that the number of composite applications is not equal for all the groups. The number of
components per application group is defined by histogram presented in Figure 8.17. The results
of average execution time for WP-Influence and heuristic algorithms are shown in Figure 8.19.
The presented results are limited to application groups with up to 10 atomic components. This
is due to a low number of applications in the groups with a higher number of atomic components. As in the case of artificial data set, the average execution time grows linearly with the
increase of the number of atomic building components for all the weak point recommendation
algorithms. Expectedly, the execution time for WP-Influence algorithm grows more steeply
than for the heuristic algorithms. Specifically, the average execution time for WP-Influence algorithm increases by a 46.47 and 31.3 times higher gradient then for the WP-WeakestPath and
WP-WeightedPath algorithms respectively. Furthermore, the results confirm that the average execution time of WP-WeightedPath grows more steeply with the increase of atomic components
than for the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. In conclusion, the performance evaluation results for
Yahoo Pipes data set are in alignment with the results measured for the artificial data set.

8.5.3

Application-Wise Component Improvement Evaluation

The results for average reliability measure for both experimental setups are given by the
graphs in Figure 8.20a and Figure 8.21a. The presented results are limited to the first 30 out
of 55 possible component improvements. This is due to the fact that in the final reliability
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Figure 8.19: Execution times for Yahoo Pipes data set.

improvement steps, the achieved average increase in reliability is small due to the decrease of
applications built using a certain number of atomic building components, as can be seen in
Figure 8.17.
As in case of the artificial data set, presented results confirm that the WP-Influence algorithm is more accurate than the heuristic algorithms, as it achieves highest average reliability
(AvgRel) at each composition improvement step. Furthermore, the results indicate that the
WP-WeightedPath algorithm, which takes into account multiple influence paths, achieves better average results than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm for both the experiments on the given
data set. Finally, it can be observed that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms
achieve higher AvgRel than WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath respectively as they take into
account the reliability of replacement components.
The presented results are conclusive with the results computed for the artificial data set
and they confirm the differences in the accuracy of the weak point recommendation algorithms.
However, the performance of the algorithms is less differentiated than in the case of the artificial
data set. This is mostly due to the fact that Yahoo Pipes do not support complex workflows,
namely workflow branching and redundant execution paths. In such conditions, the presented
heuristic weak point detection algorithms better match the WP-Influence algorithm by their
performance.
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Table 8.4: Difference in AvgRel between recommendation algorithms and WP-Influence-R: Yahoo
Pipes application-wise improvement

Algorithm
WP-Influence

WP-WeakestPath

WP-WeightedPath-R

WP-WeightedPath

Measure
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE

0.99, inc. 0.0099
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.000939707159147
0.001818329901584
0.000971532517476
0.001891845798050
0.000211260629097
0.000335563552720
0.000215201801221
0.000341833937596
0.000211260629097
0.000335563552720
0.000215201801221
0.000341833937596

0.7 - 0.9, inc. 20%
0.000044691663694
0.000098576641700
0.000107624361092
0.000259839327776
0.001614467357183
0.003094995611902
0.003613212667699
0.007535013845068
0.000590927730020
0.001224383925877
0.001336575543312
0.002929653782866
0.000650487367530
0.001361560540816
0.001476999559615
0.003273562565117

To give a more precise insight, standard error measures are calculated to evaluate accuracy
of recommendation algorithms against the optimal solution provided by the WP-WeightedPathR. The results calculated for the the whole improvement interval [1 . . . 55], are presented in
Table 8.4. It is confirmed that WP-Influence has lower error measure values than the rest of the
heuristic in both experiments. It should be noted that in experiment A, WP-Influence matches
the WP-Influence-R in accuracy. Furthermore, WP-WeightedPath path is more accurate than
WP-WeakestPath, e.g. it achieves up to 5.41 times lower RMSE in experiment A. Finally, it is
confirmed that improvements incorporated into WP-WeightedPath-R yield higher accuracy, e.g.
RMSE in experiment B is 11.21% lower than for WP-WeightedPath. It sholud be noted that
since in experiment A all replacement components have the same reliability, WP-WeightedPathR performs the same as WP-WeightedPath. Finally, the results for percentage error measures
indicate that all the algorithms achieve higher accuracy in experiment A. As stated previously,
in experiment A, WP-Influence matches the WP-Influence-R in accuracy as its RMSPE value is
0. Similar results hold for the heuristic algorithms as WP-WeakestPath, WP-WeightedPath and
WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms achieve respectively 3.92, 9.57, and 8.57 times lower RMSPE
in experiment A when compared to experiment B.
In order give a better insight into accuracy for the initial improvement steps and to analyze
the trend of growth, the average reliability growth (RelGr) for both experiments is presented in
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Figure 8.20: Reliability growth results: initial 0.99, increase 0.0099.

Fig. 8.20b (experiment A) and Fig. 8.21b (experiment B).As in previous experimental setups,
a better performing of two weak point recommendation algorithms should achieve higher initial average reliability growth and a lower average reliability growth at the final improvement
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steps. The results presented for both experiments confirm that the WP-Influence-R algorithm
achieves highest average reliability growth during the initial improvement steps. It can also
be concluded that the WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms outperform the
WP-WeakestPath algorithm in both experiments.
Figure 8.22 shows the average number of composition improvement steps (AvgSt) required
to reach a certain reliability threshold—denoted on the x-axis as the total reliability growth. As
in the case of the artificial data set, the results for both experiments in Figure 8.22a and Figure
8.22b indicate that the WP-Influence algorithm achieves greatest total reliability growth while
on average requiring least reliability improvement steps. However, the difference between the
WP-Influence algorithm and the heuristic algorithms in both experimental setups is expectedly
lower than in the application-wise improvement scenario. In addition, the results show that the
WP-WeightedPath algorithm has better performance for initial reliability improvement steps,
closer to the WP-Influence algorithm. Specifically, in experiment A (Figure 8.22a), the WPInfluence algorithm achieves the defined reliability threshold 0.25 while performing 18.41%
and 6.01% less improvement steps then algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath
respectively. Similarly, in experiment B (Figure 8.22b), the WP-Influence algorithm reaches
the reliability threshold 0.2 in 4.26% and 1.99% less improvement steps then WP-WeakestPath
and WP-WeightedPath respectively. Furthermore, the results confirm that WP-Influence-R and
WP-WeightedPath-R perform more accurately than their unmodified versions. For instance,
in experiment B WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R achieve reliability threshold 0.2 in
respectively 0.1% and 1.65% less improvement steps than WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath.
In order to further evaluate the impact of the additional overhead to on the applicability of
the weak point recommendation algorithms, results of average growth rate for to ∈ [0ms, 5ms]
are shown in Figure 8.23a.In experimental setup the initial reliability of all components is set
equally to 0.9 and the final reliability is set to 0.99 (10% increase). The average growth rate,
shown on the z-axis in logarithmic scale, is calculated for each improvement step, as denoted on
the y-axis. Since for the simple Yahoo Pipes workflows the heuristic algorithms closely match
the performance of the WP-Influence algorithm, the WP-WeakestPath algorithm becomes the
best performing algorithm after performing a small number of improvement steps. Therefore,
in order to make the results easily readable, the number of improvement steps is reduced to
the interval [1, . . . 6]. The results indicate that for the given experimental setup, to > 1ms
and the number of replacements steps less than 4, the WP-WeightedPath outperforms the WP165
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Figure 8.21: Reliability growth results: initial 0.7 - 0.9, increase 20%.

WeakestPath algorithm. Since the performance of the algorithms is closely matched, the WPInfluence does not outperform heuristic algorithms for the given to interval.
To give a wider overview of the impact of the additional overhead to on the applicability of
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Figure 8.22: Average number of steps to reach a reliability threshold.

the weak point recommendation algorithms, results of average growth rate for a wider overhead
interval to ∈ [0ms, 500ms] are shown in Figure 8.23b. The presented plot is a projection of
graph in Figure 8.10a onto the x-y plane. As in the case of the artificial data set, there are
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no discontinuities in the presented graph indicating clear separation of conditions in which a
particular algorithm performs best.
It can be concluded that for the presented experimental setup, the WP-Influence and WPWeightedPath algorithms achieve highest AvgGrRate for a sufficiently large to . As the number
of improvement steps grows, the WP-WeakestPath rapidly becomes the best performing algorithm. This is due to the properties of the data set. Firstly, for the latter improvement steps,
the performance of the the WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath algorithms closely matches
the performance of WP-Influence algorithm, as can be seen in Figures 8.20 and 8.21. Secondly,
the number of the applications constructed using a certain number of atomic components drops
exponentially after 4 atomic components, as presented in Figure 8.17.

8.5.4

Data-Set-Wise Component Improvement Evaluation

The results for average reliability measure (AvgRel) for both Yahoo Pipes experimental
setups of data-set-wise component improvement are given by the graphs in Figure 8.24a and
Figure 8.25a. As in the case of the artificial data set (Section 8.4.4), the difference between the
recommendation algorithms is much less pronounced than for the application-wise improvement experiments. Also, a more graduate increase in reliability is achieved than in applicationwise improvement experiments described in Section 8.5.3. These results are in accordance with
the results computed for the artificial data set.
The presented graphs indicate that the WP-Influence-R algorithm expectedly achieves higher
average reliability (AvgRel) than the WP-Influence, WP-WeakestPath, and WP-WeightedPath
algorithms for the given data set and experimental setup. However, this conclusion does not
hold for the entire improvement interval since the heuristic algorithms can at certain improvement steps perform as good as the WP-Influence-R algorithm due to aggregated solution space.
In addition, although it is less apparent from the graphs, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm displays better average performance than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. However, it should be
noted that at certain improvement steps the WP-WeakestPath algorithm can outperform the WPWeightedPath algorithm, while both heuristic algorithms can at best match the performance of
the WP-Influence-R algorithm. Moreover, in this evaluation scenario, heuristic algorithms outperform the WP-Influence algorithm for certain experimental setups. This effect was not visible
in previously described experiments.
To further analyze distinctions in accuracy between the WP-Influence-R and the rest of the
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Figure 8.23: Impact of the overhead to on the AvgGrRate

recommendation algorithms, error measures for average reliability (AvgRel) on the whole improvement interval are presented in Table 8.5. In experiment A, where the reliability of replacement services is close to 1, WP-Influence algorithm is highly accurate. In fact, it matches the
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Table 8.5: Difference in AvgRel between recommendation algorithms and WP-Influence-R: Yahoo
Pipes DS-wise improvement

Algorithm
WP-Influence

WP-WeakestPath

WP-WeightedPath-R

WP-WeightedPath

Measure
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE
MAE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSPE

0.99, inc. 0.0099
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.001501165784937
0.002290580703696
0.001569833508413
0.002427607087499
0.001491084021603
0.002288827868637
0.001559689322406
0.002425931070373
0.001491084021603
0.002288827868637
0.001559689322406
0.002425931070373

0.7 - 0.9, inc. 20%
0.002723361530364
0.003611978665526
0.005941509852968
0.008380357062730
0.001685861609996
0.001872527226902
0.003241068988812
0.003652803365054
0.001683250178144
0.001901861773540
0.003228963430391
0.003701181695178
0.001683250178144
0.001901861773540
0.003228963430391
0.003701181695178

WP-Influence-R algorithm in accuracy, since its error measures are equal to 0. On the other
hand, in experiment B where there is a greater difference in replacement component reliabiltiy,
the WP-Influence becomes less stable. This is due to errors in reliability sensitivity analysis
that get aggregated when computing expression (8.3). In fact, WP-Influence prooves to be
less accurate than WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath as it achieves respectively 1.92 and
1.89 times higher RMSE. Furthermore, WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath are very closely
matched. Specifically, the WP-WeightedPath has lower MAE indicating that it on average provides more accurate recomendations. However, WP-WeakestPath achieves lower RMSE indicating that WP-WeightedPath can provide recommendations with significantly lower accuracy.
The effect of these recommendations is more prononced since RMSE is a quadratic measure.
Furthermore, unlike in the previously described results, the WP-WeightedPath as accurate as
WP-WeightedPath-R in both experiments. Results indicate that since workflow constructs are
less complex then in the artificial data set, the differences in atomic component reliability in
experiment B are not relevant enough to impact the quality of recommendations. Finally, by observing the percentage error measures, it can be concluded that all algorithms are more accurate
in experiment A where reliability values of atomic components are higher. These results is in
accordance with the prevously described experiments.
To give a better insight into behavior of the recommendation algorithms, the average relia170
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Figure 8.24: Reliability growth results: initial 0.99, increase 0.0099.

bility growth is presented for both experiments in Figure 8.24b and Figure 8.25b. Unlike in the
application-wise improvement scenario, the reliability growth curves intersect WP-Influence-R
graph more than once. In fact, the heuristic algorithms oscillate around the best solution, pro171
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vided by the WP-Influence-R algorithm. This behavior indicates that the heuristic algorithms
manage to correct the error in component recommendation and maintain the quality of solution
close to the WP-Influence-R algorithm. The results for both experimental setups also indicate
that the WP-WeightedPath displays a more stable behavior than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm
since it deviates slightly less from the curve of the more accurate WP-Influence-R algorithm.
This behavior is particularly visible in Figure 8.25b, for the improvement interval [40, . . . , 50].
Furthermore, the results show how WP-Influence matches the accuracy of WP-Influence-R in
experiment A, while it becomes less stable in experiment B.
Figure 8.26 shows the average number of composition improvement steps required to reach
a certain reliability threshold—denoted on the x-axis as the total reliability growth. As for
the artificial data set, in data-set-wise improvement scenario lower values of AvgSt do not
necesserily imply higher accuracy. They rather indicate that the recommened weak points are
accurate for the most of the applications in the data set. Thus, more accurate recommendation
algorithms will properly identify application subset that has the greatest impact on the overall
reliability. This effect is visible in results of both experiments. For instance, in experiment A
(Figure 8.26a), the most accurate WP-Influence-R requires 5.87% more improvement steps to
reach the reliability threshold 0.02 than the WP-WeakestPath. On the other hand, for the latter
improvement steps, the WP-Influence-R provides recommendation solutions that are highly accurate for the most of the data set. Secifically, it requires 7.83 less improvement steps to reach
the reliablity threshold 0.2 than the WP-WeakestPath. A similar effect if visible in the results of
experiment B (Figure 8.26b). Finally, it can be observed that in experiment A there is a drop in
AvgSt for reliability threshold 0.14, an effect not visible in previously presented results. This
drop occures when the number of applications that can reach a certain threshold drops, while
other applications that can reach the threshold do not cause a significant increase in the number
of required improvement steps.
In order to evaluate the impact of the additional overhead to on the applicability of the weak
point recommendation algorithms, results of average growth rate for to ∈ [0ms, 5ms] are shown
in Figure 8.27a.In experimental setup the initial reliability of all components is set equally to
0.9 and the final reliability is set to 0.99 (10% increase). The average growth rate, shown on the
z-axis in logarithmic scale, is calculated for each of the 54 possible improvement steps, out of
which 30 are displayed to make the results more readable. The results indicate low dependence
on the overhead to as the algorithms are closely matched in their performance. As in case of
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Figure 8.25: Reliability growth results: initial 0.7 - 0.9, increase 20%.

the artificial data set, the results are less conclusive regarding the algorithms’ applicability than
in the application-wise scenario. This is due to the fact that the surfaces intersect on multiple
occasions, causing discontinuities regardless of the increase in to .
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Figure 8.26: Average number of steps to reach a reliability threshold.

This behaviour can be better observed in Figure 8.27b for the entire improvement interval.
The graph shows a projection of surface in Figure 8.27a onto the x-y plane. For example, a
discontinuity independent of to between WP-Influence and Wp-WeakestPath can be observed in
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the 10th improvement step. This means the WP-WeakestPath matches the performance of the
WP-Influence algorithms in the 10th improvement step, since the curves will not intersect for
any value of to . This claim is proven by expressions (8.16 - 8.18). The results confirm that the
heuristic graphs manage to match the performance of the WP-Influence algorithm during the
improvement process making the decision on the algorithm applicability less conclusive.

8.6

Impact of Atomic Component Dependency

To evaluate the impact of atomic component dependency on weak point recommendation
accuracy, the artificial data set models generated in experiment A were extended with additional
dependencies. Specifically the models were extendend with a number of unidirectional dependencies, as described in Section 5.2. To form the dependancies, component pairs were randomly
chosen with an uniform probability distribution. For each component pair, component Si was
made dependent on component Sj so that by improving Sj , reliability of Si would increase
10%.
Two experiments were made for each recommendation algorithm. In the first experiment,
weak points were recommended using the model that takes into account dependencies (+D). On
the other hand, in the second experiment, recommendations were performed using the original
models that do not take into account dependences (-D). In order to evaluate how using less
accurate models (-D) impacts the recommendation algorithms’ accuracy, reliability growth for
weak point lists generated in the second experiment was calculated using the extended models
(+D). In other words, weak point lists derived using less accurate models (-D) were evaluated
on more accurated reliability models (+D).
The experiments were performed for two different setups. In the first setup (Figure 8.28a),
5 dependent component pairs were randomly introduced into the workflow, while in the second
setup Figure (8.28b), 10 dependent component pairs were introduced. The presented results
clearly indicate that the achieved AvgRel is lower for the -D experiments. Thus, it can be
concluded that by ignoring atomic component dependence, the recommendation accuracy decreases.
Furthermore, the results in Figure 8.28 show that WP-Influence is more susceptible to inaccuracies in (-D) models then the heuristic algorithms, as it strongly depends on accurately
estimating the influence of each individual atomic service. We further supprt this claim by
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Figure 8.27: Impact of the overhead to on the AvgGrRate

computing the RMSPE error measure to compare the difference of WP Influence algorithm in
experiment (+D) and all the recommendation algorithms in experiments (-D). Thus, x2,i in
expression 8.15 is equal to AvgRel of WP-Influence +D and x2,i is equal to the AvgRel of
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Figure 8.28: Impact of atomic component reliability on AvgRel

recommendation algorithms in (-D) experiments. The results are presented in Figure 8.29, having the number of introduced dependent component pairs on the x-axis. The results clearly
indicate that RMSPE for WP-Influence grows steeper than for the heuristic algorithms. Thus,
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it can be concluded that heuristic algorithms are highly applicable in cases when strong atomic
component mutual dependence is expected, but is not plausable to include it into the model.
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Figure 8.29: Difference between WP-Influence +D and -D experiments.

8.7

Summary of Results

In order to establish how the presented weak point recommendation algorithms behave in
specific working conditions, two fundamental properties were evaluated: accuracy of the recommended solution and computational performance. The experiments were conducted on two
distinct data sets: an artificially generated data set and a real-world data set consistent of Yahoo
Pipes composite applications. The results presented in this chapter are summarized throughout
the rest of this section.

Experimental setup
The performance of weak point recommendation algorithms was examined in relation to reliability models’ size. In order to regulate reliability model size, a series of model data sets were
generated, each data set containing models built out of a different number of atomic building
components. In case of the real-world data set, distinct reliability model data sets were created
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by sorting the applications according to their number of atomic building components, i.e. in that
case the number of models was not equal in each data set. The recommendation algorithm’s
performance was evaluated based on the execution time required to compute a single weak point
recommendation list. Specifically, average execution time measure for each particular data set
was computed, as defined in Section 8.2. In order to experimentally confirm complexity analysis of weak point recommendation algorithms, presented in Section 6.4, two experiments were
conducted with a different range in the number of atomic building components used to construct
a particular reliability model data set.
The accuracy of weak point recommendation algorithms was evaluated for two distinct scenarios. In the application-wise component improvement scenario (Section 8.1.1), weak points
were recommended for each application separately, based on its own weak point list. On the
other hand, in the data-set-wise component improvement scenario (Section 8.1.2), weak points
are recommended by aggregating all the individual weak point lists of every reliability model
in the data set. In that case, the best average component for the entire data set is recommended.
For each of the described evaluation scenarios two experiments were conducted with varying
initial reliability values of atomic components. Experiments were conducted in multiple steps,
called the improvement steps. At each improvement step a list of weak points was computed.
Then, the most influential component was improved by increasing its reliability. This procedure
was repeated until all the atomic building components were improved. For each improvement
step average reliability, average reliability growth, total reliability growth and average reliability
growth rate measures were computed as defined in Section 8.2.

Performance
For experimental setup with a lower range in the number of atomic building components (5
- 50), the results indicate a linear increase of average execution time with the increase in the
number of atomic components. In addition, the WP-Influence algorithm displays the steepest
increase of average execution time, while the average execution time of WP-WeakestPath algorithm increases with the lowest gradient. The findings are consistent for both the artificial and
real-world data set, as shown by the graphs in Figures 8.3 and 8.19. On the other hand, experiment with a higher range in the number of atomic components (100 - 3000) was conducted only
for the artificial data set, as there is no representative sample for the Yahoo Pipes data set beyond
15 atomic components. The experiments show that for a higher number of atomic components,
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logarithmic factors in expressions defining computational complexity of the weak point recommendation algorithms become more significant. These findings are supported by the graphs
presented in Figures 8.4 and 8.5. In conclusion, the results of all the conducted experiments
decisively confirm that the WP-Influence algorithm is the most computationally demanding algorithm. Furthermore, regarding the heuristic algorithms, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is
decisively more computationally demanding than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Thus, the
presented results are in accordance with the computational complexity analysis presented in
Section 6.4.

Accuracy: Application-Wise Evaluation Scenario
In case of the application-wise evaluation scenario for the artificial data set, the results of
both experiments clearly indicate that the WP-Influence algorithm recommends weak points
with greater accuracy than the heuristic algorithms. This claim holds for each performed weak
point improvement step. Furthermore, the results of all performed experiments confirm that the
WP-WeightedPath algorithm is less accurate than the WP-Influence algorithm but more accurate
than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. These claims are supported by the results presented in
Figures 8.3, 8.7 and 8.8. The same results regarding the recommendation algorithms’ accuracy
have been reached in case of the real-world data set. However, the difference in accuracy is less
pronounced than in case of the artificial data set as workflow constructs in the real-world data
set are less complex and, thus, define less influence paths per input random variable. In such
cases, the accuracy of heuristic weak point recommendation algorithms more closely matches
the accuracy of the WP-Influence algorithm. These claims are supported by the results presented
in Figures 8.20, 8.21 and 8.22.

Accuracy: Data-Set-Wise Evaluation Scenario
Results for the data-set-wise evaluation scenario yield slightly different conclusions. In case
of both data sets, it is clear that the WP-Influence provides recommendations with the greatest
accuracy. This claim is supported by the results presented in Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13 for the
artificial data set and in Figures 8.24, 8.25, and 8.26 for the real-world data set. The heuristic
algorithms closely match the performance of the WP-Influence algorithm. If fact, at certain
improvement steps, heuristic algorithms perform as accurate as the WP-Influence algorithm.
This is due to the fact that in case of the data-set-wise evaluation scenario the solution space is
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aggregated. Specifically, the solution space for the data-set-wise evaluation scenario contains
n−i possible components at each step, where n is the number of composite applications and i is
the ordinal number of the weak point improvement step. On the other hand, for the applicationwise evaluation scenario the solution space is much larger as it contains n(n − i) possible weak
point selections at each improvement step. The experiment results clearly show that in case of
aggregated solution space, the reliability growth achieved by applying the heuristic algorithms
oscillates around the best solution provided by the WP-Influence algorithm. Furthermore, it
is less conclusive which of the heuristic algorithms is more accurate as the WP-WeakestPath
can provide a more accurate solution than the WP-WeightedPath algorithm. Therefore, error
measures defined in Section 8.2.3 were applied to determine the difference between the heuristic
algorithms and the WP-Influence algorithm. The computed measures for both data sets are
presented in Table 8.1 for the artificial data set and in Table 8.4 for the real-world data set. The
presented results show that the computed error measures for WP-WeightedPath algorithm are
lower than for the WP-WeakestPath algorithm, indicating that the WP-WeightedPath algorithm
more closely matches the WP-Influence algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded that for
an average case, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm is more accurate than the WP-WeakestPath
algorithm.

Impact of additional computational overhead
Finally, in order to establish how can the presented weak point recommendation algorithms
best be used in specific working conditions, the average reliability growth rate measure was
computed, as defined in Section 8.2. The measure shows which algorithm achieves best reliability growth in relation to spent system resources and the number of component improvement steps. The computational resources, measured as average execution time, were varied by
introduction of a fixed step-wise computational overhead. The results for both artificial and
real-world data sets in the application-wise evaluation scenario are presented in Figures 8.10
and 8.23. The results indicate compact regions that denote when it is most efficient to use a
certain recommendation algorithm in relation to the performed number of improvement steps
and additional computational overhead.
Furthermore, the results for average reliability growth rate in case of the data-set-wise evaluation scenario are presented in Figures 8.14 and 8.27. Unlike in case of the application-wise
evaluation scenario, the surfaces denoting when it is best to use a certain algorithm are discon181
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tinued. The discontinuities appear when a certain algorithm matches the performance of the
WP-Influence algorithm, as proven by the expression (8.18). Thus in case of the data-set-wise
component improvement it is less conclusive which algorithm should be used at certain working
conditions. This results also indicate that using the least computationally demanding algorithm,
the WP-WeakestPath algorithms, yields a low decrease in achieved accuracy, making it highly
applicable.In conclusion, the results confirm that in case of data-set-wise scenario, heuristic
algorithms can be used to replace the WP-Influence algorithm entirely.
Impact of Atomic Component Dependency
The results presented in Figure 8.28 confirm that by ignoring mutual dependency of atomic
components, the reliability models are less precise and yield less accurate weak point list recommendations. Furthermore, the results suggest that WP-Influence algorithm is more susceptible
to introduction of atomic component dependencies. These conclusions are further supported by
the results shown in Figure 8.29. Therefore, it can be concluded that heuristic algorithms are
highly applicable in cases when existence of atomic component dependencies is not represented
by the reliability model.
In conclusion, the experimental results conclusively confirm the premises stated in Chapter
6 regarding both accuracy and performance characteristics of the weak point recommendation
algorithms. Regarding weak point recommendation accuracy, the WP-Influence is more accurate than the heuristic algorithms. Furthermore, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm, which takes
into account existence of multiple influence paths, proves to be more accurate than the WPWeakestPath algorithm. Moreover, the results also confirm computational complexity analysis
presented in Section 6.4. The WP-Influence algorithm proves to be more computationally demanding then the heuristic algorithms. In addition, more accurate WP-WeightedPath algorithm
proves to be more computationally demanding than the less accurate the WP-WeakestPath algorithm.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
The goal of this thesis is to put forward a reliability attainment mean that supports sustainable development of complex consumer applications. The presented solution is a design time
iterative reliability management method. Its underlaying motivation is that by focusing reliability improvement actions, e.g. introduction of fault tolerance mechanisms, to the most significant
application’s building components, the required reliability level can be reached while spending
less design and run time resources.
The selective improvement is performed by ordering the composite application’s building
components into weak point lists by their influence on the overall reliability. Thus, a more significant weak point is considered to be the one whose improvement results in a greater increase
of the overall reliability. The iterative reliability management method, as defined in Chapter
4, consists of performing consecutive steps of estimating application’s reliability, recommending weak point lists, and performing weak point improvements, until the required reliability
level has been reached. Each of the method’s steps needs to scale well with the increase in
complexity of the constructed application, as well as be incorporated into a general consumer
computing environment. To that end, the achieved scientific contributions of this thesis are:
(1) reliability model for composite consumer applications, (2) scalable method for consumer
application reliability management based on a suite of heuristic weak point recommendation algorithms, (3) evaluation of the weak point recommendation algorithm suite, and (4) architecture
of a consumer assistant for development of reliable consumer applications.
Reliability model for composite consumer applications (1), presented in Chapter 5, is a
probabilistic graphical model based on belief networks. Specifically, the introduced model
enables architecture-based reliability estimation, as its goal is to identify reliability-critical ele183
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ments of the consumer application’s architecture. Furthermore, the presented approach is path
based, meaning that the impact of each individual building component on the overall application reliability is modeled as superposition of multiple influence paths, derived by observing
the application’s workflow. This approach was chosen in favor of state based models and other
optimization techniques, as they do not scale well with the increase in application size, i.e.
number of building components and workflow complexity. Furthermore, since performance of
weak point recommendation algorithms depends on the model size, additional optimizations to
reduce the number of model paths were introduced. Specifically, in case of multiple sequential component invocations, influence paths leading from input model variables are aggregated
using the repeat nodes.
The introduced reliability model can be used to recommend application’s weak points by
isolating influence paths leading from each individual input random variable, i.e. by assessing
its individual influence on the overall application reliability. The second contribution of this
thesis is a scalable method for weak point recommendation (2). The first hypothesis of the introduced approach is that by utilizing solely the graphical structure of the reliability model, it
is possible to make the recommendation method less dependent on the number of input random
variables. To that end, two heuristic algorithms WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeakestPath have
been designed, as presented in Chapter 6. The heuristic algorithms are less computationally
demanding than the WP-Influence algorithm that assesses the exact influence of an individual
building component. These findings are confirmed by the computational complexity analysis
presented in Section 6.4. Furthermore, the heuristic algorithms are also expected to be less
accurate than the WP-Influence algorithm. However, WP-WeightedPath is expected to be more
accurate than the WP-WeakestPath as it considers existence of multiple influence paths, making
it also more computationally demanding. Having in mind the stated algorithm properties, the
second hypothesis of the proposed approach is that by considering additional step-wise computational overheads of the reliability management method, through proper selection of weak point
recommendation algorithms the overall method computational efficiency can be improved. For
instance, in cases when a low additional step-wise overhead exists, it is more efficient to use
the heuristic algorithms, as reaching final reliability in a greater number of improvement steps
would result in a lower consumption of resources.
Feasibility of the weak point recommendation method, based on a suite of heuristic recommendation algorithms, is confirmed by an extensive evaluation (3), whose results are presented
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in Chapter 8. The experiments were conducted for an artificial data set, as well as a real-world
data set consistent of Yahoo Pipes reliability models. Regarding computational performance,
the results conclusively confirm that heuristic algorithms are less computationally demanding
than the WP-Influence algorithm. For instance, in case of the artificial data sets, that contain
applications with up to 50 atomic components, the average execution time grows linearly with
the number of atomic components. In those conditions, the average execution time of the WPInfluence algorithm grows with a 105.3 and 48.4 times higher gradient then for WP-WeakestPath
and WP-WeightedPath algorithms respectively. Similarly, in case of the real-world data set, that
contains applications with up to 10 atomic components, the average execution time of the WPInfluence algorithm grows with a 46.5 and 31.3 times higher gradient then for WP-WeakestPath
and WP-WeightedPath algorithms respectively. For a higher number of atomic components,
the logarithmic factors in the computational complexity expressions gain more significance,
making the difference between the algorithms’ execution times greater.
Regarding weak point recommendation accuracy, two distinct evaluation scenarios were
considered: application-wise and data-set-wise component improvement. The former scenario
considers improvements based on application’s individual weak point list, while the latter considers improvements based on an aggregated weak point list, generated by combining all the
weak point lists in the data set. The accuracy was evaluated by comparing the recommended
solution with an optimal one. To that end, standard error measures were calculated, e.g. root
mean square error RMSE. For the application-wise scenario, the results for both the artificial
and real-world data sets conclusively confirm that WP-Influence is on average the most accurate
algorithm at each conducted improvement step. In fact, it achieves several orders of magnitude lower RMSE than the heuristic algorithms. Furthermore, the results confirm expectations
that WP-WeightedPath is more accurate than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Specifically, the
WP-WeightedPaths achieves up to 2.95 times lower RMSE than the WP-WeakestPath in the
artificial data set experiments and up to 5.41 times lower RMSE in the real-world data set experiments. On the other hand, in case of the data-set-wise scenario, heuristic algorithms match
the WP-Influence algorithm more closely. In fact, at certain improvement steps, the heuristic
algorithms completely match the accuracy of the WP-Influence algorithm. However, by taking
into account the entire application improvement interval, the WP-Influence remains the most
accurate algorithm. Furthermore, the WP-WeightedPath remains on average more accurate the
WP-WeakestPath algorithm, as can be confirmed by the presented standard error measures. Re185
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sults of evaluation clearly confirm the hypothesis that computational performance of weak point
recommendation can be made less dependent on the number of application’s building components at the cost of recommendation accuracy.
Further evaluations have been performed to assess the algorithms’ applicability in relation
to additional step-wise overhead of the reliability management method. The results for average growth rate (achieved reliability growth divided by spent computational resources) for
application-wise scenario in case of both the artificial and real-world data sets clearly indicate
the conditions under a certain algorithm achieves best performance. The results expectedly
show that with the increase of additional overhead, the application interval of more accurate
algorithms grows. On the other hand, in case of the data-set-wise scenario, the results are less
conclusive. Since in this case, the solution space is severely reduced, heuristic algorithms can at
certain steps match the WP-Influence in accuracy. This in turn makes the algorithm applicability
independent of the increase in the additional overhead. For that reason, the heuristic algorithms
can be considered to be highly applicable in case of the data-set-wise improvement, and, thus
can be used to replace the WP-Influence algorithm entirely. In conclusion, the results of evaluation confirm the hypothesis that by determining recommendation algorithms’ applicability in
relation to the additional computational overhead, the reliability management method can be
made more computationally efficient.
The final thesis contribution is focused on incorporating the reliability management method
into the consumer computing environment (4). In order to support the method, consumer computing environment was extended both with assistant and programmable elements, as defined in
Chapter 7. The consumer application reliability assistant was designed to implement the main
processes of reliability management method. Based on the method definition, a set of operations
needed to be performed by a consumer were identified. By taking into account the identified
operations, the architecture of the consumer assistant was designed. Furthermore, in order to
ensure the consumer assistant runs efficiently in distributed environments, application modules
suitable for computational offloading were identified. By enabling computational offloading
of demanding operations into a cloud infrastructure, the designed assistant can be deployed on
devices with limited system resources, like mobile devices. Finally, an example of consumer
application reliability assistant implemented as a web widget was presented. Furthermore, in
order to enable application improvements through introduction of redundancy, programmable
elements that support both backward and forward recovery fault tolerance methods were de186
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signed. Like in case of the assistant element, consumer performed operations were identified
and used to define the programmable components’ architectures. Finally, implementations of
programmable elements as web widgets were presented. Specifically, in case of backward recovery, check point and restart, and recovery blocks methods were implemented as widgets. On
the other hand, in case of forward recover, n-version programming method was implemented.
By combining the defined widgets, more complex fault tolerance methods, like consensus recovery blocks, can be constructed.
In conclusion, the main contribution of this thesis is a novel reliability management method
that enables construction of reliable composite consumer applications. The presented research
results advance the state-of-the-art in dependable computer systems as no comprehensive solution that considers construction of very large dependable component-based applications exists. Thus, apart from the consumer applications, the presented approach is applicable to other
component-based systems, like service-oriented systems. Possible future research directions include both improving the reliability model and the weak point recommendation algorithms. In
case of the reliability model, optimizations can be developed to further reduce the number of influence paths, consequently making the weak point recommendation procedures more efficient.
On the other hand, heuristics of weak point recommendation algorithms can be further finetuned to get more accurate results, while retaining properties high computational efficiency.
Finally, the presented data-set-wise evaluation scenario can be adapted to optimize resource
consumption in cloud-based infrastructures.
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